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Abstract
Novel fluorescent quantum dots of small size, tunable light emission wavelength and
high compatibility with biological systems are of great significance to light microscopy
super-resolution imaging. In this thesis, colloidal germanium quantum dots of ∼ 3.8
nm size have been investigated as a novel fluorescent probe for cell imaging.
Two single molecule localisation super-resolution methods were explored: one
utilised QDs blinking statistics and the other one was based on intrinsic QDs size
dispersion. We found that the blinking super-resolution strategy which combined the
usage of blinking QDs and spinning disk confocal imaging has led to less than seven
minutes collection time for 2000 image frames. High precision temporal separation of
single molecules has been achieved on Ge QDs and CdSe QDs labelled fixed Hela cell.
The spectroscopic super-resolution strategy that combined the usage of size dependent
light emission QDs and spectra imaging, resulted in a 1.6 seconds data acquisition
time. Spectroscopic separation and high precision single molecule localisation has
been demonstrated using Ge QDs and CdSe QDs labelled fixed Hela cell samples.
We compared various localisation algorithms when applied to the two superresolution methods we studied. We found that they did not work well with our
data. Consequently, we developed two MATLAB-based localisation algorithms. The
first algorithm used the independent component analysis (ICA) model to analyse the
blinking stochastic imaging data, whilst the other used the Gaussian mixed model
(GMM) to analyse the spectroscopic separation imaging data.
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We also conducted comparative toxicity tests of these novel Ge QDs with a
typical off-the-shelf system. The cell toxicity of Ge QDs was found to be less than
that of CdSe/ZnS QDs. For instance, 25 nM Ge QDs in 1 mL Hela cell solution did
not cause observable cells apoptosis in 24 hours. It caused 15% cells apoptosis after
3 days, rather than 35% for CdSe QDs at the same concentration. In addition, long
term live cell imaging with QDs revealed that Ge QDs had not significantly changed
cellular morphology within a 90 hour period.
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Introduction

1.1

Thesis content and structure

In this thesis, we investigate the application of germanium (Ge) quantum dots (QDs)
in localisation super-resolution bioimaging. To begin with, a general introduction
to the study will outline the challenges in optical imaging, especially the resolution
limit. QDs will then be introduced into the fluorescence biological imaging application.
Following this, their advantages and disadvantages in super-resolution imaging will be
discussed. The application of germanium QDs for cell imaging and their cell toxicity
will then be assessed. The central focus of this thesis will be on the super-resolution
imaging experimental methods, taking advantage of the blinking phenomenon of Ge
QDs, and the spectroscopic super-resolution method utilising size-dependent light
emission of Ge QDs.

1.2

History and developments in light microscopy

Most of the live activities and biological processes at or below cellular level have been
understood through direct visualisation. Microscopes have played an irreplaceable
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role in connecting the cellular and sub-cellular level with the human world. Generally
speaking, light microscopy is an imaging solution to produce magnified visual images of
objects that are too small to be seen by naked human eyes, as well as providing greater
detail of the objects to observe. Besides magnification, microscopies require contrast
and resolution, and in the history of light microscopy there have been substantial
developments in these areas.
The first microscope can be traced back to the 1590s, when two Dutch spectacle
makers, Hans Jansen and his son Zacharias Jansen invented a hand-held microscope
which achieved focus by sliding a draw tube in or out (Figure 1.1) [1]. This has
been regarded as the first compound microscope. An early application of just such
a compound microscope to life science was made by Gallieo Galilei, who observed a
bee using a modified microscope combining a convex lens and a concave lens, which
became a guide for optical path design to other researchers in the seventeenth-century
[2]. However, the first printed research devoted to biological samples using microscopy
was - Micrographia, published in 1665, a work by the English physicist Robert Hooke,
who discovered small structures - “cells” in plant tissues [3]. More importantly, in
his descriptions of microscopes, focusing mechanisms, illumination system and sample stage were also demonstrated. Contemporaneously, a Dutch microscopist Antonie
van Leeuwenhoek used his knowledge of grinding lenses to achieve magnification, as
large as 300×, in compound microscopes [4, 5]. Leeuwenhoek used his single lens
microscope with short focal length achieving a resolution down to µm. As a result,
bacteria were introduced to human science. By the early 19th century, microscopes
were better-made and easier to handle. Lens chromatic aberration1 and spherical
aberration2 problems were solved during the 1830s by using additional lenses of different shapes and light bending properties into the optical path. Microscope resolution
was ∼ 1 µm at that time. Although this was not much of an improvement compared
1

Refers to the halos that results from the lens’s different refractions to different wavelengths light.
Refers to the effect that occurs when all incident light end up focusing at different points after
passing through a spherical surface. This results from the less refraction of near axis light than the
edge light.
2
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to Leeuwenhoek’s microscopes, optimised illumination system and stable mechanical
supports were introduced [6].

Figure 1.1: Historical compound microscopes developments from 16th cen-

tury. Images reprinted from references [5, 7, 8].
A break through in microscope design and its applications came as a result of
work by Ernst Abbe in the 1860s [9] who for the first time, provided rigorous mathematical formulation of microscope design and defined the limit of resolution3 . A
microscope manufacturer, Carl Zeiss was the first to realise the importance of optical theory for the manufacturing of high-power microscopes. Zeiss collaborated with
Ernst Abbe and produced the leading microscopes in the world with an optical resolution down to 0.2 µm in the 1880s [11]. Since the 20th century, as optical principles
became better understood, microscopes have been developed into a number of powerful and specific branches. In the 1930s, a Austrian microscope manufacturer Reichert
introduced infinity corrected optics, in which an additional tube lens was used to produce an intermediate image (Figure 1.2). The region between the objective lens and
tube lens (infinity space) provides a path of parallel light beams, in which additional
3

See also Rayleigh work [10] on the subject.
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optical elements can be placed without the introduction of any aberrations or modification of the objective working distance. The infinity corrected microscopes were
further developed by Zeiss and Leica and became common place by the 1980s.

Figure 1.2: Schematic digram of the light path in an infinity corrected micro-

scope (a) and fluorescence microscope (b). Infinity corrected optical system
consists of an objective and a tube lens to produce an image. Other optical
elements can be placed in the parallel optical path between the objective and
tube lens. In a modern fluorescence microscope, excitation light and filters
are the key additional elements, which will be further demonstrated in section
1.7.1. [12]
Along with the development of microscopes, microscope illuminators and illumination methods have been developed from the use of simple natural sun light to
contemporary laser scanning methods. In terms of sample illumination and light collection methods, there are transmitted light and reflected light microscopes [13, 14].
Ideally, a bright, glare-free and evenly dispersed illumination in the field of view is
expected in optimised microscopy. Early microscopes in the 17th century relied on
natural sun light, candles and oil lamps to provide illumination. These simple unfocused light sources suffered from uneven illumination, glare and were even a potential
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fire hazard. At the beginning of 19th century, microscope scientists started to realise
the importance of illumination aperture. British microscopist Edward Nelson first
introduced the Nelson illumination condition (also known as critical illumination) by
using a substage condenser to produce a focused image of the flame from an oil lamp
on the sample plane to achieve a somewhat even illumination condition over the view
field. This illumination condition was then superseded by a far more efficient method
- the Köhler illumination, which was developed by August Köhler of the Carl Zeiss
corporation in 1893 [15]. As illustrated in figure 1.3, in the Köhler illumination condition, the collector lens, field diaphragm and condenser were used and arranged in an
appropriate configuration in order to generate an extremely even illumination. The
image of the illumination source was focused on the back focal plane of the objective,
instead of the sample plane, in which case the illumination source (flame) was visible
in the final image. It has become the predominant illumination condition for modern
advanced light microscopy.

Figure 1.3: Optical paths of Critical (a) and Köhler illumination (b). Figure

modified from reference [16].
Illumination methods have gained many developments under the guidance of optical principles and inventions of new illumination sources, such as tungsten-halogen
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lamps, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers. Bright and dark field microscopy
have been two of the basic classical illumination methods, in which sample contrasts
come from the absorbance or scattering of light in the sample. In 1934, phase-contrast
microscopy was invented by Dutch physicist Frits Zernike. The phase-contrast technique is a contrast enhancing method that relies on wave nature of light to convert
the light variations in the phase into corresponding changes in amplitude [17]. It
provides the ability to improve contrast, particularly for transparent and unstained
biological samples. Soon after phase-contrast microscopy, another contrast enhancement technique - differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy (also known as
Normarski microscopy) was invented on the principle of gaining optical path length
by the interference of two polarised light beams [18].
Fluorescence microscopy is another contrast enhancement technique that utilises
fluorescent probes based on the principle that fluorescent probe molecules emit light
when they are irradiated with a specific light source (Figure 1.2) [19]. Apart from
the contrast enhancement, fluorescence microscopy also provides multi-colour imaging. It extends the modern biological imaging to numerous applications, including
cell structure staining, immunofluorescence, sensitive and quantitative experimental
cell research and quality control [20]. However, it has been observed in fluorescence
microscopy that the majority of the fluorescence was affected by strong background
signal no matter how well the focus was adjusted. This was later improved by the
technique called confocal imaging which was firstly proposed by Nipkow and Minsky
in 1957 [21]. A confocal microscope is able to filter out the “out-of-focus” light from
above and below the focal plane on the sample. As a result, it provides both high
resolution and contrast [22]. Developments in confocal microscopies have paralleled
the rapid advances in fluorescence microscopies. The combination of fluorescence
and confocal microscopy has been widely accepted as a powerful solution for biological imaging, and evolved into advanced microscopes such as laser scanning confocal
fluorescence microscopy (LSCM) and, total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopes. Figure 1.4 summarises the milestones in the development of microscopy.
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Figure 1.5 presents some example images of four modern microscopy methods.

Figure 1.4: Key developments of microscopies in the history.

Figure 1.5: Example images of several advanced optical microscopies. (a)
Bright field image of a human basal cell carcinoma stained with eosin and
haematoxylin, (b) Phase contrast image of living Hela cells in a plastic tissue culture vessel, (c) Differential interference contrast image of fixed Indian
Mugjac cells, (d) Fluorescence image of endothelial cells of which nulei, microtubules and filaments are blue, green and red stained. Images reprinted
from Zeiss-campus [23].

Besides the microscope structure and illumination methods, imaging detection
has also evolved, along with the development of optical detectors. Imaging detection and recording techniques have been utilised to replace the human observation
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of samples, as well as storing and distributing images. Digital devices that convert
photons into electrons to build up image pixels are most popularly used, for example
photonmultiplier tube (PMT) and avalanche photodiode point detectors (APD), electron multiplying charged coupled device (EMCCD) and complementary metal oxide
semiconductor array detectors (CMOS).
In the next section, microscope optics and the concept of magnification and
resolution will be described.

1.3

Microscope optics, magnification

All modern microscopes rely on three functionally distinct elements, as shown in
Figure 1.6: a light source, microscope optics and a detector. Illumination can be
either simple natural light or an advanced artificial illumination system. Very basic
microscope optics consist of an objective lens and a tube lens that provide image
magnification. Detection can be completed using optical-electron devices for recording
images.

Figure 1.6: Basic components of modern microscopies

Microscope magnification is defined as the ratio of the image size to the real
object size. To form a magnified image, the light from the sample through an objective
lens is further made convergent again by a tube lens. Images are formed in the focal
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plane of the tube lens. In this way, the objective lens and tube lens play a key role
in achieving magnification. The magnification is physically determined by the focus
length of objective and tube lens, which can be expressed as:
Mo =

ftub
fobj

(1.1)

where ftub and fobj refer to the focal length of the tube lens and objective lens respectively. This indicates a theoretical unlimited large number of magnifications as long
as an infinite large ratio of ftub and fobj is accounted for. However, it is limited by
practical considerations, such as working distance and the microscope size, as well as
the fundamental resolution limits of light microscope which will be further discussed.
High magnification power of objective lens requires short focal length, which reduces
the working distance (distance from the front of the lens to the object). For example,
a Nikon oil 100× lens has a focus length of around 0.15 mm. Longer working distance
high magnification objective lenses are also achievable with higher cost. To date, the
current widely used highest magnification of bioimaging microscope objective lens are
100× or 150×.
Resolution is also an essential parameter of microscopes, apart from just the
magnification. It can be regarded as the ability to distinguish two objects, or the
ability to provide details of the imaged object. A microscope might have a large
magnification (strong ability to make the object appear bigger), however it does not
necessarily mean that it provides a good resolution, owing to the different determinants. It is not difficult to magnify an object into a very large image, for example
100×, 400× or even 1000× magnification. However, larger magnification does not
make any sense without seeing more details. For instance, enlarging Figure 1.7c by
10× wouldn’t give great detail of the object than the image Figure 1.7b. A high
resolution 100× microscopy will show more detailed information than a 1000× microscopy with low resolution. A suitable combination of magnification and resolution
determines how much useful information a microscope can provide.
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Figure 1.7: Magnification and resolution of optical microscopy images. (a)

Low magnification, low resolution. (b) Low magnification, high resolution. (c)
High magnification, low resolution. (d) High magnification, high resolution.

In order to understand the resolution limit, one must go beyond geometrical
optics and consider the wave nature of light. This will be discussed in the next
section.

1.4

Limits of resolution

Fundamentally, optical resolution is limited by optical diffraction due to the wave nature of light. Diffraction is the bending of light as it passes by objects or through an
aperture. It naturally exists in our daily life and becomes noticeable when the object
or aperture size is comparable to or smaller than the wavelength of the light. Diffraction has been explained by the Huygens-Fresnel wave theory (proposed by Christiaan
Huygens and expanded upon by Augustin Jean Fresnel) which was developed between
the 17th century to the mid-18th century. It stated that every unobstructed point on
a wave front acts as a source of secondary spherical waves and the new wave front is
the envelope surface to all secondary spherical waves (Figure 1.8). In a situation when
either the light source or observation screen is located at a finite distance (comparable
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to the light wavelength) to the aperture, it is called near-field diffraction (also known
as the Fresnel diffraction condition). When both light source and observation screen
are at a much greater distance or infinitely far from the aperture, it is called far-field
diffraction (known as the Fraunhofer diffraction). In this case, all incident light rays
into the aperture are approximately parallel to each other. Consider the Fraunhofer
diffraction in a single slit of size a (Figure 1.8) for example. If light was not a wave
and propagates as straight rays, there would be no diffraction pattern, just as that
of geometrical optics (Figure 1.8a). However, according to the Huygens-Fresnel wave
theory, all the light points reaching the slit will act as a source of spherical waves
(orange, green, blue lines are sketched out as examples in Figure 1.8b). A diffraction
pattern (Figure 1.8b) occurs as a consequence of the interference of these spherical
waves.

Figure 1.8: Propagating of light through a small aperture of size a. (a) Ab-

sence of diffraction pattern. (b) Spreading of light wave leading to a diffraction
pattern when the wave nature of light is considered and Huygens principle is
used. The diffraction pattern depends on the slit or aperture shape and size.

In far-field microscopes, Franhofer diffraction on the aperture of a lens system
is the reason for the resolution limit. In most cases round lenses and apertures are
used. This causes a ring-like diffraction pattern on the image to any point-like source
(Figure 1.11), which is commonly referred to the Point Spread Function (PSF) in the
spatial domain. The PSF describes what the microscope does to the object to produce
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an image. The image formation can be seen as a signal processing of the microscope
to the object function A(x, y) (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Image formation of microscope in the view of signal processing.

In the real space, the relationship between the image and object is described by
a convolution operation4 of the object function A(x, y) and the system PSF:
A0 (x, y) = A(x, y) ⊗ P SF

(1.2)

In frequency space, this is simplified to a multiplication of the Fourier transform
of the object function F {A} and optical transfer function (OTF = F {P SF }) [26]:
F {A0 } = F {A} · OT F

(1.3)

Figure 1.10: Normalised microscope point spread function (PSF) and optical
transfer function (OTF). Figure modified from reference [27].

A typical PSF and OTF is shown in figure 1.10. The multiplication of F {A}
and OTF results in a cutoff of high frequencies in the Fourier spectrum of the object.
4

A mathematical operation normally expressed as ⊗, for more explanation see reference [24, 25].
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For that reason, the imaging process can be seen as a low-pass filtering to the object,
which blurs the fine structure of the object, thus reducing the resolution.

Figure 1.11: Points sources PSF and 1D light intensity function, (Left) two

points are far away from each other, (Right) two points are overlapping on
the image

In real microscope systems, the limit of resolution is related to the wave nature
of light and the aperture size. The theoretical resolution limit of microscopes was
established by Ernst Abbe in 1873 [28, 29] and Lord Rayleigh in 1874 [10, 30]. They
realised the importance of the light wavelength and objective numerical aperture to
the resolution. The term, “numerical aperture”, or NA of a microscope objective, was
coined and defined by Abbe:
N A = n sin θ

(1.4)

where n is the refractive index in the objective space and θ is half of the cone of light
that can enter the objective.
In order to obtain the accurate expressions of resolution limit, there exist several
mathematical models to describe the realistic PSF, for examples the Richards-Wolf
model [31] that accounts for the wave nature of light, and the Gibson-Lanni model
that take cover slips’ effect into consideration [32]. However, the formulas in these
models are complicated and have brought too much computational complexity. Thus,
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the Airy function, which is simpler for mathematical calculation while still providing
good approximations to experimental data, has been used (Figure 1.11):
sin β
λ

I(r) ∼

(1.5)

in which β, λ designates half of the opening angle of tube lens and the light wavelength
[33, 34]. In the Airy pattern, the centre circle area with a radius defined by the distance
between the centre maximum point of I(r) (r = 0) to its first zero is named Airy disk.
The Airy disk in the image plane can be calculated as:
rim ≈

0.61λ
sin β

(1.6)

giving 84% of the total light of the complete distribution within this area. In order
to find out the corresponding distance robj in the object plane, equation 1.6 must be
divided by the corresponding microscope magnification Mo . Taking the Abbe sine
condition of the objective and tube lens system into consideration that Mo sin β =
sin α where α denotes half of the opening angle of objective lens, and the effective light
wavelength in the immersion medium of index in n in object space, robj is calculated:
robj ≈

0.61λ
0.61λ
=
n sin α
NA

(1.7)

where N A = n sin α is the numerical aperture of the objective lens.
Now we can look at an image produced by two neighbour point objects at
distance robj (Figure 1.11). Their Airy disks are partially overlapping, and the centre
maximum point of one reaches the first minimum of the other. In this case, the
intensity in the middle between two maxima reaches about 75% of the maximum
intensity (Figure 1.11). Although this value may be affected by lens quality, individual
Airy disk intensity, detector sensitivity and signal-noise ratio, Lord Rayleigh suggested
this distance d = robj should correspond to the lateral resolution limit because the
human eye and many electronic optical detectors can still distinguish two separate
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image points in this case. This has been named the “Rayleigh criterion” [10, 35].
Similarly, axial resolution is described by:
raxi =

2nλ
N A2

(1.8)

In practice, however, the Airy function is still too complicated for biological
imaging analysis. Consequently, simplified PSF - Gaussian functions have been employed because of their conceptual simplicity and computational efficiency, despite the
lack of physical foundation [36, 37]. However, it has been pointed out [38] that use of
Gaussian function to approximate a PSF may not always be adequate. For example,
it has been argued that for emitters with a fixed dipole orientation Localization errors can reach up to 40 nm for typical optical system parameters and for aberration
levels at the diffraction limit. Still, in case of the small (few nm) spherical (or nearly
spherical) QDs the random dipole approximation is most appropriate and thus Gaussian function can be used. In terms of a description of the size of PSF, full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the fitting Gaussian function has been extensively used,
especially in single molecule fluorescence microscopies.
As indicated in equation 1.7, the highest resolution that a traditional microscopy
can achieve is obtained by assuming a high numerical aperture (typically ∼ 1.4) and
visible light (∼ 550 nm) and is around 200 nm. Nevertheless, this resolution cannot
satisfy the majority of modern cellular scale biological problems, for example the
observation of ribosomes (∼ 25 nm), microtubules (∼ 25 nm) and cellular protein
transportation activities (less than 100 nm).
To address the resolution limit problem in biological imaging, super-resolution
microscopy methods, which have broken the diffraction limit and brought the light
microscopy resolution ability down to several nm, have been developed since the late
1980s. This will be described in the next section.
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1.5

Super-resolution imaging

Microscopes already achieved ∼ 1µm resolution by the early 1800s, even before the
diffraction limit theory was established. Since then, it hasn’t been significantly improved, until the late 20th century, when super-resolution light microscopy techniques
were developed and achieved to a resolution below ∼ 200 nm or even down to the scale
of a few nm. Super-resolution imaging techniques make it possible for optical observation for cellular structures and cell activities below the diffraction limit (∼ 200 nm).
A brief review of the super-resolution strategies is given in this section. Resolution
levels and limitations for each method are described. Then single molecule localisation
based super-resolution imaging method is explained. Current limitations and frontiers
of the single molecule localisation super-resolution microscopies are described.

1.5.1

Developments in super-resolution imaging strategies

It is clear that a short wavelength light source is able to produce a high resolution (as
indicated in equation 1.7). Consequently, many short wavelength microscopes were
developed, for example ultraviolet fluorescence microscope was invented by August
Köhler in 1904. It hasn’t been widely accepted in biological imaging due to the great
harm of ultraviolet to biosamples and limited improvement in resolution. Another
technique achievable through - electron microscope (EM), invented by M. Knoll and
E.A.F. Ruska in 1931, who constructed a microscope using electron beams, has been
used to visualise cellular structures smaller than 200 nm [39]. The electron beam
plays a role of forming images of the specimen objects just similar to the light beams
in light microscopy [40, 41]. It provides a resolution as high as 0.1 Å because of the
short wavelength of the electron beam [42]. EM has several practical issues that limit
its usage in biological imaging. The issues come from the electron beam that carries
electron charges, which as a result, requires a fixed, dehydrated and thin section
sample to be imaged in a vacuum. Therefore, it is not suitable for live cell imaging
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and multi-colour imaging. Besides the method of shortening the wavelength, near-field
scanning microscopy (NSOM) has also been demonstrated to address the diffraction
problem by placing the imaging aperture close (within one wavelength of light) to
the object, to obtain the sub-diffraction resolution before light spatially diverges [43].
However, this method is limited to the very surface of a sample.
On the other hand, far-field optical super-resolution microscopies have also been
rapidly developed since the first inventions occurred in the 1980s. These innovations
can be divided into three types. One of the strategies is based on increasing the effective NA of an optical system to enhance the resolution. For instance, 4Pi-Microscopy
proposed by Stefan Hell who used two opposing objective lenses for sample illumination by two coherent laser beams, and achieved remarkable improvement in axial
resolution by a factor of seven [44]. A similar approach, but with an additional illumination path named I5 M microscopy was later reported with five to seven fold
improvement in axial resolution compared to conventional microscopy [45, 46]. However, these axial interferometric techniques provided very little improvement in the
lateral resolution (as also can be seen from equations 1.7 and 1.8), because improving
the effective NA will improve axial resolution more significantly than lateral resolution.
Another type of resolution enhancement is based on modifying sample illumination. This type of methods either directly shrinks the PSF size thus making equation
1.7 not applicable any more, or modulate the illumination so that the object information below the diffraction limit can be interpreted through modulation patterns.
For example, in 1994 Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) method was developed
by Stefan W. Hell and Jan Wichmann (Figure 1.12), which suppresses the fluorescence emission from the probes located off the centre of the excitation by illuminating
them with an extra annular laser beam after a normal excitation laser beam. In this
method, only probes at the null (centre) of the donut-shaped STED beam remain
fluorescence excited, resulting in an extremely small fluorescence area (Figure 1.12)
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[47]. With STED depletion, a smaller effective PSF size is obtained in the expression:
∆
∆ef f ≈ p
1 + I/Is

(1.9)

where ∆ refers to the diffraction-limit size of PSF, I is the crest intensity of the donutshape beam, and Is is the STED intensity used to reduce the fluorescence intensity
by one-half [48, 49]. Even though there is no theoretical resolution limit according
to this formula, in practise photodamage of the sample restricts the depletion light
intensity at a safe value, particularly for biosamples. Typical resolution in biosamples
using STED is ∼ 70 nm.

Figure 1.12: The principle of stimulated emission depletion (STED) mi-

croscopy. (a) Schematic of a STED microscope. An excitation laser and a
STED laser are combined and illuminated on the sample through the objective. A phase mask is put in the optical path of STED laser to generate a
donut-shape STED pattern. (b) Laterally on the sample, the STED beam
is applied with the centre zero-point overlapping with the centre maximum
of the excitation laser beam. With saturated depletion of the STED beam
to the fluorescent probes, only fluorescence from regions near the zero point
is suppressed, resulting in a decreased size of effective point spread function
(PSF). Figure reprint from reference [50].

In 1997 and subsequent years, Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) was
invented, making use of a known spatially structured illumination light and nonlinear
dependence of the fluorescence emission rate on the illumination intensity (Figure
1.13) [51].
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Figure 1.13: The principle of structured illumination microscopy (SIM). (a)
Generation of the illumination pattern. A diffraction grating is placed in the
excitation optical path splitting the light into two beams. Their interference
after emerging from the objective reaches the sample and creates a sinusoidal
illumination pattern with alternating peaks and zero stripes. Strong excitation light saturates the fluorescent probes at the peaks without exciting the
ones at zero points, resulting in sharp dark regions as an excitation pattern.
(b) Resolving sub-diffraction structures with SIM. When a sinusoidal illumination pattern is applied on a sample, a moiré pattern at a significantly lower
spatial frequency than that of the sample will appear. Multiple images are
generated by scanning and rotating the excitation pattern, which are then
used to reconstruct a high resolution image of the sample structure. In this
way, sample structures with higher spatial frequency than the illumination
pattern still remain unsolvable due to the mixing of moiré patterns. Figure
reprint from reference [50]

SIM has been reported to have a good capability for 3D imaging and has also
been extended to multi-colour imaging [52, 53]. This makes SIM a well-accepted
technique in 3D super-resolution imaging. With regards to resolution, a factor of
two improvements in lateral resolution was achieved with SIM in 2000 [54]. In 2005,
Gustafsson improved the resolution to 50 nm using non-linear structured illumination
[55]. This has been the highest resolution achieved in biological imaging with SIM to
date.
Finally, the last type of strategies is single molecule localisation microscopy,
which relies on the separation of emission signals of fluorescent probes, followed by precise localisation of single probes with subsequent image reconstruction, thus achieving
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higher resolution [56, 57]. This family includes Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) reported in 2006, which uses fluorescent dyes as a stochastic fluorescent probe to obtain a small portion of fluorescent molecules during an image frame
capturing, so that molecules are well-separated and can be reconstructed through
a computational process [58]; Photo-activated Localisation Microscopy (PALM) reported in 2006 is similar to STORM but proposes fluorescent proteins as the probes
[59]; Spectral Precision Distance/Position Determination Microscopy (SPDM) published in 2008 [60], introduced spectral separation of the overlapping diffraction spots
instead of temporal separation as has been accomplished in STORM and PALM methods; Spinning Disk microscopy for Super-resolution Imaging (SDSI) proposed in 2013,
which is a combination of STORM/PALM and spinning disk confocal microscopy [61].
In these methods, accurate positions of the fluorophores are localised by computational
processes on each diffraction spot. Repetition of imaging cycles stops when the majority of the fluorophores’ positions are expected to be localised. Super-resolution image
is then obtained by addition of all the high accuracy localisations. Super-resolution
strategies based on similar localisation such as STORM, PALM, SPDM, SDSI are
therefore termed “localisation super-resolution microscopies”. Lateral resolutions of
20 nm and even below 10 nm have been reported on biological samples [58, 62].

Figure 1.14: Spatial and temporal resolutions of some main super-resolution

techniques. Figure modified from reference [63].
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Figure 1.14 shows a summary of the spatial and temporal resolution of various
super-resolution techniques. Optical modulation methods are reliable but still with
limited resolution (∼ 50 - 70 nm). Localisation super-resolution imaging methods
are able to achieve super high resolution (several nm), and are easy to be carried
on conventional fluorescence confocal microscopes. This great significance of far-field
super-resolution imaging techniques mainly comes from the biological applications
which link the subcellular word with the human world. This great significance could
also be seen from the fact that the 2014 Nobel Prize for Chemistry has gone to Eric
Betzig, Stefan Hell and William Moerner for developing super-resolution microscopy
techniques based on the fluorescent molecules.
In this thesis, single molecule localisation based super-resolution microscopy is
investigated with the usage of QDs, using commercially available fluorescence confocal
microscopes. Localisation super-resolution strategy is described in more details in the
next subsection.

1.5.2

Single molecule localisation super-resolution imaging

The basic principle of single-molecule-based super-resolution microscopy is that the
position of a fluorescent probe can be determined with a precision much higher than
the width of the PSF when its individual fluorescence image is obtained. Singlemolecule detection is the first step in locating the molecule beyond the diffraction
limit. This concept was initially demonstrated in 1989 at liquid-helium temperatures
[64, 65]. Figure 1.15 presents the basic idea of single molecule localisation superresolution imaging strategy.
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Temporal separation single molecule localisation superresolution imaging strategy. (Left) Only a single molecule image is captured.
The molecule can be localised at a high precision by computational process.
(Middle) Two molecules are physically too close so that their images are too
much overlapping to be identified. This leads to the resolution limit in light
microscopy. (Right) Two molecules are physically too close, but their images
are temporally separated and captured at different time so that each of them
can be localised precisely. In this way, the molecules are resolved beyond the
diffraction limit.
Figure 1.15:

As seen in Figure 1.15, the top row shows fluorescent probe molecules (size of
∼ 10 nm or even less) and their fluorescent emission intensity distribution in 1D and
2D (middle row) which is the diffraction spot usually at the size of ∼ 200 nm in a
typical confocal microscope. From left to the right as shown, following the array, the
figure presents three situations. In the left situation where only a single molecule is
being imaged, its diffraction spot image can be characterised and the actual position
of the molecule can be precisely localised by computational processing. In the middle
situation of two molecules that are too close to each other (distance less than ∼ 200
nm), their diffraction spots will overlap on the image, resulting in not being resolvable
any more because the Rayleigh criterion will not be met. In the right situation of
super-resolution approach, two molecules are close with each other, but only one
molecule is imaged at time (t1 ), so that only one diffraction spot is obtained which
allows high accuracy localisation of this molecule. Then the other molecule is imaged
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at another time (t2 ) and being localised precisely as well. In the case of more than
two molecules within a diffraction limited region, the imaging procedures are repeated
again and again in order to collect as many single molecules as possible. Typically with
thousands of images, a super-resolution image which resolves the molecules within a
given area is reconstructed by putting all the localisations together into one image.
Thus this approach can be regarded as a temporal super-resolution method. It is
important to ensure imaging no more than one molecule within a diffraction limited
region at any given instant. This becomes a fundamental criterion of single molecule
assumption in this super-resolution imaging strategy.
As to the experimental realisations, this approach was independently reported
by three research groups in 2006 with the names of STORM or (f)PALM [58, 66,
67] and a resolution of 20 nm was demonstrated for RecA-coated circular plasmid
DNA [58]. In practise, STORM/(f)PALM similar methods require only a standard
light microscope. To ensure a sufficient number of fluorescent emission events being
collected for super-resolution reconstruction, images must be acquired at fast frame
rates with good signal-to-noise ratio. This can be challenging to biological samples in
widefield illumination due to the photo-bleaching of the probes and the effects arising
from the fluorescence light above and below the focal plane. Total Internal Reflection
Fluorescence (TIRF) overcomes these problems by using an evanescent wave that
only illuminates a thin (< 100 nm) optical section at the immersion oil and cover
slip interface (Figure 1.16) [68]. The physics underlining TIRF illumination is that
when a light beam is propagating from one medium of high index of refraction n2 into
another medium of low index of refraction n1 and if the incidence angle (θ) is equal or
greater than the critical angle θc , the beam undergoes total internal reflection. This
can be derived from Snell’s law [69] and expressed in an equation:
θc = arcsin

n1
n2

(1.10)

Some of the energy of in the incident light creates an evanescent field at the interface.
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Figure 1.16: The principle of TIRF illumination. The excitation beam enters

from the left angle θ which is greater than the critical angle θc . Angles are
measured from normal. The excitation beam is reflected off the cover slipsample interface and an evanescent field is generated on the opposite side of
the interface. As a result, only fluorophores in the evanescent field are excited.
Figure reprinted from reference [68].
This electro-magnetic wave has the same wavelength with the reflected light and
its intensity decays exponentially perpendicular to the surface. Due to this decay,
the fluorescence excitation of the evanescent field is limited on the very surface of
the interface typically below 100 nm. The excellent signal-to-noise ratio this achieves
makes TIRF a standard method for SOTRM/(f)PALM type imaging. However, TIRF
is not appropriate for all biological sample due to the limited imaging depth. The
structures further away from the surface of the cover slip than 100 nm, such as the
cell nucleus and mitochondria, can not be imaged using TIRF. Recent research has
tried to reduce this problem by introducing a ‘near TIRF’ illumination method called
highly inclined laminated optical light sheet (HILO) which use an intense laser, angled
through a high numeric aperture objective [70]. Unfortunately, HILO only increases
the light penetration depth to 500 nm, so cellular structure that are 2 – 3 µm inside
the cells such as the nucleus and Endoplasmic reticulum still can not be imaged. In
our research we used confocal microscopy approach to be able to control penetration
depth and to be able to utilise flexibility in using fixed cells (since using TIRF places
very specific requirements on refraction index of the mounting medium, see Equation
1.10). Confocal microscopy will be described in details in section 1.7.2.
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In single molecule localisation super-resolution imaging methods, the key component is the fluorescent probes which can be optically turned ‘on’ and ‘off’ so that
they can be selected to image at different temporal points. Furthermore, at any
instant, there should be no more than one probe within a diffracted region. Otherwise, false localisations may arise. However, in real biological applications, the
single molecule imaging essentially relies on the stochastic process (for example photoswitching, photo-activating and blinking) of the molecules. Some closely located
molecules may emit light at the same time. Some molecules may be imaged more
than once, while some may be never imaged. All these will increase the uncertainty
of the molecule localisations, which as a result will affect the final resolution.
The final resolution in this method is mainly determined by three factors: (i)
the probe size; (ii) localisation precision; (iii) labelling density. The probe size is
important as one cannot expect the resolution of better than 20 nm if 20 nm size
probes are used for fluorescence labelling. Localisation precision limits the resolution
by determining how well each probe can be localised. There have been several models
to calculate the exact expression, such as the maximum likelihood estimation [71],
and the Monte Carlo simulations [72]. One widely accepted formula is given by:
s
δ≈p
Np

(1.11)

where δ is the single molecule localisation precision, s is full width at half maximum
of PSF, and Np is the photon number. According to this, microscopes with small
PSF and bright probes (more photons from each probe) and are expected to deliver
a high resolution. Nevertheless, this equation is too optimistic as it does not take
into account of noise. A full formula is given in section 3.2.2.1 which does include the
effect of the background and noise onto the single molecule localisation precision. In
many cases, the localisation precisions also varies depending on the use of different
detectors (for example CMOS, CCD, EMCCD) and the noise model for each detectors
have to be taken into consideration in order to obtain a better understanding of the
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localisation capability and limitations [73].
The effect of labelling density on resolution has been quantified by the Nyquist
sampling criterion, which states that structures smaller than twice that of the probeto-probe distance cannot be reliably resolved [74–76]. The smallest resolvable feature
size on an image is determined by:
∆N y =

2
N 1/D

(1.12)

where N is the density of labelling, D is the dimension of the structure that is to be
imaged. According to this formula, to achieve a 20 nm resolution on a 2D image, a
labelling density of 104 per µm2 is required. In the laboratory however, a lower density
maybe sufficient considering the geometry of the sample. This will also be crucially
affected by the availability of the biological epitope for labelling and the number of
the fluorophores on the probes.
There are a number of challenges in single molecular localisation super-resolution
microscopy. These include, among other things, long data acquisition time. In order
to obtain a sufficient number of localised probes, photo-switching and imaging procedures are repeated in many cycles, which is typically more than 10000 times. These
repetition procedures are time-consuming which means that the data acquisition can
take too long (i.e. seconds to minutes). The sample drift problem may become significant on such timescales in biological applications, which will be further discussed in
the results section 3.2.2.3. This means the methodologies are suitable only for imaging
of fixed cells, as many biological processes occur faster than the time taken to acquire
a super-resolution image [61].
Suitable fluorescence probes are one of the key elements of single molecular
localisation super-resolution methods. In the next section, fluorescent probes in cell
imaging are introduced and compared. Then we will focus on QDs because of their
unique optical properties in application of fluorescence imaging.
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1.6

Fluorescent probes

In this section, current major fluorescent probes - fluorescent protein, dyes and quantum dots - will be introduced and compared, from the light emission mechanism
underlying the fluorescence, to the optical performance in the use of fluorescence
imaging.

1.6.1

Types of probes

Fluorescent probes can be broadly subdivided into several categories depending on
the nature of the light emission and sample structure: fluorescent proteins, chemical
dyes and QDs. In fluorescent proteins and chemical dyes the mechanism of the light
emission is related to the conformational changes (changes in molecular shape) [77, 78].
In QDs, it is the pure electron transitions between different energy states. Figure
1.17d-e indicates the differences between proteins, dyes and QDs. Another important
aspect is the quantum yield (QY, η). Quantum yield refers to the ratio of photons
absorbed to photons emitted through fluorescence. For example, a value of 50%
means half the number of the excitation light photons result in fluorescence emission.
Obviously, high QY corresponds to a high probability of the fluorescence transition,
which means strong fluorescence.
Fluorescent proteins are cell proteins that can emit fluorescence light. They
are large biological molecules consisting of long chain of polypeptides (Figure 1.17a),
which results in a total size of 5 - 200 nm [82]. The revolution that fluorescent
proteins have brought to cellular labelling and fluorescence imaging can be seen from
the countless break-through publications since the discovery and wide spread use of
Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) in 1962 [83]. The importance of this innovation has
also been evidenced by being awarded of Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2008.
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Figure 1.17: Fluorescent probe structures and fluorescence mechanism. Up-

per panel shows the structure and size difference between fluorescent proteins
(a, long chain of polypeptides), fluorescent dyes (b, organic groups), QDs (c,
nonorganic atom-like nanoparticles). Lower panel indicates the fluorescence
mechanism difference between protein/dyes (d, structure changes) and QDs
(e, electron transition between energy gap) [63, 79–81].
One of the biggest advantages of fluorescent protein is that they are genetically
encodable and are straightforward for specific cellular structural labelling, such as
lysosomes, and mitochondria [66]. Nowadays, the fluorescent proteins family has been
expanded to a wide range of derivative products, including non-fluorescent-switchable
proteins such as GFP and RFP [84], and fluorescent-switchable proteins like CFP,
Eos, Dronpa , mCherry [62, 85–87]. QY of GFP has been reported to be 79 % to 85
% [88]. Fluorescent proteins allow live cell imaging and have a very good specificity,
however they can cause problems to protein function and problems associated with
over expressions [89].
Fluorescent dyes have provided an alternative fluorescence labelling solution to
proteins, in terms of the small structure, high QY (more than 90 % [63]) and good
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stability in cellular environment [63]. Dyes are small organic molecules (generally
aromatic molecules) with fluorescent group or chemical bounds, such as Fluorescein,
Quinine, Rhodamine [79], which are usually 1-10 nm in diameter. Advanced functional
fluorescent dyes include derivatives from green-color-emitting products such as Carboxyfluorescein [90], to orange-colour-emitting products such as ATTO532 [91], and
even red/near IR-colour-emitting products such as Rhodamine B, Cy5, Cy7 [92, 93].
When compared to fluorescent proteins, dyes have higher quantum yield which results in brighter probes with higher numbers of photons per molecule. Moreover,
immunostaining allows the visualisation of endogenous proteins. However, immunostaining requires fixed cells and can lead to non-specific binding.
QDs are light-emitting nanoparticles (normally 1 ∼ 50 nm) that rely on the
confinement of the charge carries (electrons and holes) as the mechanism behind the
light emission. Emergence of QDs as novel fluorescent probes has attracted much
attention since their application on live cell imaging [94, 95] and correlative imaging
[96] during the last twenty years. QY of QDs can be as high as 70 % [97].
The majority of fluorescent proteins and dyes show comparatively narrow absorption and emission spectrum that often mirror each other with a small Stokes
shift (Figure 1.18d-f ). The poor separation between absorption and emission spectra
brings cross-talk between different probes (also known as the spectra bleed-through
problem in fluorescence imaging). In addition, a specific excitation light source is
needed for each dye because of the narrow absorption. This causes a lot of additional
requirements to the illumination system in multi-colour imaging using several dyes.
In comparison to proteins and dyes, QDs show the attractive property of a broad
absorption while exhibiting narrow emission spectrum (Figure 1.18a-c). Emission
spectrum peak position is tuneable by changing the QDs size (this is due to the quantum size effect which will be further discussed in section 1.6.3.1). Figure 1.18 shows
the spectra of three types of QDs (CdSe, CdTe and InP) and chemical dyes (Cy3,
Cy5, MegaStokes dyes and Nile Red dyes). From this point of view, QDs show high
compatibility with multi-colour imaging.
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Figure 1.18: Excitation (lines) and emission(dot lines) spectrum of QDs

(a - c) and chemical dyes (d - f ). Colour were coded by molecule size
(blue¡green¡black¡red). MegStokes dyes were prepared for spectral multiplexing in dimethyformamide (DMF). Data reprinted from reference [97].
Another problem with dyes and proteins is photo-bleaching. In these systems
the transition between a fluorescent and non-fluorescent state is due to structural
changes. These multiple structural changes eventually result in weakening of the
corresponding bonds and breakdown of a molecule. This causes the photo-bleaching
phenomenon when the fluorescence intensity becomes weaker and weaker as a function
of photo-switching/photo-activating repetition or illumination time. Photo-bleaching
is often an important factor that limits the imaging of biological samples, particularly
for long-term imaging. Bleaching behaviour can be exponential or non-exponential,
depending on the chemical environment and structure (bound or free) of probes [98].
There are antiphoto-bleaching strategies, such as by reducing the amount of oxygen
in the sample to prevent the bleaching to some extent, but most of them can be rather
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Table 1.1: Optical properties comparison between proteins/dyes and QDs

Properties

Proteins/Dyes

QDs

Fluorescence mechanism
Size
Excitation
Emission
QY(η)
Photobleaching
Biocompability
* Depends on QDs size distribution

Structure change Electron transition
1-200 nm
1- 50 nm
narrow
wide
narrow
narrow to wide∗
up to 95%
up to 70% [97]
Yes
No
Good
Good

toxic for live cells.
In QDs, transitions between the excited and ground energy states are purely
electronic and are completed without geometrical structural changes [81] which will be
further illustrated in section 1.6.3.2. QDs are much more photo-stable than proteins
and dyes and have been demonstrated to show negligible photo-bleaching [97, 99].
Examples are shown in Figure 1.19, in which QDs show no fluorescence decay even
after 180 seconds while Alexa 488 dyes show almost no fluorescence signal. Table 1.1
lists the main differences between proteins/dyes and QDs.

Figure 1.19: Photo-stability comparison between QDs and Alexa 488 dyes.

QDs and dyes were labelled to nuclear antigens and microtubes respectively
in one cell. Data reprinted from [100].
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The emerging development of QDs with unique optical and chemical properties has been one of the most exciting advances in fluorescence imaging, to overcome
spectra bleed-through and photo-bleaching problems and bring in additional benefits
such as multi-colour imaging. However, it has been debated that QDs suffered from
relatively low quantum yield and high cell toxicity, as well as very small number of
commercially available choices. Efforts have been made to overcome these challenges
to some extent by surface modifications and using biofriendly materials, such as germanium and silicon. The use of QDs is dramatically increasing, which in return also
drives the improvements of QDs.
In the next section, a general description of QDs light emission mechanisms will
be given.

1.6.2

Fluorescence mechanism

The fluorescence mechanism is depicted in a simplified Jablonski diagram5 [101–103],
as shown in Figure 1.20. The electronic singlet ground state, So , is described as a
series of energy sublevels. Similarly, the first excited singlet state is described as S1 ,
the second as S2 . In the absence of radiation, these states are populated according
to Fermi statistics. Ground state singlets are fully occupied by paired electrons (two
opposite spin electrons) and the system has a minimum energy, and is therefore stable.
The formation of the excited states is derived from the interactions of atoms.
Once a photon whose energy matches (or is greater than) the energy gap between
an excited state and ground state is absorbed (indicated as Abs. in Figure 1.20), a
carrier (electron) will transit to an excited state. The carrier quickly relaxes (∼ 10−12
s) to the lowest sublevel in the first excited state through vibrational relaxation (gray
arrow) or internal conversion (ICo.). At this point, the carrier might relax back to
5
Alexksander Jablonski was a Polish academic who devoted his life to the study of molecular
absorbance and emission of light. He developed a theory that generally shows a portion of the
possible consequences of applying photons from the visible spectrum of light to a particular molecule.
These schematics are referred as Jablonski diagrams
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Figure 1.20: Jablonski diagram for fluorescent QDs.

the ground state by emitting fluorescence light (Fl.) in 1 - 10 ns. Also, electrons can
transit back to the ground state through phosphorescence. The possibilities of each
transition depend on their timescales. The faster the transition, the more likely it
is to happen as determined by selection rules. Table 1.2 lists the timescales of the
molecule transitions in the Jablonski diagram [101].
Table 1.2: Timescales of the basic radiative and non-radiative transitions
involved in the Jablonski diagram.

Transition

Timescale (s)

Radiative process

Absorption

10−15

Yes

Internal conversion

10−14 - 10−11

No

Fluorescence

10−9 - 10−7

Yes

In the next section, the discussion will focus on the QDs quantum mechanism
underlying the light emission, their optical features, and particularly Ge QDs.
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1.6.3

Quantum dots and bioimaging

Quantum dots are desirable for a wide range of medical studies and bioimaging applications, such as dynamic cellular imaging and medical diagnositics. For example, QDs
labelling and imaging have revealed the complex workings of cell membrane receptors
at high resolutions [104, 105]. Peptide-conjugated QDs have been used to examine the
complex behaviour of nanoparticles in live cells [106]. Moreover, the unique optical
properties of QDs can significantly enhance the sensitivity of bio-diagnostic assays
such as in immunohistochemistry (IHC), fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH),
flow cytometry and biochips [100, 107, 108]. Particularly, QDs are also providing
benefits in the application of super-resolution cell imaging. Figure 1.21 summarises
the main usage of QDs in medical and biological imaging.

Figure 1.21: Current applications of quantum dots as fluorescent probes.

Usage of QDs are wide and promising, particularly in fixed/live cell imaging,
tissue targeting and tracking, bio-sensing and bioanalytical assays [109].
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A schematic diagram of a typical bioimaging QD probe is shown in Figure 1.22.
The core is the key component where the fluorescence originates from. It is typically
made of II-VI, III-V materials (e.g CdSe, CdS, CdTe, PbS, InP). An external shell (e.g
ZnS) plays an important role including improving the quantum yield, restricting the
release of toxic core materials (Cd, In). Coatings (for example Polymers, Carboxyl) are
generally introduced to improve functionality (stability, bioconjugation and specific
targeting) [109].

Figure 1.22: A typical core-shell type bioimaging quantum dot structure

Core-shell type QDs are most frequently used in biological fluorescence imaging.
Meanwhile, core type QDs (QDs without a shell) also attract a lot of attention due
to their small size [110], even though they may become less stable or there may be
higher cell toxicity, such as core type CdS, CdSe QDs [111]. These problems can be
solved or reduced by using biofriendly materials (e.g. C, Si, Ge) with an appropriate
surface termination [112]. For example, core type Si QDs and core type Ge QDs
have been reported to show better biocompatibility than CdSe based core-shell type
of QDs at the same concentrations [112, 113]. This is why group IV QDs becomes a
promising alternative to the traditional fluorescent probes and heavy metal QDs in
the bioimaging applications.
In addition, Ge QDs are easy to synthesise using relatively simple routes such as
colloidal methods. Colloidal methods have been regarded to be the most efficient way
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considering the complexity and cost. Colloidal synthesis thus have been investigated
and achieved by several following routes:

• Reduction of GeCl4 using ornanolkali and alkali metal regents in room temperature developed by Horst Weller in 1993 [114] and Susan M. Karuzlarich in 2005
[115].
• Metathesis reactions of Ge chloride and Zintl salts such as KGe, Mg2 Ge developed by Susan M. Karuzlarich in 1998 [116].
• Hydride reactions of Ge salts such as LiAlH4 to reduce GeCl4 at room temperature that has been demonstrated by G. A. Samara in 2001 [117].

Simple colloidal synthesis methods to generate matrix-free Ge QDs in biocompatible solutions have been developed and widely used in the last ten years [112, 118–
120]. Another reason that makes colloidal synthesis methods particularly attractive
is that many of the colloidal synthesis can be achieved at room temperature. For
example, ultra-small Ge QDs of size 2 - 4 nm with a light emission range of 350 - 700
nm [117], and of 3.2 - 6.4 nm with 900-1400 nm light emission [121] can be obtained
by easily scalable bench top routes.
As to fluorescence performance, QDs show some unique optical properties as
has been shown in the previous section. These remarkable properties are significantly
determined by the physical size - this is usually described in terms of the quantum
confinement effect (QCE) [122–124]. In the following subsections, we will firstly describe the physics underlying the QCE. Then the optical properties of QDs will be
described in subsection 1.6.3.2. Furthermore, the advantage of using Ge QDs in biological imaging will be discussed.
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1.6.3.1

Quantum confinement in semiconductor nanostructures

The concept of quantum confinement refers to the effects of reduced dimensionality on
the electronic properties of materials. Generally, nanostructures can be subdivided in
the following types according to their dimensionality: quantum wells/nano thin films
(2D), quantum wires (1D) and quantum dots/nanoparticles (0D).
QDs are nanoparticles that consist of several to thousands of atoms. They are,
on the size scale, larger than atoms but smaller than bulk, thus too big to behave
like atoms and too small to act as bulk materials. From the point view of molecular
orbital theory, electrons in an atom occupy atomic orbitals (quantized energy states).
Interaction of atomic orbitals result in the formation of bounding orbitals (lower
energy states) and anti-bounding orbitals (higher energy states). The overlapping of
large number (typically on the order of 1020 or greater [125]) of atomic orbitals gives
raise to continuous electronic energy bands (Figure 1.23a): a filled band (the valence
band) separated from an empty band (the conduction band) by a band gap of energy
Eg .
In the case of reducing size from bulk materials, the total number of atoms
becomes much smaller, for example on the order of 103 , the total number of orbitals
is correspondingly smaller. Some of the large number of missing orbitals comes from
near the top of the valence band or the bottom of the conduction band. This results
in the continuous valence band and conduction band become discrete orbitals (Figure
1.23b) and increase in the value of the band gap energy (as we shall see later). The
vertical arrow in Figure 1.23 denotes the band gap Eg for the bulk material, and
the highest occupied molecular orbital - lowest unoccupied molecule orbital (HOMOLUMO) energy gap in QDs.
For characterisation of the light emission in QDs, the charge carrier’s behaviour
must be taken into consideration. If an electron is being excited from the valance band,
it results in absence of an electron in the original state; the electron absence can be
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Figure 1.23: Energy level diagram of a bulk semiconductor and quantum

dots. (a) In bulk materials, electrons are in bands. (b) As to the atom similar
quantum particles, orbitals are too sparse to overlap. As a result, continuous
valence band and conduction becomes discrete and band gap become larger.
Figure reprinted form reference [81].
regarded as an elementary excitation - a hole. Electrons and holes form quasiparticles: electron-hole pairs named excitons. In a exciton, electron and hole interacts via
Coulomb potential and thus can be described by the Bohr hydrogen model. The Bohr
model was initially developed in 1913 to explain the hydrogen atom spectrum [126].
Bohr hydrogen atom model stated that the atom electron can only be in quantised
orbitals of radius Rn with specific energies [127]:
Rn = naB ,

aB =

~2
= 0.53Å
me2
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where aB is Bohr radius which is the orbital radius of the electron at minimum energy
state, e is the electron charge, c is the light speed in vacuum.
Similar to the hydrogen atom, the electron-hole pairs can be characterised by
an exciton Bohr radius (can be seen as a characteristic size of an exciton):
a∗B =

ε~2
me
× 0.53Å
=ε
2
µe
µ

(1.14)

where ε is the dielectric constant of the bulk material, µ is the reduced mass of
m∗ m∗
exciton defined by µ = ∗ e h ∗ and m∗e and m∗h are the effective mass of the electron
me + mh
and hole respectively. Effective masses are used to take into account influence of
interatomic potential on the motion of electrons and holes in a material. The exciton
Bohr radius determines the range of sizes that QCE can be observed. When the size
of the nanoparticles is comparable to the exciton Bohr radius, one expects to observe
QCE. Application of the above model to Si and Ge result in Bohr radii of 5 nm and
18 nm respectively [128]. This suggest that QCE effect will be stronger in Ge for
the same particle size. This indeed has been experimentally observed [129] (further
discussions in section 1.6.3.3).
Under quantum confinement, carriers are trapped within a finite space and
enclosed by, to an approximation, infinite potential barriers. This can be illustrated
in one dimension by a ‘particle in a box’ model (Figure 1.24) [130]. The particle wave
function amplitudes vanish at the potential barriers as they are spatially confined.
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Figure 1.24: 1-D ’particle in a box’ model. A quantum particle is restricted

a
and zero potential in the
2
box. The particle can only be at discrete energy states (E1 , E2 , E3 , ...) that
obey En ≈ n2 . There are infinite quantum sates as indicated in dot dash lines
(n = 1, 2, 3, ...). [130]

in potential well with infinite potential at |x| >

For a particle with effective mass of m∗ confined in space of size a, it is characterised by a series of discrete quantum states with the energies:
En =

π 2 ~2 2
n
2m∗ a2

(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)

(1.15)

Using this simple approach, Brus and Efros developed a model adequate for real
semiconductor QDs, to relate the QDs size and the band gap energy [131, 132]:
Eg∗ = Eg +

π 2 ~2
1.8e2
1
−
∝ 2
2
2µR
4π
R

.

(1.16)

where Eg∗ is the exited energy states of excitons in QDs, Eg is the band gap energy of
the corresponding bulk semiconductor, R is the radius of QD, µ is the reduced mass
of exciton, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant. The middle term on the right hand
size is a particle-in-a-box-like term for the exciton, and the third term accounts for
the electron-hole Coulombic attraction.
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Figure 1.25: Correlation diagram relating bulk crystal states to quantum

dots. Reprinted from reference[133]
It is shown in equation 1.16 that, as QDs size decrease, energy gap is expected to
increase in value (Figure 1.25). This predicts blue shift of optical absorption and emission for smaller size of QDs [134–136]. This has indeed been observed in experimental
investigations as can be seen from many reviews [137, 138].
In conclusion, QCE occurs at nanoscale when geometric size radically affects
physical properties. It results from the physical confinement of exciton. The motion
of electrons and holes is restricted along the confinement direction, giving rise to
a series of discrete energy levels. This model predicts qualitatively electronic and
optical properties: (i) the density of the energy states becomes discrete, (ii) the light
emission is blue-shifted and size dependent. As a result, it is possible to tune the
light emission from the QDs throughout the ultraviolet, visible, near-infrared and
mid-infrared ranges. The featured optical properties of QDs will be described in the
next subsection.
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1.6.3.2

Optical properties of QDs, blinking

QDs can absorb light at a wide range of wavelengths with a threshold of band gap
energy (Figure 1.26). Exciting an electron in QDs requires a photon of energy ~ν ≥
Eg∗ . It is also possible for a photon that has higher energy than the band gap energy
being absorbed, which allows QDs a wide absorption range [139].
Fluorescence light emission occurs due to the recombination of an excited electronhole pair across the HOMO-LUMO gap. The emission spectra curve can be narrow
or wide depending on the particle size distribution (Figure 1.26) [138, 140, 141]. The
HOMO-LUMO gap, and therefore the related emission peak wavelength is also dependent on the QDs size due to the quantum confinement effect: the smaller size
corresponds to the larger energy gap, hence the shorter emission wavelength [140].

Figure 1.26: Size-dependent excitation and emission spectra of QDs. QDs

have broad excitation spectra, and narrow and symmetrical emission spectrum. They are tunable depending on the diameter of the QDs and can reach
to the near-infrared region. Information available from Invitrogen site [142].

The recombination of the photon excited electron-hole pairs is also affected by
defects and surface states, all of which can cause the formation of trap states that
trap carriers and thus reduce efficiency of the light emission.
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Another phenomenon that has been associated with trap states is blinking.
Blinking refers to the random fluorescence intermittency phenomenon that results in
a stochastic blink ‘on’ and ‘off’ fluorescent state [99, 143]. Fluorescence intermittency
phenomenon was firstly quantified on single QDs by investigating the fluorescence
intensity versus time [144]. Even though many models have been put forward to
interpret the intermittency mechanism, such as quantum jumps of trapped electrons
[145] and Auger ionisation [144], it is still not fully understood. Studies on bioimaging
applications of QDs focus on the usage of stochastic blinking events, rather than fully
understanding the mechanism. It has been widely demonstrated that the distribution
of individual QDs blinking on/off durations follow an inverse power law distribution
[146]:
P(t) ∝ (t)−m

(1.17)

P (t) is the probability density of a QD on a certain state (blink ON or OFF) that
lasts t long. m is the inverse power law index, normally at a value between 1 to 2
for most QDs at room temperature. The inverse power law distribution gives the
following information related to bioimaging: (i) QDs fluorescence intermittency durations (stochastic blink off) are not specifically selectable, and it randomly varies from
200 µs to hundreds of seconds, which enable any data collection speed up to 200 µs
per frame in stochastic reconstruction microscopy [143]; (ii) short fluorescence intermittency durations occur more frequently than long durations and the distribution
follows inverse power law.
In brief, stable fluorescent emission, stochastic blinking, broad excitation and
narrow emission make QDs a promising hybrid fluorescent label for biological applications. Within the currently existing QDs products, despite the wide use and relatively
high QY of QDs such as CdSe, they are typically still rather large (∼ 20 nm) and
exhibit significant levels toxicity in live cell imaging [140]. Thus, introducing novel
systems such as germanium QDs could even further raise the significance and widen
the acceptance of QDs in cell imaging. Focused descriptions on Ge QDs properties
will be illustrated in the next subsection.
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1.6.3.3

Germanium quantum dots

In bulk Ge, the light yield is very low (QY < 1 % [147]). This is also true for its much
wider studied structural counterpart Si (QY < 0.1 % [148]). They also both compare
unfavourably with other semiconductors in terms of band gap values that are located
in IR range (Table 1.3).
Table 1.3: Band gap energy and the corresponding wavelength of some bulk

semiconductor materials that are commonly used for making quantum dots.
Bulk material

Band gap energy Eg (eV)

Corresponding wavelength (nm)

Ge
Si
CdSe
ZnSe
CuBr

0.64
1.17
1.84
2.8
3.1

1937
1059
673
442
400

The reason for low QY is due to the electronic band structure: these are indirectband gap materials. As shown in Figure 1.27, direct band gap materials (e.g. CdSe,
GaAs, InP) refers to those where the bottom of conduction band (CB) are in the same
momentum (wavevector) position as the top of the valance band (VB) (Figure 1.27a).
Indirect band gap materials are those where there is a difference in momentum between
the top of the valence and the bottom of the conduction bands (∆k 6= 0) (Figure
1.27b) and include Si, Ge. In an indirect band gap material, an excited electron must
also undergo a significant momentum change (∆k) for a photon of energy Eg for the
electron-hole recombination to occur. This requires the electrons not only to release
energy in the form of a photon, but also interact with a lattice vibrations (phonons)
in order to either gain or lose momentum. This is to say, that such transition must
include energy transfer to a phonon and as a result, fluorescence QY is significantly
reduced. Thus, indirect band gap materials therefore are not usually efficient light
emitters.
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Figure 1.27: Direct band gap (a) and indirect band gap (b) in semiconductor

materials. Direct band gap materials are which the bottom of CB and top of
VB are shown in the same k point (k = o). Electron transitions can transit
between CB and CB directly without momentum changes. As to indirect band
gap materials, electrons transit from the bottom CB to the top VB indirectly
as there are both energy state and momentum change [149].
However, this problem is lifted significantly in QDs which are too small to be
treated as periodic crystal structures. The lack of periodicity leads to the dispersion
curve formalism described above no longer being applicable. Instead, the density of
electron states is considered, while in practice this means that fluorescence emission
probability would increase. For example, Ge QDs have been reported fluorescent and
with QY of as high as 8 % [121, 138, 150]. Fluorescent Si QDs have been reported to
show QY of 60 % [151].
As far as the emission wavelength is concerned, this is affected by particle size
(QCE), as discussed earlier. It has been demonstrated [129] that in order to cover
the visible and NIR range ((1.0 - 2.5 eV of Eg∗ correspondingly) which is commonly
used for biological imaging, Ge particles must be between 1.5 nm and 3.5 nm (Figure
1.28). It also shows that Ge QDs have certain advantages over Si QDs since the
band gap energy varies much faster and it’s possible to obtain a wide wavelength
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Figure 1.28: Germanium and Silicon QDs band gap energy changes as a

function of particle size. VB and CB refer to valence band and conduction
band. Figure reprinted from reference [129]
range over smaller size dispersion [128, 136]. Moreover, in single molecule localisation
super-resolution imaging applications, the benefits of using Ge QDs also result from
the small size (less than 4 nm in diameter for visible light emission Ge QDs). Thus,
Ge QDs have a potential to improve the resolution limit to below 10 nm.
In the next section we will discuss the working principles of fluorescence and
confocal microscopes used in super-resolution imaging.

1.7

Microscopes: fluorescence and confocal microscopes

In this section, fluorescence and confocal microscopes will be introduced, including
the key optical elements, the working principle, and the advantages and disadvantages
in cell imaging applications.
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1.7.1

Fluorescence microscopy

The term fluorescence was introduced by Geroge Gabriel Stokes in 1852 when he witnessed the ultraviolet absorption and visible light emission from some fluid materials
[152]. As the fluorescence microscope makes use of fluorescent probes, thus it has to
be constructed in a way that allows fluorescence excitation, as well as the ability to
separate the relatively weak emission light from strong excitation light. In physical
configurations, almost without exception, epi-illuminators are used for fluorescence
imaging because of their high efficiency. A sketch of the optical path of a standard
epi-fluorescence microscope is shown in Figure 1.29. Filters are essential in fluorescence microscopes to enable their ability to separate fluorescence light and emission
light. In this regard, filter cube is commonly used. It contains an excitation filter that
allows only the wavelength of light necessary for excitation to the sample, a dichroic
beam splitter that separates the excitation light from fluorescence light by reflecting
light of a specific range of wavelength, while transmitting others, and an emission
filter to extract useful fluorescence signals from any background.
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Figure 1.29: Schematic diagram of the optical path of an epi-fluorescence

microscope. Fluorescence excitation light source, excitation/emission filters
are equipped. This type of microscope enable fluorescence studies of live cells
with good contrast.

In brief, due to the use of fluorescent probes, fluorescence microscope requires
several critical components in the illumination and optical beam path. The fluorescence excitation needs a specific light source and, the emission signal is detected by
advanced electronic devices.
The value of fluorescence microscopy lies in the high contrast and visibility in
multicolour imaging. Unlike other optical microscopy techniques such as bright field
and phase-contrast microscopies which rely on the macroscopic object features (for
example, phase gradients and birefringence), fluorescence microscopy relies on the
specified and sensitive fluorescent probes that cells or tissues have been stained with
[153, 154]. Fluorescence microscopies have gained a wide usage, including fixed cell
and live cell fluorescence imaging, immunofluorescence for molecule tracking and clinical diagnosis, and super-resolution imaging by localising single fluorescent molecules
[22].
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Table 1.4: Advantages and disadvantages of fluorescence imaging.

Advantages

Disadvantages

High sensitivity, even one Blurring
probe can result in significant
signal
High selectivity, capable to Probe
label specific structures with bleaching
specific probes at the same
time

photo-

Good contrast, objects are probe fluorescence
self-luminous against a dark bleed-through
background

Tips
Use optical sectioning or
deconvolution to
minimise blurring. Use
minimal illumination
and anti-fade methods to
decrease probe bleaching.
Use proper combination
of illumination lasers and
filters to reduce
bleedthrough.

Spectrum selectable, illumi- Sample autofluoresnation spectrum and emis- cence
sion spectrum can be separated using filters
In spite of numerous advantages and applications, fluorescence microscopy is
naturally limited by the fluorescent probes and fluorescence detection. Table 1.4
summarises the main advantages and limits of fluorescence microscopy, as well as the
improvements to address the disadvantages.
In the following section principles of confocal microscopy are described and the
usage of combined fluorescence confocal imaging will be introduced.

1.7.2

Confocal microscopy

1.7.2.1

Confocal principles

The confocal microscope is a milestone in the development of classical microscopes
[21]. In a conventional wide-field microscope (Figure 1.30a), an object is illuminated
and imaged at the same time, which results in the image including the unfocused
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background. The solution to this problem in confocal microscope (Figure 1.30b) is
to put a pinhole in the back focal plane of the microscope to exclude the out-of-focus
lights. In this way, only the light from the conjugation point on the sample is allowed
to pass through and is being detected [155, 156]. Therefore, to visualise an area of
interest of the sample, the image must be build point-by-point (usually be means of
moving sample or excitation beam scanning) using a suitable detector. One of the
drawbacks of using the confocal pinhole is that fewer photons can be collected at any
given instant. Thus, it requires longer exposure time in order to get enough light to
form a good contrast image. A popular modern solution is to utilise a high intensity
light source - laser light.

Figure 1.30: Principle of out-of-focus light rejection in confocal microscopy.

(a) In wide-field microscopy, out-of-focus lights (blue and red) contribute to
the detection and cause background noise. (b) In confocal microscopy, a
pinhole is pre-set on the back focal plane of the objective lens, and majority
out-of-focus lights (blue and red) are excluded.
Confocal microscope are generally combined with fluorescence microscope in
cell imaging. Optical setups of conventional fluorescence microscopes and confocal
fluorescence microscopes are different, as shown in figure 1.31. In conventional widefield fluorescence microscopes, large area imaging (round orange circle area on the
sample in figure 1.31a) is directly recorded by a CCD detector. However, in confocal
fluorescence microscope (Figure 1.31b), large area images are constructed point-bypoint by scanning the sample because of the use of pinhole. Temporal resolution of
conventional fluorescence microscope is limited by the frame transfer rate of the CCD
detector which is about milliseconds per frame. In confocal fluorescence microscope,
it is limited by the point-by-point scanning speed, which is normally microseconds per
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point, resulting in the final imaging temporal resolution of several seconds per frame.
As to the spatial resolution improvements, it is important to understand that the
optical advantages of a confocal microscope mainly derive from the pinhole’s ability
to reject out-of-focus light (Figure 1.32). Theoretically, the pinhole is able to reduce
the effective PSF size to smaller than Airy disk which is related to the resolution limit
(equation 1.7). For example, 1.5× resolution improvement compared to non-confocal
can be expected with the pinhole size of smaller than 0.25 unit of Airy disk [157, 158].
However, shrinking the pinhole leads to a reduction of the signal light intensity, thus
worsen the image contrast. Microscopist normally use Airy disk as the pinhole size in
order to receive enough signals. Nowadays, the typical resolution for laser scanning
confocal microscopy is ∼ 200 nm laterally and ∼ 600 nm axially.

Figure 1.31: Optic path of conventional wide-field fluorescence microscope

(a) and confocal fluorescence microscope (b). Figure modified from reference
[159]
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Figure 1.32: Conventional wide-field fluorescence image (Left) versus confo-

cal fluorescence image (Right). Figure reprinted from reference [160].

In the following section we will introduce major types of confocal microscopes.

1.7.2.2

Types of confocal microscope

In practice, there is more than one way to achieve the confocal effect, as long as the
out-of-focus light can be filtered and the ’point-by-point’ imaging can be achieved. For
example, laser scanning confocal, which uses lasers and pinholes, and digital confocal,
which uses advanced CCD and software to perform the deconvolution process to the
images in real time [161]. We will focus on laser scanning confocal microscopes in
the following discussion, because they are now much more widely used in biological
imaging. Classified by sample scanning methods, these are single beam and multi
beam laser scanning confocal microscopes.
The single beam scanning confocal microscope is an archetype in the confocal
family. It utilises both a laser and pinhole to obtain a single point-like light illumination of the object. Scanning of the object specimen is achieved by either using
a precise stage control to move the sample (Figure 1.33a), or using a galvanometer
that consists of two scanning mirrors for X-Y directions to move the laser beam (Figure 1.33b) [162]. The latest microscope products can employ an additional resonant
scanning system to improve the scanning speed.
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Figure 1.33: Optical path of single beam scanning confocal microscopes.
Scanning of the specimen can be realised by either (a) moving the specimen
stage or (b) using scanning mirrors [162].

Spinning disk confocal microscope (Nipkow Disk system [163]) is a multi-beam
scanning method [164]. In this method, a spinning dual disk system with micro lenses
and pinholes is installed between the light source and specimen (Figure 1.34). The
disk typically has about 20, 000 pinholes that can spin at up to 10, 000 rpm [165]. The
excitation laser beam passes through the pinholes to illuminate the sample field every
millisecond. This is able to create real-time videos of up to 200 frames per second,
which is suitable for observing some cellular processes that occur in milliseconds.
Instead of using PMTs or APDs, the disk scanning system uses a CCD camera as a
detector.
As illustrated in Figure 1.34, the spinning disk confocal microscope allows simultaneous plane scanning while maintaining both a stationary stage and light beam.
It collects multiple points simultaneously, rather than a single point at a time. As a
result, this technology gains fast scanning speed and lower excitation laser intensity
is needed. In other words, the main advantage of the disk scanning system is its
high scanning speed. The pinhole size on the spinning disk is fixed and generally
can be 0.25 um to 2.5 um (0.8 to 4 Airy unit depending on the exact pinhole size
and laser wavelength) in radius depending on the models and manufactures. Because
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Figure 1.34: The optical path of a spinning disk imaging system. It consists

of a pair of rotating disks with thousands of micro lenses and pinholes respectively. As light passes the pinholes array and excites the sample, fluorescent
light from the sample returns along the same path and is reflected by the
Dichroic Beamsplitter and heads to the CCD detector. Figure reprinted from
reference [166].
of the fixed pinhole size, the spinning disk has comparable resolution to single point
confocal method under a suitable objective, while has worse resolution when using
lower power objectives for which the pinholes are oversized [167]. Compared to single
point confocal method, the use of microscope lens and pinhole arrays in spinning disk
improves the light transmission efficiency by about 50-fold, which allows 40 % of the
illuminating light to go through [168]. However, when compared to the wide field
configuration, the spinning disk can cause up to 50 % loss of photons [169]. Another
disadvantage of the disk scanning system is its relatively poor image quality due to
pinhole cross-talk problems [170], and its limitations on specimen thickness. If sequential detecting has to be used for multi-channels, the high-speed advantage of the
system is lost.
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There are also other types of laser scanning confocal microscopes that achieve
different improvements, such as uni-directional scanning for overcoming image aliasing
[171], endoscopic fast scanning for real-time imaging, spectral scanning for multicolour imaging [172] and multi-photon confocal microscope for sample protection [155].
How they are used by the majority of scientist, as well as the limitations of confocal
microscopes, will be discussed in the next subsection.

1.7.2.3

Usage and limits of confocal microscopes

The range of applications of a confocal microscope is now enormously diverse, as can
be seen by scanning the pages of any leading journals of biology, chemistry and the
life science fields. In particular, it has become a very important tool for biological
research and clinical diagnosis. Confocal microscopes are entirely compatible with a
wide range of most of the conventional and advanced light microscopy techniques. In
many ways, confocal design is becoming a fundamental element of the new generation
of advanced microscopes.
Fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopes are extremely sensitive and
can provide quantitative information in live cell and high resolution cellular research.
This is an invaluable feature for examining the proteins or specific cells in a sample, for
example, in co-localisation analysis to determine whether several different molecules
reside at the same physical positions in a biosample. Owing to the rejection ability of
out-of-focus light, confocal microscopes also have a strong ‘optical sectioning’ ability,
which can be used to form 3D images. Additionally, fluorescence confocal can be
used in spectra imaging because of the natural spectra capabilities of point-scanning.
This enables the precise separation of fluorescence signals of strongly overlapping
emission spectra by recording the spectral components in each of the scanned points.
Commercially, Zeiss and Nikon have utilised PMTs for such detection, while Olympus
and Leica have used monochromators and barrier filters [172]. More recently, several
advanced super-resolution image methods using fluorescence confocal microscopies
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through PSF modification, modulated illumination and single molecule localisations
have been proposed, as has been mentioned in section 1.5.
Confocal is not a perfect microscopy solution and practical problems do exist.
Firstly, the use of pinholes reduces the light intensity, therefore high intensity light
sources are required and most commonly a laser, mercury lamp, or halogen lamp is
used. This high intensity light is harmful to living cells, tissues and even fluorescent
probes. Point-scanning limits the image construction speed. Besides, confocal multilaser microscope systems are generally more expensive than non-confocal microscopes
[173].
In conclusion, a discussion of the two important contrast and resolution enhancing methods - fluorescence and confocal - was described in this section. Both
individual methods and their combination are still limited by the light diffraction,
as indicated by the equation 1.7. Based on these diffraction limited methods, two
single molecule localisation super-resolution imaging strategies that use QDs, will be
demonstrated in the result and discussion chapter.
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2.1

Tissue culture

2.1.1

Cell culture

Hela cells1 were grown in a medium that was made from a mixture of 89% high glucose
DMEM (10569077, Life Technologies, USA), 10% Foetal Carf Serum and 1% Penicillin
Streptomycin (Life Technologies, USA) in a 25 mL or 75 mL cell culture flask (T25
or T75, Corning Life science, USA) or in a 12-well plate (Corning Life science, USA).
During normal cultivation, such as changing medium or splitting cells, the following
materials were used: Typsin (12605-010, Life Technologies, USA), phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, Life Technologies, USA), 1 mL and 15 mL sample tube (Eppendoff,
Belgium) and Micropipette (2 µL, 20 µL, 2 mL, 10 mL, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). In
addition, 70% ethanol was used to clean the experimental stage and sterilise the
tools.
Under normal cultivation conditions, growth medium was refreshed every two
to three days, depending on the density and speed of growth of the cells. These cells
1

A type of human cervical carcinoma cells.
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were split between 70% and 100% confluence by using the following protocol. First
of all, PBS (sterile), growth medium, and Trypsin were put in a water bath for 15
minutes to warm up. Following this, the hood platform was cleaned by using 70%
ethanol, before the cell flask was transferred to the hood. The cells were then washed
once with sterile PBS (the same volume of growth medium the cells were growing
in) and Trypsin (3 mL for a T25 flask, 5 mL for a T75 flask) was added to the cells.
Next, the cells in the flask were put back for incubation in the tissue culture incubator
(37 ◦ C, with 5% CO2 ). After 5 minutes, the cells in the flask were checked through
a microscope to see if they had all detached from the tissue culture flask. Once all
cells had detached from the flask, the growth medium (using same volume as Trypsin)
was added. Following this, the cell suspension was transferred to a 15 mL tube and
spun down in centrifuge for 5 minutes at 1000 rpm. Then, the medium was aspirated
by using a pipette, leaving a cell pellet on the bottom of the tube. The pellet was
re-suspended in 10 mL growth medium. Then, 1 mL or 2 mL cells suspension was
loaded to a new flask, along with 9 mL or 8 mL new growth medium. Finally, the
flask was labelled (name, date, passage number) and put back into the incubator.
Cell counting was carried out during the quantitative cell culture experiments.
This was accomplished by using a haemocytometer (abCAM, UK), plus a cover slip.
The haemocytometer was observed under the bright field model of a phase-contrast
microscope (TE2000-s, Nikon), using a 20× objective. The number of cells for each
chamber on the haemocytometer was counted as N1 , N2 , and the cell density was
calculated by: (N1 +N2 )/2 cells per µL.

2.1.2

Cell fixation, permeabilisation and staining

Cell fixation is the first step in preparing cell samples so that the sample does not
decay. Cell samples for further fluorescence staining, such as DAPI staining, or for
microscope observations should be fixed. Materials used for cell fixation and fluorescence staining included 0.1% Triton (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 4% Paraformaldehyde
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(PFA, Agar Scientific, UK) and 1:10000 DAPI2 (D9542, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). In addition, round cover slips of 0.15 mm thickness (Thermo Fisher, USA) were used to
cover the samples on glass microscope slides and mowiol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was
used as a mounting medium for samples. Cell fixation, permeabilisation and DAPI
staining were conducted following standard protocols [174]. Furthermore, three types
of fluorescent proteins and dyes were used for the photo-stability comparison with
QDs: Dronpa, mEos, AlexFluor 647 (Invitrogen Life Technology, UK). They were
then labelled on the mitochondria, actin structure in the lamellipodia and Connexin
vesicles respectively [61], by cell transfection. Hela cells were transfected one day after
plating using jetPRIMET M (Polyplus transfection, France) according to the manufactures protocol with either 1 µg Eos-actin, or Dronpa-Mito DNA. AlexaFluor 647 was
stained by incubating cells with anti-mouse Fab framents AlexaFluor 647 secondary
antibodies. The cell transfection work was done by laboratory technicians.

2.1.3

Cell viability assay

Cell viability assays were carried out during QDs biocompatibility test. Both qualitative and quantitative measurements were undertaken through a Trypan blue (Life
Technologies, USA) and Muse (Millipore, USA) test respectively.

2.1.3.1

Trypan blue qualitative test method

Trypan blue is a qualitative dye exclusion test that is used to examine the dead
cells that are present in cell suspension after cultivating with QDs. It is based on
the principle that live cells possess intact cell membranes that exclude trypan blue
molecules, whereas dead cells take up these molecules and visually present as blue
in colour [175]. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of how dead cells are being
distinguished from live cells under the microscope.
2

A blue fluorescent DNA label.
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Figure 2.1: Observation of cell suspension after Trypan blue staining. Viable

cells appear colourless, whereas dead cells take up the dye and appear dark
blue. Figure reprinted from reference [175].
In the experiments, Trypan blue test was performed on Hela cells to check cell
availability after they were grown with Invitrogen Qdot625 on a 12-well plate. The
Qdot625 sample kit was originally supplied as 8 µM QDs in the 250 µL solution and
were diluted into four concentrations for the Trypan blue test: 1 nM, 10 nM, 50
nM and 100 nM. After 24 hours of the QDs being loaded, cells were added with 0.4%
Trypan blue test solutions. The 12-well plate was directly observed on a phase contrast
microscopy (Nikon TE2000-s) under a 20× air lens after Trypan blue staining.

2.1.3.2

Muse quantitative method

The MuseT M cell count and viability kit (Millipore, USA) is a compact instrument
for fluorescence-based quantitative measurements of cell viability (Figure 2.2). The
experimental protocol is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The Muse for quantitative cell viability test. Figure reprinted

from reference [176].

Figure 2.3: Principles of judging cell viability by cell fluorescence. Figure

reprinted from reference [176].

Cell viability analysis was completed with the use of a mixture of two reagents: a
membrane permeable DNA staining dye (MCH600103, Millipore) and a DNA binding
dye (MCH100102, Millipore). The first DNA staining dye is cell membrane permeable
and stains all the cells in the nucleus, which is called nucleated stain. The second
DNA binding dye is not membrane permeable, so it only stains cells whose membranes
have been compromised (dying or dead cells). It is therefore called viability staining.
In principle, the cell solution flows through a micro-tube so that cells pass through
the tube one by one. Excitation laser light illuminates the tube from the side. The
fluorescence emission of each cell was then detected and used to judge the viability of
cells (Figure 2.3).
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2.1.4

Medium-term observation of live cells

The Incucyte Imaging Systerm (Essen BioScience, USA) (Figure 2.4) was used to
monitor long-term cell growth with QDs.

Figure 2.4: Incucyte imaging system in a cell culture incubator. Incucyte
microscopy is located inside the cell culture incubator. Imaging samples are
placed on a sample holder that is operated like a drawer (yellow squared). The
microscope is inverted so that the lens is located under the sample holder and
facing up. Imaging settings are controlled by the external control box, as well
as a computer. Imaging model (fluorescence/phase contrast) and excitation
laser light, auto-imaging acquisition setups are adjustable at any time through
the control terminals.

Cells were cultured on a 12-well plate using a standard cell culture protocol as
stated in section 2.1.1. Two initial cell densities were prepared (5000 cells/mL, 15000
cells/mL) and QDs were added to the wells as designed. Initially, cell solutions were
loaded to plate wells (1 mL cell/well) (Table 2.1). The wells were labelled and left for
a whole night in the incubator. Afterwards, cells were treated with different QDs as
shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.1: Cell preparation for Incucyte medium-term imaging. All labelled
wells contained 1 mL cell solutions each.
1A (5000 cells)

2A( 5000 cells)

3A (5000 cells)

1B (15000 cells)

2B (15000 cells)

3B (15000 cells)

Table 2.2: Different QDs or materials were added to the cells so that different

growth conditions were generated for the cells. All added materials were in a
0.5 mL solution. GM, growth medium.
1A (GM)

2A (50 nM Ge QDs)

3A (50 nM Qdot625)

1B (GM)

2B (50 nM Ge QDs)

3B (50 nM Qdot625)

Finally, the plate was continuously imaged by the Incucyte mini microscope in
the incubator and the images were stored through the external control terminal.

2.2

Ge and Invitrogen quantum dots

Synthesis of the Ge QDs started from the original materials GeCl4 , ethylene glycol and
2 mL of sodium borohydride solution in triethylene glycol dimethyl (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA), following an optimised bench top-colloidal synthesis route (Figure 2.5) [118].
Changing Ge QDs sizes was achieved by changing the initial GeCl4 concentration
[118, 177]. The synthesis of Ge QDs was carried out by my colleague Dr. Ali Karatutlu
and Mr. Osman Ersoy.
In order to suspend Ge QDs into different liquid medium, Ge QDs products in
colloidal chemical solution was centrifuged at 10000 rpm and the up layer chemical
solution was then removed. Deposited QDs were then dried with Ar gas and weighted
before being re-suspended in a certain amount of water or cell growth medium (usually
10 mg QDs in 1 mL water). Sterilisation was completed by putting the QDs vial under
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Figure 2.5: Chemical reactions in colloidal synthesis of our ultra-small Ge

QDs. GeCl4 solution is initially hydrophilic attacked by NaBH4 as a source of
hydride ion, which results in the formation of GeCl3 H. Following the removal
of HCl from GeCl3 H, it could generate reactive Ge species such as GeCl2
which could be inserted Ge-H or Ge-Cl bonds as intermediates to generate
H-terminated Ge nanoparticles (Ge QDs).
UV light (150mJ/CM2 , UV CrossLinker) for 15 minutes. After being stored in a fridge
at 4 ◦ C for a few days, Ge QDs may deposit at the bottom of the vial. In this case,
QDs could be dispersed by putting the sample into a sonicator for 12-15 minutes. All
QDs were not conjugated to any specific binding anti-bodies.
Apart from the Ge QDs, Invitrogen quantum dots Qdot625 carboxyl QDs (A10200,
Invitrogen Life Technologies, USA) and the 6 Qdot sample kit (Q10151MP, Invitrogen
Life Technologies, USA) have also been used in this project. Qdot625 is CdSe/ZnS
core/shell QD and coated by carboxylate, which is provided as 8 µM in 125 µL solutions. It has broad excitation spectra from 300 nm to 550 nm and a narrow emission
spectra of 625/15 nm. The 6 Qdot sample kit contains 6 streptavidin conjugated QDs
of emission maxima of ∼ 525 nm, ∼ 565 nm, ∼ 585 nm, ∼ 605 nm, ∼ 655 nm and
∼ 705 nm respectively. Each of the 6 samples is supplied as 1 µM in 50 µL solution.
All Invitrogen QDs were stored in refrigerator (2 - 8 ◦ C).
QDs have been characterised through absorption and emission spectra measurements to characterise the optical properties, and electron microscopy observations to
characterise their size. This will be described in the following sections.
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2.3

Characterisation methods

The fluorescence emission measurements were carried out through the following steps.
A 10 µL QDs sample was prepared in an Eppendoff tube by using a micropipette.
Samples were then excited by the 442 nm emission of a He-Cd laser (IK552R-F,
Kimmon), with the laser power kept at 40 mW. The sample was loaded into a quartz
cuvette and the fluorescence signal was collected by using an optical fibre coupled to
the Andor Shamrock SR-163 spectrometer equipped with an Andor iDus 420 CCD
detector. Analysis of the data was then performed on OriginLab software (OriginPro
2015, OriginLab Corporation).
Absorption spectra measurements were performed using U-3000 spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Japan). It has a twin monochromator that allows one to record
measurements simultaneously with a reference sample. Then, in measurements, 1 mL
Ge QDs suspended in water or ethanol was loaded into a quartz tube (Agar Scientific,
UK). Pure water or ethanol in another quartz tube was recorded as a reference. The
reference data was also recorded so that it could be subtracted from the QDs data.
The microscopy methods of cell imaging related experiments are described in
the following section.

2.4
2.4.1

Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopes

For the microscopy experiments, the following instruments were used: a ZEISS Inverted epi-fluorescence microscope, a Leica fluorescence microscope and a Nikon ECLIPSE
phase contrast/fluorescence microscope (Table 2.3). The IncucyteT M Kinetic Imaging
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System was used to perform medium-term live cell imaging (Table 2.3). As for superresolution imaging, a spinning disk confocal microscopy system and a laser scanning
microscopy LSM 710 (ZEISS, UK) system were used (Table 2.3). The super-resolution
imaging systems will be further described in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
Table 2.3: Light microscopes used in the experiments.
Microscope

Function

Configuration features

Manufacture details

ZEISS Inverted
epi-fluorescence
microscope

Timelapse long term
imaging for live cells
with QDs

Multichannel
filters;
Capped with a large
environmental control
chamber

17705808,
ZEISS
(microscope);
QImaging
EXi
Blue (camera)

Leica
epifluorescence
microscope

Examining fluorescence performance of
fluorescent probe

Four channel filters;
Easy operation

DM4000B,
Leica
(microscope);
IMAGING QClick
(camera)

Nikon
phase
contrast/fluorescence microscope

Quick checking the
fluorescence of a
sample;
Checking cells for tissue
culture

Live-time image checking and storage control
screen. Phase-contrast
model

TE2000-s,
Nikon
(microscope);
DSFil, Nikon (camera).

IncucyteT M
Kinetic Imaging
Systerm

Long-term live cell
imaging

The whole system is
equipped in an incubator

Essen
USA

Spinning
disk
confocal microscope

Super-resolution
imaging platform

1

Spinning disk; Multiple
lasers

ECLIPSE TE2000-s,
Nikon (microscope);
Yokogawa,
Japan
(spinning disk unit)

Spectra imaging
confocal microscope

Super-resolution
imaging platform

2

Spectra imaging detector; Multiple lasers

LSM 710, ZEISS
(microscope);
QUASAR detector,
ZEISS (detector)

BioScience,

1, A further description is found in section 2.4.2 and chapter 3.
2, 34 channels from 420 nm to 720 nm, 33 colour channels, 1 non-colour channel. Further
description in section 2.4.3 and chapter 3.

Fluorescence microscopes were operated in the following way. The microscope
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slide samples were prepared before any imaging experiments. The imaging experiments started with the switching of light source or lasers, control accessories, and the
connected desktop. When an environment chamber was used, the proper temperature
(32 ◦ C) and CO2 density (5%) were pre-set before the live cell imaging took place.
The sample was then placed on the microscope stage. When a focus drive assistant
device was connected and used, it was adjusted and calibrated by defining the initial
(0,0,0) position. To focus on the sample, the Bright Field mode on the microscope
was selected and the light path was selected to the eye piece. Focusing was achieved
by tuning the position of the sample holder and observing through the eye piece. The
bright field or phase contrast images were captured at this point by camera configurations. Then, an imaging model (either fluorescence channels or timelapse) was chosen
and the fluorescent sample was more precisely focused by finely adjusting the sample
holder’s position. Image acquisition, excitation laser lights and intensity was changed
from 0 mW to 50 mW, depending on the fluorescence emission intensity. Camera
EM gain was typically set at 300 and the exposure time was typically set at 200 ms,
500 ms or 800 ms, depending on the image quality and the purpose of imaging. The
fluorescence images were captured and then stored on an external hard drive.

2.4.2

Spinning disk confocal microscopy

The fluorescence spinning disk confocal imaging system was used for the purpose
of achieving super-resolution imaging using blinking QDs. The overall view of the
system is shown in Figure 2.6, while schematic diagram is presented in Figure 2.7.
The system is based on a Nikon TE 2000S confocal microscope and a YOKOGAWA
CSU-x1 spinning disk unit. MFP is a multi-function port with lasers; EMCCD is
a camera; FW refers to filter wheel; SD refers to spinning disk; ACL is the axial
correction lens; PCF is piezo-controller with active feedback; OB is the objective;
SRS is the super-resolution sample.
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Figure 2.6: Outlook of our spinning disk confocal microscopy system.

Figure 2.7: Components of our spinning disk confocal microscopy system

[61].
The YOKOGAWA CSU-x1 spinning disk is able to spin at 1500 - 10000 revolutions per minute. A column of excitation light will pass through more than 1000
pinholes to image the entire field every millisecond. This microscope is able to create
real-time videos at a rate of 30 fps at a full resolution. Additionally, the excitation
light will also pass through another disk, which has thousands of micro-lenses. The
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micro-lens disk and pinhole disk pair rotate identically on the same axis.
In order to achieve super-resolution imaging, we made a few modifications to our
spinning disk setup. To prevent the environment disturbing the apparatus, such as
environmental vibrations, the system was fitted on an anti-vibrational optical table in
a quiet room. Furthermore, a transparent glass chamber with a temperature control
unit was fitted over the specimen imaging parts to provide a suitable environment
for live cell imaging. A focus drift compensation device was equipped (PI MicroMove
Autofocusing device, Physik Instrumente, Germany). High power lasers were used:
three laser lines with maximum power of 50 mW each, including 405 nm, 488 nm,
561 nm lasers and one 640 nm laser line with maximum power of 100 mW) to ensure
sufficient light intensity on the sample, as the accuracy of super-resolution image
quality is directly correlated to the number of photons detected (see equation 1.11).
Lasers were coupled into Andor Laser Combiner (ALC, which provides milliseconds
switching speed between different lasers). All super-resolution imaging was carried
out through a 100× (1.49 NA) Plan Apochromat objective (Nikon, UK). Images were
collected on the iXon3 885 EMCCD camera (Andor Technology, UK). iXon3 885
camera has pixel unit size of 8 µm, with 70 % quantum efficiency for detecting light
in visible region. The key parameters of iXon3 885 are shown in Table 2.4. Imaging
acquisition settings were controlled through the software IQ2 (Andor Tehnology, UK)
on a desktop computer.
Table 2.4: iXon3 885 key parameters

Models

Pixel Format

Pixel Size

Max. Frame Rate

iXon3 885

1000×1000

8 µm

31 fps

A spectra confocal imaging system for super-resolution imaging will be described
in the next subsection.
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2.4.3

Spectroscopic confocal microscopy

A spectroscopic confocal microscopy system has been used for the purpose of achieving
super-resolution using multi-size dispersion QDs. This method combines spectroscopy
and imaging, which enable the spectroscopic separation of the fluorescence emission
light components from the sample into several channels. It was achieved by using
ZEISS LSM710 laser scanning confocal microscopy (Figure 2.8), which is capable of
spectral signal separation. Spectra separation has been accomplished by using the
34-channel QUASAR detection unit (34 channels from 420 nm to 720 nm, including
33 colour channels and 1 non-colour channel, Figure 2.9). It was used on lambda
scanning mode. In this mode, images were acquired by displaying the intensity of the
fluorescent probe within a spectral bandwidth of 10 nm, called the λ-stack.

Figure 2.8: Outlook of LSM 710 confocal spectra imaging system

As shown in Figure 2.9, the optical path of the QUASAR detector is highlighted
in the yellow ellipse area. The excitation light comes from the laser ports (1,2),
typically at an intensity of 0.1 - 50 mW. The TwinGate beam splitter permits almost
infinite wavelengths excitation combinations. Scan mirrors (7) control the laser beams
to scan on the sample. The fluorescence signal from the sample come back through the
beam splitter and then hit the pinhole (8), which allows one unit Airy disk size PSF
(depending on the wavelength) to pass through. The spectral separation part consists
of a diffraction grating, as well as reflecting and focusing optics, in order to split the
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Optical path and spectroscopic separation principles of a
QUASAR detector (inside the yellow circle). Figure reprinted from [178].
Figure 2.9:

overall fluorescence signal by wavelength. Afterwards, the fluorescence signals were
collected by a 34-PMTs array detector, in which 33 PMTs detected spectra signals
from 420 to 720 nm with a 10 nm bandwidth each, and the other PMT to generate
a bright field image. Figure 2.10 illustrates the quantum efficiency of the PMTs in
responding to a different wavelength.

Figure 2.10: QE of the PMT unit in the spectral array detector[178]

ZEISS’s ZEN software was used for data acquisition. In this software, the laser
scanning area size on the sample can be defined and the scanning speed is adjustable.
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Excitation lasers and PMT detection sensitivities are both changeable in real time.
The auto contrast model was selected so that the software can intelligently change
the PMT sensitivity and offset the gains to obtain a good contrast image.
The lasers involved in the experiments were a 405 nm diode laser, a 488 nm
Argon laser, and a 633 Helium/Neon laser. Spectroscopic super-resolution data was
collected through a 100× oil lens (NA=1.45). The pinhole was set at one Airy unit.
The scanning area was adjusted via the changing ‘optical zoom’ so that a pixel size
of 70 nm was achieved. Scanning speed was set at 3.15 µs per pixel. The largest
background for most samples initially appeared either at the sample itself, such as
too weak a fluorescence emission or too strong auto-fluorescence, or at the detector
noise. Therefore, the render images averaged from 4 frames in order to minimise the
background.
Under the excitation of a 5 mW 488 laser light, a complete spectroscopic image
stack of 33 channels (which was used to reconstruct a super-resolution image) took
from several hundred milliseconds to a few seconds to acquire. It was not too difficult
to achieve a good stability of the microscope over such timescales. The whole system
was settled in a quiet room and the microscope itself was placed on an anti-vibrational
optical table, which meant sample drifting within seconds on such platform was negligible. On the other hand, the sample was fixed cells with QDs, which had been
well-prepared and mounted with Mowiol. Samples drifting within seconds was not a
significant impact on the images. This will be further demonstrated in chapter 3.

2.4.4

Electron microscopy

Transmission and scanning electron microscopies (TEM and SEM respectively) were
used to assess the QDs sizes and extended correlative imaging. They provided direct high resolution observation capacity to QDs. The QDs used in this project were
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semi-conductive and thus should be directly usable for EM. Two types of electron microscopes (Figure 2.11) were used: the scanning electron microscope (SEM, Quanta
3D, FEI), which detects the scattered electron beams from the object to form an image, and the transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL 2010), which detects the
transmission beam through an ultra-thin sample [179]. Table 2.5 lists the advantages
the these microscopes have over one another.
Table 2.5: Comparison of SEM and TEM

Advantages of TEMs over SEMs

Advantage of SEMs over TEMs

Higher magnification and greater reso- SEMs produce three-dimensional (3D)
lution

images, while TEMs only produce flat
(2D) images

Figure 2.11: SEM(a) and TEM(b) systems

Protocols for SEM and TEM imaging are similar, including sample preparation
and microscope operations. In preparing the imaging sample, QDs or fixed cell samples
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were prepared on an Au TEM grid (S147A3H, Agar Scientific) or a polyester based
SEM grid (260500, Agar Scientific). The samples were then dehydrated by rinsing
the sample using 100 % ethanol for 15 minutes at room temperature. Coating of
Au or Copper on samples was optional. It was used to enhance the contrast of
the electron microscopy images. Once the sample was prepared, it was placed onto
the SEM or TEM stage. The operation of SEM or TEM was done following the
laboratory’s technical guidance. The major settings included loading the sample and
selecting ‘Monitor’ and ‘Vacuum’. After about 5 minutes, all indicators should be
at ‘Ready’ states. The sample’s position was changed by aligning the small screw of
the Goniometer. Zooming in to the sample was completed by increasing the electron
beam voltage: a maximum of 50 KV was selected in our experiment. To shut down
the system, the voltage needed to be reduced step by step over the course of two
minutes, instead of being turned off rapidly. The platform was then cleaned after the
experiments were completed.

2.5

Computational processing

Computational processing to images and data were completed using by several types
of software, including Microsoft Excel, ImageJ 1.46 (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/),
OriginPro Lab 9.0 (http://www.originlab.com/), Matlab2014 (http://uk.mathworks.
com/). General data sorting, such as data display, plotting, and curve fitting were
carried on OriginPro and Matlab. Imaging sorting and processing were performed on
ImageJ. Coding and algorithm development were completed on Matlab2014.

2.5.1

Particle size measurements

The average size and size distribution of Ge and Invitrogen QDs were determined from
TEM images by using the following procedures. TEM images were loaded into ImageJ.
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Size measurements were conducted using the default functions of ImageJ. Initially, the
threshold of the images was ascertained by using the plug-in: ‘Image/Adjust/Threshold’. Then, the threshold values were adjusted to segment the image into particles
(masked in red) and background. Moreover, despeckling could be performed if thresholding failed to completely separate the background from the particles. This action
replaced each pixel with the median value in its 3×3 neighbourhood. To check the
accuracy of the final threshold image, one could look at the overlay images by selecting
Image/Overlay/Add Image. Afterwards, particle size measurement parameters were
set through the ‘Analysis/Set measurements’ pop-up window. Selected parameters
were: ‘Area’ (in square pixels or in calibrated square units), ‘Fit ellipse’ (which fitted
an ellipse to the selection), ‘Feret’s diameter’ (the longest distance between any two
points along the selection boundary, also known as the maximum caliper [180]) and
‘Limit to threshold’ (only thresholded pixels are included in the measurement). After
these preparations were carried out, the ‘Analyse Particles’ function under the ‘Analyse’ menu was selected to complete the particle size analysis. Further data processes
were undertaken on OriginLab software.

2.5.2

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis for biocompatibility test data was carried out using the OriginPro
Lab software package, version 9.0 2015. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant.
For cell viability test, data from three consecutive experiments were anaylised. The
data was presented as mean value of the three experiments. Unpaired student t-test
was used to compare viability and percentage of control cells and QDs treated cells.
One way ANOVA analysis was used to understand the cell viability trend along with
time.
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2.5.3

Point spread function Gaussian fitting

In order to calibrate the Point Spread Function (PSF) of each of the microscopy
systems used, a 2D Gaussian distribution model was assumed as a standard PSF
which has been widely accepted in the super-resolution imaging field [181].
Using this model, the PFSs in different channels of both Andor spinning disk
confocal microscopy and Zeiss LSM710 spectroscopic microscopy were calibrated by
a sample of 100nm (size) TetraSpeck beads (TetraSpeck Fluorescence Microspheres
Sample Kit, Life Technologies, USA). This displayed four well-separated excitation/emission peaks - 360/430 nm (blue), 505/515 nm (green), 560/580 nm (orange) and
660/680 nm (dark red). Beads were supplied on a glass microscope slide and could
be directly used on the microscopies. Single beads were then focused and scanned
through different emission wavelengths. Beads were excited with selected laser during data acquisition (405 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm, 640 nm lasers respectively). PSFs
were assumed as a 2D Gauss distribution. Collected data were then imported into
OriginLab to subtract the background and fit with 2D Gaussian functions (equation
2.1).
z = z0 + Ae

c )− 1 ( y−yc )}
{− 21 ( x−x
w
2
w
1

1

(2.1)

Three parameters were of interest to us: centre position (xc , yc ), x direction FWHM
2.355w1 , and y direction FWHM 2.355w2 .

2.5.4

Localisation algorithms

Several localisation algorithms were used in the super-resolution reconstruction in this
research work. Table 2.6 lists some of the public algorithms that have been tested and
discussed in this work. Further descriptions and test results will be shown in Chapter
3 section 3.2.5.1.
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Table 2.6: Used algorithms

Algorithm names

Software codes

Reference

QuickPALM
SOFI
DirectSTORM
DeconSTORM
CSSTORM
3B

ImageJ Plugin
Matlab
C
Matlab
Matlab
Python/ ImageJ Plugin

[182]
[183]
[184]
[185]
[186]
[187]

Furthermore, two Matlab based localisation algorithms have been developed
under the super-resolution imaging methodology using blinking QDs, and the spectroscopic super-resolution imaging methodology. They were developed on Matlab2014
using a 64-bit windows platform equipped with 2.1 GHz Intel Core i3 CPU. Blinking analysis super-resolution (BSA) utilised the Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) and Gaussian fitting to register the QDs localisations. The spectroscopic superresolution algorithm (SSA) employed Gaussian Mixed Model and Maximum likelihood
estimation to register the localisations. In our case, we assembled and tailored the
existing reliable mathematical models and made them suitable to process our own
data. In BSA, users are free to directly modify parameters in the codes. In SSA,
a Graphical User Interface (GUI, see Appendix G.1) has been developed to make it
easier and handier to use. Further descriptions of these algorithms are found in the
next chapter.
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3.1

Germanium quantum dots as bioimaging probes

In this section, optical characterisations, including absorption and emission spectra
measurements of the colloidal Ge QD will be demonstrated. Then Ge QDs cell toxicity
test and fluorescence imaging would be studied and compared to commercial QDs Qdot625. Following this, long-term live cell behaviours would be investigated after
being cultivated with QDs, including cell proliferation and nucleus shape changes.

3.1.1

Ge quantum dots characterisation

3.1.1.1

Optical characterisation

As-prepared Ge quantum dots and those re-suspended in ethanol are shown in Figure
3.1a. One can see significant changes in their visual appearance compared to bulk Ge
(metallic greyish colour, Figure 3.1b), suggesting there were clear changes in the Ge
band gap.
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Figure 3.1: Ge QDs product (a left) in original chemical solution and in (a

right) ethanol after being extracted from the original chemical solution. (b)
Bulk Ge powder [188].
Optical characterisation has been carried out on Ge QDs, which have been resuspended in water, via absorption and emission measurement. A sample of Ge QDs
was prepared on a slide (one drop of QDs solution was used on each slide, with the
QDs solution being made by 6 mg QDs suspended in 1 mL water). A quick test was
carried out using a standard epi-fluorescence microscope equipped in 488/630+ nm
excitation-emission filter configuration using a 50× lens and a standard CCD camera
(a webcam) to record an image. The results are shown in Figure 3.2a and indicate
that Ge QDs can indeed be suitable for fluorescence imaging.
The absorption spectra (blue curve in Figure 3.2b) illustrates that Ge QDs have
a broad UV-Vis absorption range. The increased absorption coefficient towards the
UV was found to be similar to the findings in the previous report [189]. In such a case,
stronger fluorescence emission can be expected from Ge QDs when they are excited by
short wavelength lasers (for example ∼ 400 nm) rather than long wavelength lasers (for
example > 600 nm). From Figure 3.2b, we can see that in Ge QDs, absorption onset,
as well as peak emission, are located in the visible range as predicted by QCE, this is
also in agreement with previous work on colloidal Ge QDs prepared in a similar way
[190]. This is indirect evidence of the QCE phenomenon in our Ge QDs, indicating a
band gap energy change compared to bulk Ge (Eg = 0.64 eV).
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Figure 3.2: The optical characterisations of Ge QDs. a Fluorescence image of

Ge QDs (in water) that have dropped on a microscope slide. Excitation light
was filtered at band pass of 488 ± 10 nm, and emission light was filtered at
630+ nm. b Ge QDs absorption and emission spectra in water. The emission
spectra was measured under excitation of a 442 nm laser light. Scale bars, (a)
20 µm.
Considering that the emission is due to QCE, the wide emission spectra of Ge
QDs (∼ 150 nm in FWHM) is due to particle size distribution. Thus, we further
studied the average size and size distribution of Ge QDs by using TEM, which will
be further demonstrated in the following subsection.

3.1.1.2

TEM characterisation

To observe the size and shape of Ge QDs, a TEM has been used. To prepare the
sample, Ge QDs in water were dropped onto a TEM grid. The sample was then
allowed to dry in a hood at room temperature for 24 hours. Next, it was transferred
to the TEM. Magnification was set to 50000× and the maximum possible resolution
was 1.5 Å. Figure 3.3 shows a Ge QDs image under TEM and the distribution of sizes
that have been calculated from this image. Sizes were calculated by using the imageJ
default ‘Analyse Particles’ function which is described in section 2.5.1.
One can see that Ge QDs are nearly spherical in shape, with the size well below
10 nm (Figure 3.3a). Ge QDs sizes were found to be 3.8±1.4 nm (Figure 3.3b) from
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Figure 3.3: Ge QDs TEM image (a) and size characterisation (b) based on

TEM image. Scale bar, 50 nm.
a statistic calculation of 150 QDs. However, the absorption spectrum (Figure 3.2b)
suggests band gap of around 500 nm (2.5 eV) which in Figure 1.28 would correspond
to particle size of around 2 nm rather than 3.8 nm. The observed discrepancy can be
due to the structure and morphology of Ge QDs. Small particle size can lead to surface
relaxation and result in the formation of an amorphous surface layer, leading to a coreshell-like structure in nanoparticles [191]. Indeed, our own structural measurements
using a combination of x-ray and Raman methods ([192, 193]) support the core shell
model. This could explain the discrepancies in the average particle sizes obtained by
different techniques.
When both the size distribution trend line (red curve in Figure 3.3b) and PL
emission curves (blue curve in Figure 3.2b) are compared, one can see the similarity
that both cures are somewhat asymmetric to the left hand side. This correlation
provides further indirect evidence of the dependence of the light emission spectra on
particle size due to the QCE.
In conclusion, we have direct evidence that the Ge QDs we synthesised are 3.8
nm in size and have absorption and emission properties that are affected by size due
to QCE. We also have an indirect evidence that broad emission spectra are due to the
size distribution of the Ge QDs sample. Furthermore, Ge QDs have been found to
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be potentially usable in bioimaging. We have therefore tested their biocompatibility,
which will be introduced in the next section.

3.1.2

Biocompatibility tests

Optical properties are not the only consideration when determining the suitability
of quantum dots in cell imaging; biocompatibility (for example, interruptions to the
cells’ normal growth and activities) is also required in biological systems. In this investigation, the impact of Ge QDs and CdSe QDs on cells was studied and compared
in the aspects of cell viability, cell proliferation and cell morphology. Ge QDs in water
were sterilised under UV light before being loaded into cells for quantitative analysis. In the biology-related tests, Ge QDs were characterised in molar concentrations
(nano mole per millilitre for example). The calculations are described in Appendix
B. Commercial Invitrogen CdSe QDs - Qdot625 was tested as a reference.
Biocompatibility tests were carried out on Hela cells. The cell viability, which
was defined by the number of viable cells, divided by the total number of cells was
tested. In addition, we also tested cell proliferation and nucleus shape by confocal
microscopy after DAPI staining.

3.1.2.1

Cell viability tests

In order to assess the effect of QDs on cell viability, an initial idea of relevant concentrations of QDs is required. Previous research on Invitrogen CdSe QDs suggested that
concentrations of 10 - 50 nM/mL are suitable for live cell imaging [194, 195]. Hence,
we tested concentrations in this range and then as a further test - at 100 nM/mL.
This was completed through Trypan blue tests on Hela cells that had been cultivated
with Qdot625. The Trypan blue staining would cause dead cells to appear dark blue
in phase contrast images (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Phase contrast images of Hela cells after Trypan blue staining. a

to d are images of four cell samples that have been cultivated with 0 nM, 10
nM, 50 nM and 100 nM Qdot625 in 1 mL solution on a 12-well plate.

Figure 3.5: Hela cells viability calculated from the Trypan Blue images in

Figure 3.4.

Dark blue areas in Figure 3.5 indicate that there were dead cells in all four
concentrations that were examined (0 nM/mL, 10 nM/mL, 50 nM/mL, 100 nM/mL),
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but of different ratios. In order to estimate the ratios of dead cells, individual cells
were recognised and counted manually. The number of dead cells within the large
blue lumps was estimated by dividing the blue area by the average single dead cell
area. Then, the ratios of dead cells were summarised and plotted (Figure 3.5). One
can see that a high concentration (100 nM) of Qdot625 shows significant impact on
cell viability (∼ 20 % cell death, Figure 3.4d). Low concentrations (10 and 50 nM)
have shown a lower impact on cell viability (∼ 10% cell death, Figure 3.4a, b), and
thus they are potentially applicable for live cell imaging. This result is consistent with
previous reports [194]. Having identified relevant QDs concentration range and tested
against previous work, we carried out a quantitative viability assessment of Ge QDs
and comparative tests on Invitrogen Qdot625 and Ge QDs by using the Muse test.
In preparation, fresh Ge QDs were produced and diluted into two concentrations:
25 nM/mL and 50 nM/mL Ge QDs. Hela cells were prepared in dishes at an initial
density of 30,000 cells/mL/dish. Ge QDs were then added to cells and tested on Muse
at different time points. Table 3.1 shows the results averaged from three identical
experiments (data presented as mean value). Unpaired student t-test was carried out
between the results of Ge QDs treated cells and control cells in each time point. A
p-value larger than 0.05 was considered non-significant. In order to find out if the Ge
QDs caused any cell viability reduce, we performed the one way ANOVA test on the
data of Ge QDs treated cells of three time points. p values of 0.68 and 0.09 were found
out in 25 nM and 50 nM Ge QDs data respectively. This means that the Ge QDs
haven’t caused statistical significant (both p values are larger than 0.05) reduction on
cell viability, even though 50 nM Ge QDs have showed higher probability of reducing
cell viability than 25 nM (p = 0.09 over p = 0.68).
We can see that there is no significant difference of cell viability between the
Ge QDs treated cells and control cells at all three time points (Table 3.1), just as in
the case of Invitrogen Qdots. We then used the concentration of 25 nM/mL for a
comparison between CdSe QDs and Ge QDs in medium-term Muse tests. For sample
preparation, Hela cells were cultivated on a 6-well plate with an initial concentration
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Table 3.1: Cells viability with Ge QDs at different time points.

∗

stands for
no significant statistical difference (p > 0.05) of the cell viabilities between
the Ge QDs treated cells and the control cells at the same time point.
Hela cells (1 mL)
Control cells
Cells + 25 nM Ge QDs
Cells + 50 nM Ge QDs

24 h
97.4%
86.1%∗
87.4%∗

48 h
98.5%
82.9%∗
82.5%∗

72 h
95.0%
83.9%∗
82.1%∗

of 5000 cells/well in 1 mL growth medium. Ge QDs and Qdot625 were then diluted
into different concentrations before being seeded into each well. Cell viabilities were
analysed at three time points (24, 48 and 72 hours) using Muse Analyser. The final
results, as presented in Table 3.2 (data presented as mean value of three results) and
Figure 3.6, are averaged from three individual experiments (attached in Appendix
A). Similarly, unpaired t-test was performed on QDs treated cells viability data and
control cells viability data. The comparisons with significant difference (p < 0.05)
between two data sets are labelled by

♦

symbol in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6.

Table 3.2: Comparison of cell viability between Ge QDs and Qdot625.

♦

stands for significant statistical difference (p < 0.05) of the cell viabilities
between the QDs treated cells and the control cells at the same time point.
Hela cells (1 mL)
Control cells
Cells (25 nM Ge QDs)
Cells (25 nM Qdot625)

24 h
93.6%
92.3%
89.7%

48 h
97.0%
87.8%
81.1%

72 h
92.8%
77.2%♦
70.1%♦

Our results (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6) suggest that as-prepared uncoated Ge
QDs show comparable average biocompatibility with carboxyl coated commercial Invitrogen Qdots625 which was optimised for biocompatibility. Both two types of QDs
have shown non-significant impact on cell viability at 24 hours and 48 hours time
points. At 72 hours time point, both two types of QDs have shown some influence
on cell viability (indicated as

♦

in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6), however Ge QDs have

shown significant better biocompatibility than Qdot625.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of cell viability between Ge QDs and Qdot625. Con-

trol cells (grey bar); cells cultivated with Ge QDs (green bar); cells cultivated
with CdSe Qdots (magenta bar). Ge QDs and Qdot625 concentrations, 25
nM/mL. Chart plotted from data in Table 3.2. ♦ represents significant difference (p < 0.05) between two data sets.
In summary, we found that as-prepared, uncoated Ge QDs show on average the
same or better biocompatibility at concentrations below 50 nM/mL than carboxyl
coated commercial Qdots625 optimised for bioapplications. In the following section,
both Qdot625 and Ge QDs will be further studied for their impact on cell proliferation
and cell morphology using medium-term live cell imaging.

3.1.2.2

Medium-term live cell imaging

As demonstrated in the previous subsection, the safe concentrations of QDs for live
cell imaging were found to be 6 50 nM/mL. Based on these results, we further studied
medium-term (up to 96 hours for Incucyte imaging) live cell imaging for cell proliferation, nanoparticle uptake and cell morphology (nucleus shape changes) study.
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Initially, Hela cells in 1 mL solution were prepared on a 12-well cell culture
plate, of both low (5000 cells/mL) and high (15000 cells/mL) densities. Identical
concentrations of Ge QDs and Qdot625 (50 nM/mL) were individually added to the
cells. As a reference, control cells were set without adding any QDs. Images were
taken on Incucyte with a 10× lens with the interval of 6 hours between two imaging.
Both phase contrast and fluorescence modes (excitation 585 nm/ emission 635 nm)
were used. Finally, merged Incucyte phase contrast and fluorescence images were
obtained (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Merged phase contrast (grey) and fluorescence (red) Incucyte

images of Hela cells cultivated with Ge and Qdot625 QDs. Hela cells were
cultivated with (a) no QDs, (b) Ge QDs and (c) Qdot625 respectively. Scale
bar, 100 µm.
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Figure 3.8: Hela cells proliferation curve under different treatments. Grey
dash line, green solid line and magenta dotted line show cell growing curve of
control cells, cells with Ge QDs and Qdot625 respectively. The results were
summarised from data shown in Figure 3.7.

Here we can see that the cells have taken up some QDs in the first 24 hours
(Figure 3.7b, c) and showed increasing levels of fluorescence after 24 hours. Furthermore, the cell proliferation is an additional method for the assessment of impact of
QDs on cell viability. The cell proliferation data obtained from these medium-term
Incucyte measurements are shown in Figure 3.8. One can see that neither Invitrogen
Qdots nor Ge QDs show an obvious impact on cell proliferation within 4 days at 50
nM/mL.
It’s also well-known that QDs can cause DNA damage, which can affect the
shape of the nucleus [196, 197]. Hence, the analysis of nucleus shape is another way
to assess the impact of QDs on cell viability. In this study, Hela cells were grown in
the growth medium of 1 mL/well in a 12-well plate at a density of 5000 cells/mL.
Following this, 25 nM growth medium, Ge QDs, Qdot625 solutions were added to the
three wells respectively. Then, cells under different treatments were fixed and stained
with DAPI. In order to examine the nucleus shape, cell samples were prepared on a
microscope slide and checked on the Leica DM500 Epi-fluorescence microscopy using
a 20× lens. At three time points (24, 48, 72 hours), one sample was taken from each
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treatment and was imaged. In each case, a random area was selected to be imaged in
order to inspect the cell nucleus shapes. Figure 3.9 presents the merged cell outline
images and DAPI staining fluorescence images.

Figure 3.9: Cell and nucleus shape under different QDs treatments: (a)

adding nothing, (b) adding 25 nM Ge QDs, (c) adding 25 nM Qdot625. Images were merged by cell outline images (red) and nucleus images (blue). Cell
outlines were imaged through cell auto-fluorescence when excited with 400+
nm light. DAPI fluorescence images were collected with excitation light wavelength of band pass of 400/40 nm. Scale bars, 100 µm.

Further quantitative measurements of the cell nucleus shape ware performed.
Both the nucleus size (measured as Feret’s diameter [180]) and circularity (a value
between 0 and 1 indicates the roundness of an object, 0 stands for not round at all
and 1 stands for a perfect circle shape) of the cells were used to characterise the
nucleus shapes. Figure 3.10 summarises both the cell nucleus size and circularity
changes along with the time under different QDs treatments. For statistic analysis,
unpaired t-test was performed between QDs treated cells data (numbered as 2 and 3
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in Figure 3.10 for Ge QDs data and Qdot625 data respectively) and the control cells
data (numbered as 1 in Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Summary of cell nucleus size(a) and shape (b) changes under

QDs treatments. Results were analysed from the data shown in Figure 3.9.
Results are presented as mean and standard deviation. A p value of larger
than 0.05 (p > 0.05) is considered non-significant statistic difference between
the compared data sets.

All p-values in the t-tests were found out to be larger than 0.05 (Figure 3.10).
This means that three different treatments have shown non-significant statistical differences in nucleus size and circularity. When compared with the control treatment,
all QDs had very little impact on the shape and size of the cell nucleus. If anything,
Ge QDs showed slightly better performance than Invitrogen Qdots625. This is consistent with the cell proliferation results (Figure 3.8) summarised from the Incucyte
data.
To conclude, 6 50 nM/mL concentrations QDs were shown to have minimal
side effects on cell proliferation within the first 96 hours, and unnoticeable impact on
cell morphology, particularly nucleus shape. In the next section, we are going to load
QDs into cells to undertake fluorescence imaging.
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3.1.3

Fluorescence imaging

QDs of concentrations below 50 nM/mL are potentially suitable for live cells because
they do not significantly reduce cell viability and proliferation, as has been demonstrated above. However, there have been no tests of Ge QDs to find out whether
at these concentrations they show sufficient fluorescent signals to be useful for cell
imaging. Thus, two imaging studies will be described in this subsection: (i) loading
Ge QDs onto a microscope slide and testing imaging on a fluorescence microscope;
(ii) loading Ge QDs to cells and carrying out fluorescence imaging.

3.1.3.1

QDs test imaging

Ge QDs dissolved in water at 50 nM /mL were dropped onto a microscope slide and
covered with a round cover slip, then sealed with clear nail polish. Next, fluorescence
images (Figure 3.11) were taken on the spinning disk confocal microscopy using a
100× 1.49 NA oil objective lens. The sample was then excited with 488 nm and 561
nm lasers. The images were taken at an exposure time of 150 ms and EM gain of 300.

Figure 3.11: Ge QDs fluorescence images on a spinning disk microscopy with

a 100× lens, using same sample and imaging settings but different excitation
laser lights: (a) 488 nm, (b) 561 nm. Lasers power: 8 % of the 50 mW full
power. Scale bar, 5µm
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Two excitation lasers under the same imaging settings have resulted in two
images of different contrast. Ge QDs which were illuminated by a 488 nm laser
(Figure 3.11a) showed stronger fluorescence emission than those excited by 561 nm
lasers (Figure 3.11b). This is consistent with the Ge absorption curve (Figure 3.2),
in which Ge QDs showed stronger absorption at nearly 488 nm than nearly 561 nm.
It can also be seen in Figure 3.11a, that Ge QDs were possibly not uniform when
distributed on the microscope slide and both a big cluster (yellow square A) and tiny
dots (yellow square B) were observed.

Figure 3.12: Qdot625 fluorescence images on spinning disk confocal mi-

croscopy with a 100× lens. Images were taken under the settings of EM gain
of 300, with an exposure time of 100 ms. QDs concentration: 50 nM/mL.
Scale bar, 5µm.
Qdot625 in original solution was prepared at the same concentration on a microscope slide and then were observed on the spinning disk microscopy system as a
reference. A 488 nm laser using at 8 % of the 50 mW full power was selected as the
excitation. Invitrogen Qdot625 showed clear fluorescence brightness at the concentration of 50 nM/mL (Figure 3.12a).
Once we confirmed that Ge QDs can be clearly imaged under fluorescence microscope at a relatively low concentration, they were loaded into cells for imaging.
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3.1.3.2

Cell imaging with Ge QDs

Fluorescence imaging of Ge QDs-labelled Hela cells was carried out on the spinning
disk system. Hela cells were grown in a 12-well plate at a density of 5000 cells/mL/well.
Ge QDs were seeded into Hela cells at the concentration of 50 nM/mL/well for nonspecific labelling. Cells were left to incubate for over 24 hours before being fixed and
prepared for microscopy. During imaging, four laser wavelength that cover the Ge
QDs absorption range were selected for excitation: 405 and 488, 561, 640 nm (Figure
3.13). As has been shown in Figure 3.11, the fluorescence emission of Ge QDs was
rather weak when it was excited by lasers of wavelength longer than 488 nm. Here we
used excitation lasers of 561 and 640 nm to further verify the results of the previous
subsection. 405, 488, 561 nm lasers were set at 4 % of the 50 mW full power and the
640 nm laser was set at 2 % of the 100 mW full power. Exposure time was adjusted
to 300 ms and the EM gain was 300.

Figure 3.13: Hela cells labelled with Ge QDs fluorescence images acquired

under laser illumination of (a) 405 nm, (b) 488 nm, (c) 561 nm, (d) 640 nm.
The exposure time was 300 ms. Scale bar, 20 µm.

What can be clearly seen from Figure 3.13 is that Ge QDs in Hela cells still have
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a visibly stronger fluorescence emission when being excited by short wavelength lasers
lights, such as 405 nm, 488 nm (Figure 3.13a, b), than long wavelength laser lights
such as 561 nm, 640 nm (Figure 3.13c, d). In particular, nearly zero fluorescence was
detected when the sample was excited by 640 nm lasers (Figure 3.13d). This could
be predicted from the Ge QDs absorption curve (Figure 3.2) which indicated a strong
absorption coefficient at around 400 nm and very little absorption at around 650 nm.

3.1.4

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have discovered that Ge QDs are suitable for in vitro cell imaging at
concentrations of 6 50 nM/mL. They can provide good biocompatibility for live cells
and sufficient fluorescence brightness when they are excited by proper laser lights.
The small size of Ge QDs (∼ 3.8 nm) also needs mention as this can potentially allow
them to be used for imaging cellular locations with size restrictions, such as synapses,
which could be an invaluable feature in cell imaging. In the next section, we are going
to use the QDs to perform super-resolution imaging.
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3.2

Stochastic super-resolution cell imaging using
spinning disk confocal microscopy and blinking
Ge QDs

In this section, the stochastic super-resolution cell imaging, which is based on Ge QDs
blinking statistics and uses Spinning Disk Statistical Imaging (SDSI) method [61], will
be demonstrated. In practice, spinning disk laser scanning confocal microscopy was
used to perform the experiments. This enables hundreds of images to be acquired in a
few seconds. Cell culture related work was carried out in a standard tissue culture lab.
In this section, the characterisations of our SDSI system will be described. Blinking
events of Ge QDs will be analysed. Then, the photo-stability of QDs on the timescale
of several minutes will be assessed and compared with dyes and proteins. Following
this, the super-resolution imaging data collections and results will be detailed. To
facilitate the reconstruction analysis, an efficient specific localisation algorithm has
been developed.

3.2.1

Principles of stochastic super-resolution imaging using
blinking QDs

QDs blinking is not desired in fluorescence labelling because it results in a reduction of the level of integrated fluorescence signals. However, the stochastic blinking
effect may offer an opportunity to distinguish individual QDs within a diffraction
limited region, and thus it can be used for stochastic single molecule localisation
super-resolution imaging (see section 1.5.2). The first demonstration of the principle
of super-resolution imaging using blinking QDs was reported in 2005 by Keith A.
Lidke and R. Heintzmann’s group at King’s College London [198], followed by contributions by several other groups [199, 200]. Here we studied the Ge QDs in order to
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check whether they are suitable for the type of imaging based on blinking statistics.
The principle underling this super-resolution imaging using blinking effect is to
detect and separate the emission of single blinking QDs from within a group of QDs.
The basic criteria in this method, which were proposed by Keith A. Lidke, include
[201]: (i) the blinking of individual QDs to be resolved must be statistically independent; (ii) the probability distribution should be ideally non-Gaussian. Criterion (i)
is to ensure that one blinking on QDs will not cause the neighbouring QDs within a
diffraction limit region being blinking on and thus provides the possibility of single
molecule imaging within one diffraction limit region. The blinking of individual QDs
is a stochastic process and has been reported to be independent of neighbouring QDs
[145, 146, 202] (as introduced in section 1.6.3.2) at concentrations relevant to this
study and thus condition (i) is satisfied. As to the criterion (ii), a Gaussian probability distribution of QDs blinking means that majority of the QDs blinking off events
happen at the same time window, therefore it is not easy to stochastically separate individual QDs and collect single molecule imaging as many as possible. For this reason,
a non-Gaussian distribution is beneficial to the stochastic imaging. Hence, we have
to understand the timescale and the probability distribution of the Ge QDs blinking events. With these considerations in mind, we carried out Ge blinking statistic
measurements, stochastic cell imaging using blinking and single molecule localisation experiments to investigate if our Ge QDs were suitable for this super-resolution
imaging.
As a stochastic single molecule localisation imaging method, this strategy makes
the use of blinking effects and images of only a few blinking on QDs during one
data acquisition period. In this way, thousands of images (an imaging time length
of several minutes or even longer) should be acquired in order to identify as many
QDs as possible. Then, a super-resolution image is obtained through single molecule
localisation and reconstruction algorithms. In this type of methods, the resolution
ability is determined by multiple factors, such as single molecule localisation precision
and probe size. Other factors include the mechanical stability of the microscope
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system and sample drift. Hence, we initially characterised the microscope system.

3.2.2

Microscope system characterisation

The mechanical stability of a microscope essentially influences the single molecule localisation resolution ability in many aspects. In order to understand and optimise our
spinning disk confocal microscope system for the purpose of achieving single molecule
localisation super-resolution imaging, we characterised its single molecule localisation
capabilities, background noise and the PSF dependence on excitation wavelengths.
We also studied sample drift. These are the key parameters that determine the resolution in stochastic single molecule localisation super-resolution methods, as was
discussed in section 1.5.2.

3.2.2.1

Localisation precision

Single molecule localisation precision is determined by many factors such as the image’s background, system PSF, and CCD sensitivity. A widely accepted formula was
developed in 2002, which shows that localisation precision can be calculated by the
mean-squared position error of a single molecule m [203]:


√
s2 + a2 /12 4 πs3 bm 2
2
σx,y
≈
+
Nm
aNm 2
m

(3.1)

where s is standard deviation of the fitting function of PSF (usually a Gaussian
function), a stands for the pixel size in the image (a ≈ d/M , where d is CCD pixel
size and M is the magnification of the microscope), Nm is the total number of photons
measured from molecule m, and bm is the number of background photons. PSF is fitted
by a Gaussian function and it is dependent on excitation wavelength, which will be
further discussed in the next subsection. Consequently, to achieve a higher resolution,
an imaging method should aim at designing the smallest possible PSF size (small s),
high collection efficiency (large Nm ) and reducing the background signal (small bm ).
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If the background (large bm ) is very high or the blinks are not bright (small Nm ), it
may not be possible to localise the molecules with sufficient accuracy (small σ).
The background signal is affected by a variety of sources. For example, the
ambient light, CCD detector’s dark current noise and autofluorescence of the sample
mounting media. For background measurements of the spinning disk confocal microscope, a background-calibration-sample slide without QDs or cells was used. This
calibration slide was prepared with one drop of water and was then covered by a thin
glass cover slip.
Background measurements were performed by using a 100× 1.49 NA oil objective. A series of 1000 images of size 512×512 pixels were taken with the CCD EM gain
of 300 and exposure time of 50 ms. Images were taken under the following conditions
of excitation laser wavelength: 488 nm (10 - 20 % of the 50 mW power), 561 nm (10 20 % of the 50 mW power) and 640 nm (5 - 15 % of the 100 mW power). Background
images were then loaded onto OriginPro software for post processing. An average of
the background grey value of the pixels was calculated over time. They were 380 ±
42, 363 ± 28, 365 ± 39 for 488 nm, 561 nm and 640 nm laser excitations respectively.
These background values were used in the localisation precision estimation. Furthermore, the background signal level was also considered and subtracted from the raw
images when super-resolution imaging and reconstruction was undertaken.
Amongst other things, the final image resolution will depend on localisation
precision. This will in turn depend on the number of measured photons (see Equation
3.1). Hence, we conducted a series of experiments to gauge the number of frames
that are required to optimise the localisation process. Several datasets of different
number of frames were investigated and the corresponding localisation precision was
calculated. Images ware taken with Qdot625 immobilised on a glass microscope slide
on the spinning disk confocal system using a 100× objective. A 488 nm laser at 15
% of its 50 mW full power was chosen as excitation light source. Eight datasets (500,
1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000 image frames respectively) were acquired
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Table 3.3: Position error(σ) for different imaging frames. Unit: nm.

Frames
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
1 st Exp.
23
23
27
2 nd Exp.
42
39
38
38
37
36
3 rd Exp.
51
45
39
38
33
25
Note: three datasets in the first experiments were destroyed due

4000
5000
31
42
38
38
23
23
to a storage issue.

with the same imaging settings: camera gain 14, EM gain 300, exposure time 100 ms.
For each dataset, ten points were traced over time and the intensity of each point
(cropped by a 12×12 pixels squared region) was recorded. The intensity value was
converted into photon numbers by an equation that is specific for iXon3-885 CCD.
The conversion calculations can be found in Appendix C.
The pixel size of the final image was calibrated using a 100× objective and a
standard microscope scale slide. The calculated pixel size was found to be 70 nm.
Furthermore, the PSF size (s in equation 3.1) was found to be 226 nm, which was
obtained by Gaussian fitting performed in OriginLab. Once all of the parameters had
been determined, position error σ was calculated in Microsoft Excel using equation 3.1.
The experiments were repeated three times and three groups of data were obtained
for comparison. Table 3.3 shows the summarised results.
In order to find out the position error trend along with collected image frames,
we conducted t-test between any two neighbouring image frames data and calculated
the corresponding p values based on the mean and standard deviation of three data
sets. Consistent significant deceasing of the position error values from 500 frames to
2000 frames has been found (p < 0.05, see Figure 3.14). However, results for images
frames of more than 2000 frames have no significant differences between each other
(p > 0.05, see Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14: Position error (σ) variations for different imaging frames. Data

is presented as mean and standard deviations from three data sets mentioned
in Table 3.3. p > 0.05 is considered no significant statistic difference between
the compared data sets.

In summary, position error (σ) describes the localisation precision of single
molecules. The results demonstrated in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.14 indicate that,
with the spinning disk confocal system we are able to achieve a localisation precision
of up to ∼ 25 nm in our imaging conditions. The localisation precision has a trend
of improving as the frame numbers increase from 500 to 3000. Images with frame
numbers of 3000 to 5000 show similar σ values of 20 - 40 nm. Therefore, collecting
more than 3000 frames would not significantly increase the precision of single molecule
localisation. In the next subsection, we will focus on the PSF size change with the
excitation laser wavelength.

3.2.2.2

PSF dependence on excitation wavelength

The Point Spread Function (PSF) of the spinning disk confocal microscope was measured by using 100 nm Tetraspeck beads (Invitrogen, UK). The beads were stained
with four different fluorophores. The four corresponding excitation/emission peaks
were: 360/430 nm (blue); 505/515 nm (green); 560/580 nm (orange) and 660/680
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nm (dark red). The beads were imaged by using a 100× objective in X, Y, and Z
directions (Z stacks). The PSFs were collected under four excitation conditions: 405,
488, 561 and 640 nm. The Z stack displayed by ImageJ reveals multiple views of the
PSF in three directions (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15: Multiple views of a PSF image in three directions, collected

from standard beads excited by 561 nm laser on the spinning disk confocal
microscopy. Scale bar, 500 nm.

Then, a PSF image in x − y direction (lateral plane) was plotted and fitted
by the Gaussian function in OriginPro in order to study the PSF size changes with
excitation wavelength. The fitting results are summarised in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: PSF fitting results for four situations of excitation laser wave-

length. s stands for the standard deviation of the PSF. The variances stand
for the standard error of three groups of fittings.
Excitation laser wavelength (nm)

405

488

561

640

s (nm)

184±21

192±21

230±28

220±19

The FWHM of the fitted Gaussian function has been adopted as the value of
s, and this value increased with longer excitation wavelength. The results in Table
3.4 are consistent with what we expected for a diffraction-limited system. The PSF
sizes are also important to the super-resolution reconstruction process, in which the
segmented regions of interest (ROI) will be determined by the PSF sizes.
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3.2.2.3

Sample drift

Drift refers to the continuous movement of the sample during imaging. In long-term
cell imaging, for example several minutes or longer, drifts may become a significant
problem. It is affected by many factors, such as the slippage of the focus mechanism,
air flow, thermal gradients and platform vibrations. Drifts can be corrected or reduced
by either hardware or software solutions. Our microscope system was equipped with a
vibration isolation table to improve the instrument’s stability. Lateral drift was further
reduced by enclosing the sample stage and objective elements with an environmental
chamber that maintained a stable temperature. It was pre-warmed for half a hour to
32◦ C prior to imaging. Axial drift of the focus mechanisms was corrected by using a
capacitive feedback system (PI MicroMove Autofocusing device, Physik Instrumente,
Germany).
In order to quantitatively characterise the sample drift in our spinning disk
confocal microscope under these conditions, we measured the movements through a
time-lapse image stack of a Tetraspeck slide (Invitrogen, UK) with 100 nm fluorescent
microspheres. A 5000 frames image stack was acquired in 45 minutes by using a 100×
oil objective lens. Then, ten objects in the images were traced by Metamorph software.
The positions (X/Y coordinates) and time points were measured and recorded for each
object. The sample drift (Figure 3.16) was revealed by averaging the ten objects’
movements over time.
A clear sample drift in our system (Figure 3.16) was indicated by the monitoring
of fluorescence signals of ten beads for a relatively long period (40 minutes). The
drifts in both x, y directions varied from several nm to about 100 nm (Figure 3.16) in
40 minutes time. Following these measurements, we adopted a software-based drift
correction similar to the method described in previous work, which used reference
markers in the images and computational processing [204]. We chose several peak
brightness areas as reference points.
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Figure 3.16: Qdot625 position drifts in X and Y directions on the spinning

disk confocal microscope within 40 minutes.
In summary, it is clear from the demonstrations above that, the mechanical
stability of a microscope has a significant influence on the resolving ability (effective
resolution limit) of a stochastic imaging super-resolution microscopy. For example, the
sample drift of a few tens of nm in 40 minutes (Figure 3.16) could lower the effective
resolution which is otherwise determined by the localisation precision of around 25 nm
(Table 3.3). Nevertheless, high localisation precision and a stable microscope do not
directly translate into high imaging resolution if the overlapping fluorescence signals
from QDs within the size of one PSF can not be well separated. In our method, this
separation relies on the repetitive imaging of blinking Ge QDs, and the imaging takes
several minutes. Hence, a clear characterisation of the blinking events of Ge QDs and
understanding their photo-stability over several minutes is rather important. In the
next subsection we will be assessing the blinking phenomena and photo-stability in
Ge QDs using SDSI.

3.2.3

Ge QDs as SDSI probes

3.2.3.1

Ge QDs blinking measurements

In order to check if our Ge QDs meet the criteria for blinking stochastic superresolution imaging (see section 3.2.1), we characterised the blinking phenomenon of
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Ge QDs. To ensure a sparse distribution for single QDs observation, Ge QDs dissolved
in water in a vial were put in the sonicator for 12 minutes to disperse. They were
further diluted to 1 pM/mL in water. Then, 2 µL liquid was sucked and dropped
onto a glass microscope slide, subsequently being mounted by a 22 mm square cover
slip, resulting in typical surface densities of ∼ 0.25 QDs/µm2 . The average distance
between two neighbouring Ge QDs was calculated to be ∼ 500 nm, which is larger
than a PSF (∼ 200 nm). The sample was observed under the spinning disk confocal
microscopy using a 100× objective (NA=1.49). Ge QDs were excited by a 488 nm
laser using of 10 % of the 50 mW full power. A time series image stack of 5000 frames
was collected with an exposure time of 50 ms and the imaging interval set to 0. Image
size was set as 1024×1024 pixels, with each pixel size of ∼ 70 nm. Potential single
QDs were manually cropped by 14×14 pixel regions, and a single QD for blinking
measurement was identified and selected through two criteria: spot size similar to a
PSF (∼ 200 nm); and the most stable brightness (minimum difference between the
strongest brightness and average brightness). The single QD on the image stack was
traced over time using ImageJ. Figure 3.17 presents a few selections of fluorescent QD
images showing obvious fluorescence intensity change within 30 seconds.

Figure 3.17: A few captures of single Ge QD fluorescence intensity changes

(blinking) within 30 seconds, observed on spinning disk confocal microscopy.
Scale bar: 400 nm

For the purpose of quantitative study, the duration of each fluorescence intermittency event was measured and plotted (Figure 3.18). Fluorescence intensity of
a single QD was presented against to time. A 20% value of the brightest level was
used to judge the fluorescence intermittency (blink ‘off’) according to the background
measurements (maximum background image pixel grey values were less than 20 %
of the brightest value). Any fluorescence intensity value beyond this level would be
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regarded as non-fluorescence; thus, fluorescence intermittency was recognised and the
duration was measured accordingly. All blinking ‘off’ events of a single Ge QD within
180 seconds were measured (see Figure 3.18 for 5 selections of Ge QD blinking events).
Figure 3.19 summarises the statistics of all Ge QD blinking ‘off’ durations that were
observed within 180 seconds. The durations distribution follows an inverse power law
with an exponent of -1.6 (Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.18: A few selections of the fluorescence intermittency durations of

a single Ge QD.

Figure 3.19: Inverse power law distribution of Ge QDs blinking ‘off’ event
durations. Fitted power function index: -1.6.

The results in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show that our Ge QDs were observed
stochastic blinking under the spinning disk confocal microscopy. Blinking off durations
vary from 0.1 s to more than 1 s with an inverse power distribution of the frequency.
Typically the exponents of -1.6 ± 0.2 are also observed in CdSe QDs for off durations
over as many as 6 orders of magnitude in time [205]. In the context of a model for
blinking, in which the off-state occurs due to charged QD species (ionisation), one can
explain the QDs blinking phenomenon [205]. However, there is still a lack of reliable
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models to precisely predict the blinking events and control them. Furthermore, it has
been experimentally demonstrated that the off-state exponents are independent of
QDs number, size, composition and temperature [145, 206]. Considering the blinking
stochastic super-resolution imaging criteria (ii) described in section 3.2.1, one can see
that our Ge QDs meet the condition that the probability distribution of blinking is
non-Gaussian (inverse power law with an index of -1.6). The power law distribution
with index of -1.6 would be further used as a standard of Ge QDs to determine the
number of QDs within a diffraction-limited region. This will be described in the superresolution reconstruction section 3.2.5.2. The results in Figure 3.19 also suggest that
exposure times below 0.5 seconds should be most suitable in imaging experiments due
to much higher probability of the blinking events in that region.
In order to carry out stochastic super-resolution imaging based on blinking,
imaging procedures should be repeated thousands of times in order to temporally
distinguish as many QDs as possible. This can typically take several minutes. As a
consequence, knowing the photo-stability of Ge QDs on the timescale of minutes is
of great importance. In the next section, the optical stability of Ge QDs in cells was
studied in terms of photo-bleaching measurements. This is achieved by comparing
the photo-bleaching curve of several probes, as will be demonstrated below.

3.2.3.2

Photo-bleaching

To investigate the photo-stability performance of Ge QDs in a cellular environment,
several fluorescent probes (Ge QDs, CdSe/ZnS Qdots, Dronpa, mEos, AlexFluor 647)
have been tested and compared on Hela cells. In each case, these fluorescent probes
were delivered to cells either by endocytosis, or through antibody conjugation labelling (see Materials and method section 2.1.2). Ge and CdSe QDs were delivered
to cells with non-specific labelling. Dronpa, mEos and AlexFluor 647 were delivered
to the mitochondria, the actin structure in the lamellipodia and Connexin vesicles
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respectively [61], by cell transfection. They were imaged on the spinning disk confocal microscope working with a 100×, NA 1.49 oil objective. Ge and CdSe QDs were
illuminated continuously by a 488 nm laser using 10 % of 50 mW full power, and the
imaging exposure time was set at 100 ms. mEos was imaged under excitation of a
561 nm laser at 20 % to 25 % of 50 mW full power. AlexFluor 640 was imaged using
a 640 nm laser at variable power from 8 % - 16 % of 100 mW full power and a 405
nm 100 mW laser at 1 % to 5 % power [61]. A time-lapse (longer than 3 minutes)
image stack of each sample was acquired. A square region of 10×10 pixels of relatively strong brightness was cropped in each dataset and traced over time. In this
way, the fluorescence intensity of the cropped region was plotted. For quantitative
comparison, ten 10×10 pixels square regions were analysed for each dataset, and an
averaged fluorescence intensity change was calculated and normalised into the scale
of 0 to 100.
Comparison of the fluorescence intensity for five datasets was carried out over
150 seconds time (Figure 3.20). Both CdSe and Ge QDs showed very little reduction in fluorescence intensity in 150 seconds, whereas three protein and dye probes
(Dronpa, mEos and AlexFluor 647) lost more than 50 % fluorescence intensity in the
same period. This photo-bleaching comparison among several probes confirms the
good photo-stability of QDs in cell imaging. This is consistent with previous findings
(Figure 1.19).
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Figure 3.20: Probes photo-bleaching comparison. Black, greem, magenta,

light blue and yellow curves correspond to CdSe QDs, Ge QDs, Dronpa (a fluoresce protein), mEOS (a fluorescent protein) and AlexFluor 647 (a chemical
dye) data respectively.

To summarise, we have confirmed the good photo-stability of QDs in cellular
environment, thus making them suitable for the proposed imaging approach. In the
next subsection, the stochastic imaging using the spinning disk confocal microscopy
and Ge QDs will be demonstrated.

3.2.4

Stochastic cell imaging with QDs

Ge QDs non-specific labelled Hela cell sample was imaged using the spinning disk
confocal microscopy. As a reference, we also studied the commercial CdSe QDs Qdot625. For sample preparation, QDs at the concentration of 50 nM/mL suspended
in water were added to Hela cells (5000 cells/mL on a 15 mm round cover slip in
a cell culture plate) for cultivation over 24 hours. QDs were delivered to cells by
endocytosis. Cover slips were then removed and transferred (cell side facing down)
to a glass microscope slide mounted with Mowiol and sealed with clear nail polish.
Raw images were collected with a 100×, NA 1.49 oil objective. A 488 nm laser at
10 % of its 50 mW full power was selected as the excitation laser. Considering the
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previous measurement on QDs blinking period distribution and exposure time impact
on fluorescence intensity, we set the exposure time at 0.2 seconds/frame. CCD gain
and EM gain were set as 15 and 300. Figure 3.21 and 3.22 presents the fluorescence
images of 2000 frames of QDs labelled Hela Cells. It took less than 7 minutes to
collect these 2000 frames.

Figure 3.21: Fluorescence images of Ge QDs in Hela cells, imaged on the

spinning disk confocal microscopy. (a) 6 selected frames. b Sum image of
2000 image frames. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Figure 3.22: Fluorescence images of CdSe QDs in Hela cells, imaged on the

spinning disk confocal microscopy. (a) 6 selected frames. b Sum image of
2000 image frames. Scale bar, 10 µm.

It is shown in Figure 3.21 and 3.22 that single molecule imaging has been
achieved (see the yellow arrow indicated points presented in certain frames). However, large block of QDs are seen all frames. This could have been resulted from the
exposure time being too long (200 ms exposure time is longer than blinking events of
50 ms) and too dense labelling. Even though this was not further studied and corrected in our proof-of-principle demonstration, the labelling efficiency issue will be a
key point to deal with in the applications to solve real biological problems. The imaging speed can be compared with that of standard STORM/PALM methods where a
similar size of data would require 8 minutes or longer [67]. Furthermore, one should
keep in mind the capability of the SDSI method for Z-stacking, potentially leading
to 3D images. Besides, Ge QDs offer good photo-stability for continuous stochastic
imaging.
The aim of the stochastic imaging is to sequentially image sparse subsets of
blinking QDs distributed over thousands of frames, and populate a high-density map
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of QDs position. The raw image dataset requires single molecule statistical analysis
localisation and reconstruction algorithms to distinguish and precisely localise individual QDs, and reconstruct a super-resolution image. This will be demonstrated in
the next subsection.

3.2.5

Super-resolution reconstruction

The fundamental principle of the stochastic reconstruction is to identify individual
molecules and estimate their positions accurately. Several key steps are required to
obtain a super-resolution image: (i) to identify individual molecules or separate single
molecule signals from stochastically obtained overlapping signals; (ii) to localise single
molecules with a sub-pixel refinement; (iii) to render the localisations to construct a
high-resolution map of the molecule densities. To date, analysis algorithms for single
molecule localisation (steps (i) and (ii)) have been divided into several categories which
differ by specific mathematical procedures of localisation and reconstruction. Here,
several commonly used algorithms have been used to understand their applicability
to the case of blinking Ge QDs. These algorithms have been compared through
analysis of the previous research, as well as dataset tests. As a result, a specific
Matlab algorithm - the blinking analysis super-resolution algorithm (BSA) has been
developed to analyse our spinning disk based blinking QDs data.

3.2.5.1

Existing stochastic reconstruction algorithms and comparison

Localisation algorithms vary from different image acquisition methods, probes, labelling densities and microscopes. Table 3.5 gives the descriptions of some of these
algorithms, which have software or codes available for use, as well as their advantages and limitations. They are mainly divided into three groups according to the
way in which they deal with diffraction spots: (i) using spatial information to localise molecules (see the methods in Table 3.5) by searching the centroid of peak
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regions (QuickPALM [182]), laterally fitting the individual Gaussian-like PSF [207],
or estimating the densities of overlapping PSFs such as DeconSTORM [185], DirectSTORM [184], CSSTORM [186, 208]; (ii) using temporal fluctuation information (see
the methods in Table 3.5) to localise molecules with specific stochastic models, or
using fluctuation analysis to shrink the possible position area of molecules beyond
diffraction limit such as 3B [187] and SOFI [183, 209, 210]; (iii) using both spatial
information and temporal fluctuation to localise molecules, in which temporal fluctuations are usually used to determine the number of independent molecule signals
and to isolate each signal, after which spatial information is used to localise molecules
such as QDB3 [200] and BaLM [211], [212]. However, these comparisons are based
on each of the algorithms being applied to the corresponding very specific datasets.
Therefore, we carried out a series of experiments using simulated data [61] and Ge
QDs (using SDSI method, Table 3.6) to obtain a meaningful experimental assessment
of these algorithms for our purpose. The experimental dataset was collected using a
Hela cell sample non-specifically labelled by Ge QDs (50 nM/mL), on spinning disk
confocal microscopy with a 100×, 1.49 NA objective. Imaging settings: excitation
laser wavelength 488 nm; exposure time 200 ms/frame; EM Gain 300. Demonstrated
algorithms were optimised on processing parameters to match our data (see the notes
below Table 3.6).
One can see that the QuickPALM gives clear single molecule localisation output
with a fast processing speed (3 minutes for 10000 frames) (Table 3.6); however, the
reconstructed image seem to have lost much information about the sample. SOFI
seem to have gained slight improvements in the image contrast, instead of obvious
resolution improvements. Due to lengthy durations of the process, a small dataset
(yellow square in the raw image in Table 3.6) was cropped for the tests using DirecSTORM, DeconSTORM and CSSTORM. These three algorithms are either not
able to reconstruct significant images at all, or take too long to process even a small
dataset (more than 2.5 hours for a 64×64×100 pixels dataset for CSSTORM, Table
3.6). Therefore, the last three software were not further used to process our SDSI
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data.
It has been reported in a series of papers ([58, 182, 213]) that these algorithms
can achieve remarkable super-resolution (as good as several nm [214]). This maybe
because they are only suitable for very specific datasets [215]. For example, the
strategies in group (i) are able to achieve a high localisation precision with a wellcharacterised system (PSF size and distortion, camera counts and noise) and sparse
signals. However, this could become less reliable when the information of the microscopy system is partly missing or the images contain fluorescence signals that are
too dense (see QuickPALM result in Table 3.6). Moreover, they lack statistic single molecule detection analysis. Strategies used in group (ii) are fast in processing
(seconds in SOFI), but with a limited resolution (∼ 60 nm) or even no obvious resolution improvement (see SOFI result in Table 3.6). More importantly, they usually
suffer from the molecule bleaching/blinking and mislocalisation problems [216], due
to the loss of fluorescence intensity over time and the blinking phenomenon of the
probes. Strategies in group (iii) are efficient in utilising information and could be
relatively fast in processing (minutes) and able to achieve high resolution (less than
10 nm [200]), but there is no such software available for direct use. Even though some
algorithms may be applied to a statistical analysis of blinking QDs, currently existing
algorithms such as BaLM are only suitable for analysing dye or protein dataset from
STORM/PALM type microscopies, as it also relies on the bleaching events which are
not obviously seen in QDs data. Moreover, BaLM provides reasonable analysis on
sparsely distributed molecule datasets, it maybe unable to identify single molecules
from a group of overlapping signals. Therefore, existing algorithms with software and
codes that are available for use are not optimised for QDs blinking super-resolution
reconstruction, as has been also pointed out by others [198, 213].
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Resolution: 40 nm
Quick reconstruction and free software
Limit: Discard overlapping molecules

1. Localisation free (estimate a SR image without
localizing emitters)
2. Allow high densities of activated fluorophores
20 nm resolution
Limit: Single molecule fitting

High molecule density
Limit: Restricted isometry principle(RIP) in
compressed sensing requires a complete RIP analysis

Resolution: 50 nm on 4-s timescale
Allow many overlapping fluorophores
Limit: software applicability

Achieve background-free, contrast-enhanced
super-resolution images
Limit: brightness scaling, max resolution: pixel size.
1. Make use of blinking information
2. Useful for big area data
Limits: Not reliable with high density QDs data
Require no sample drifting

1. Threshold to assign nonoverlapping ROI
2. Centroid analysis on ROIs
3. Gausssian least-squares fit using the centroid coordinates as
initial guess
4. For 3D QPALM, define spot shape along the horizontal axes

1. Initialize estimate by using statistic model (reduce noise)
2. Calculate the correlations of the same pixels in different frames
3. Iterative image nonlinear deconvolution directly for all frames

1. 2D Gaussian fitting for single molecule localisation
2. Reconstruction after thousands of localisation

1. Divide the image into a set of small images patches
2. Create an oversample grid for each small patch
3. L1-norm minimization by compressed sensing obtaining
the optimisation molecule distribution X for each small patch
4. Add all the X together to form the result of the full image

1. Select initial spot position for a model
2. Optimise model using hybrid MCMC
3. Compute free energy, add a new fluorophore
randomly and re-compute free energy
4. Repeat 2-3 steps

1. Obtain a frames series
2. Calculate the n-order cumulant of each original pixel
3. Plot the value of n-order cumulant for any given set of time lags

1. Identify blinking QDs by subtracting adjacent images
frames in both backward and forward direction
2. 2D Gaussian fitting to localise identified QDs
3D recovery of all localisations

QuickPALM [182]

CSSTORM [186]

3B [187]

SOFI [183]

QDB3 [200]

DirectSTORM
[184]

DeconSTORM
[185]

Advantages and limitations

Methods

Algorithms

Table 3.5: Description of several existing stochastic super-resolution reconstruction algorithms
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529×727

Size (pixel)

132

4 mins

Processing
time
7 mins

5000

529×727

Matlab

SOFI

3 mins

100

64×64

C

1µm

10 mins

100

64×64

Matlab

2.5 hours

100

64×64

Matlab

DirectSTORM DeconSTORM CSSTORM

No
assessment
available

C++/
Python/
ImagingJ
plugin

3B

QuickPALM settings, Maximum FWHM 6 pixels, image pixel size 70 nm, minimum symmetry 0, minimum SNR 0.1, render pixel size
30 nm. SOFI settings, 2nd order cumulant. DirectSTORM settings, ROI 6 pixels, confidence 95 %, render pixel size 30 nm.
CSSTORM setting, dividing 4 times, optimisation chi square value 1.5, baseline offset 100. DeconSTORM settings, noise model
Gaussian, iterations 1000.

Scale bars

10000

Processed
frames
number

10µm

ImageJ Plugin

Software
codes

529×727

QuickPALM

Algorithms Original Data

QDs in Hela cells dataset

Table 3.6: Performance of several available public algorithms testing on our spinning disk microscopy based blinking
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Recently, a few algorithms specifically dealing with blinking QDs data have
been proposed; for example, combined Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and
Maximum Likelihood Estimation algorithm for statistic blinking QDs data [198], and
QDB3 3D super-resolution algorithm [200]. These algorithms have claimed to use
stochastic blinking events to identify single QDs within a diffraction limited region.
8 - 17 nm resolution in x − y plane as well as 58 nm resolution in z plane have been
realised using QDB3, as stated in [200]. These QDs blinking specified algorithms are
not publicly available, but they are still apt for guiding further algorithm development.
Therefore, we developed a code, named blinking analysis super-resolution algorithm
(BSA), using the mathematical models that have been proposed and tested in [198]
and [200]. The models are the Independent Component Analysis model proposed
by Keith A. Lidke [198] and the Gaussian fitting model for each QDs that has been
widely tested and used in other existing algorithms [198, 213, 217]. A full description
of how BSA has been built is given in the next subsection and the relevant MATLAB
codes is found in Appendix F.

3.2.5.2

BSA description

BSA was developed in MATLAB2014 and was designed to be easily adjusted to incorporate extra functionality through porting of additional image processing modules
available in Matlab (or supplied by a user). In this algorithm, blinking QDs time
series image data were utilised. Independent component analysis (ICA) was initially
performed to identify the number of QDs in the segmented regions of interest(ROI),
then Gaussian fitting was applied on each QD component in which the centre of the
fitted Gaussian was registered as a localisation. Reconstruction was finally realised
by redrawing all localisations in a new image.
Modelling of BSA was firstly constructed on the ICA analysis. ICA is a computational method for separating a multivariate signal into additive components. The
basic assumption behind this model is that the components are non-Gaussian signals.
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This is true for QDs because blinking events have been shown following an inverse
power law (Figure 3.19), instead of Gaussian distribution. Hence, the ICA model
based algorithm can be applied to decompose the images into a set of non-Gaussian
probability distribution components with spatial information.
Considering the general mathematical framework of ICA, our work can be formulated as follows. An image stack is represented by the matrix I of size m×n×j,
with m rows, n columns and j frames. The raw images can be represented by a vector:
I = [I1 , I2 , . . . , Ij ]

(3.2)

The components of the super-resolution image can be written as a random vector:
S = [S1 , S2 , . . . , Sj ]

(3.3)

In an ICA model, it is assumed that each mixture Ij , as well as each independent
component Sj is a random variable, thus a vector-matrix A can be generated that
satisfies:
Ij = A × Sj

(3.4)

The statistic model in Equation 3.4 is called the ICA model. It describes how the
raw image data is constructed by a process of mixing the components Sj . ICA is
able to discover a suitable matrix A based on the assumption of the independence
of all components in S. After estimating the matrix A, we can calculate its inverse
W = A−1 and obtain the independent components simply by:
S =W ×I

(3.5)

The ICA requires the number of the component to be given in advance. However, the real number of components (QDs) is unknown before processing. Thus, we
estimate the maximum possible number of components on the image (for example,
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Figure 3.23: Plot of BSA localised QDs number changes along with the initial

guess for maximum number of QDs. Test was performed on a 2000 frames of
18 × 18 pixels image stack of Ge QDs labelled Hela cell sample. The guess
of maximum QDs number was set as 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
200, 300, 400, 500, 1000.
using the image area divided by a single QD area). The algorithm then performs ICA
to each condition of the component from 0 to the maximum number. The condition
in which the objective component’s frequency distribution is closest to the standard
power-law distribution (with index of -1.6 for our Ge QDs data) is regarded to have
revealed the right number of components in S. Mathematically, Kullback–Leibler
divergence [218] has been used to calculate the difference between the components’
(QDs) frequency distribution and the power-law distribution. Finally, the components
S are then further fitted by a 2-D Gaussian function (refer to equation 2.1). Central
points of the fitted Gaussian functions are regarded as the localisations of QDs. In
order to better understand how sensitivity the BSA analysis to the guess of maximum
QDs number and optimise the initial guessing, we conducted a series of BSA analysis
on one data set but different initial guess of the maximum number. The tested data
set was a 2000 frames of 18 × 18 pixels image stack of Ge QDs labelled Hela cell
sample (will be further demonstrated in the Figure 3.24b1 ). Figure 3.23 plots out the
output of BSA localised QDs number and the guess for the maximum number.
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It is clear that the BSA localised QDs number increases linearly with the increasing of initial guess number from 1 to 70, but the BSA consistently localises 65
QDs after the guess number becoming larger than 70 to even 1000. This is reasonable because when the guess number is too small, the BSA localisation is limited by
this hard constraint. When the guess number is large enough (70 in the case of the
example), the BSA will find out the most reasonable QDs number, in spite of the
increase of guess number. This is also expected for any reliable algorithm to return
the localisations depending on the data, instead of the guess number.
The realisations of the BSA processes are described in flow chart 3.7. Full codes
can be found in Appendix F.
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Table 3.7: Flow chart of ICA based BSA algorithm

Algorithm ICA(I)
Input:
I: Input image (.tif format)
Output: Localisations Li ; Number of components C.
Main:
Initiate dataset XT IF = M × N × J.
Evaluate noise level, set up the threshold.
Initiate maximum ROIs (segmentation) number ‘maxP eaks’.
For each number t = 1 to maxP eaks
While segmentations < t
Initial pixels: iXgmm = ones(M, N ).
Do threshold, update iXgmm.
Crop the segmented ROIs: sData = Xaverage×(ones(M, N ) − iF gmm).
Calculate QDs brightness: totalQDbrightnes = sum(sum(sData)).
End while
Set up ICA parameters: components i, search region (low to high).
For i = low to high
Perform ICA.
Compare resulted ICAs frequency distribution to standard inverse power law:
[value, sICs]= min(dhigh).
End for
Select the ICA distribution result (with components number C) with the smallest
‘value’ to standard inverse power law
Foreach component i = 1 to C
Fit Gaussian distribution gData to sData
Return localisations Li
End for
Return Li , C. Plot Li
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In the following subsection, the single molecule localisation and super-resolution
reconstruction of our experimental data using BSA will be shown. For comparison,
the same data processed by BSA have also been processed by QuickPALM and SOFI
as a reference.

3.2.5.3

BSA reconstruction

BSA combines well-documented and well-tested mathematical models to generate
an easier way of using MATLAB software to process blinking QDs super-resolution
imaging data. The localisation process has been applied to the data shown in Figure
3.21 and 3.22. For demonstration, a small area (the yellow square in Figure 3.24a1 ,
a2 , b1 , b2 ) was selected to perform localisation algorithms.
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Figure 3.24: Super-resolution reconstruction using BSA (c1 , c2 ), QuickPALM

(d1 , d2 ) and SOFI (e1 , e2 ). Yellow arrows point out the nearest two localised
QDs. Scale bars, a1 and a2 10 µm; b1 to e2 500 nm.

The data was firstly processed by BSA (Figure 3.24c1 , c2 ). During BSA processing, localised (reconstruction) image pixel size was set as 5 nm for Ge QDs data,
and 15 nm for Qdot 625 data, in accordance with their physical sizes (3.8 nm and
14 nm respectively). Gaussian fitting confidence was set as 90 % to determine the
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localisation point sizes. The fitting confidence represents how well the fitted Gaussian
function matches the raw image. Obviously, this also determines the localisation error. For example, a localisation with fitting confidence of 90 % means the algorithm is
90 % sure that the real QDs is located within the given point area. In this way, 65 Ge
QDs and 28 CdSe QDs (white dots in Figure 3.24 c1 , c2 ) have been recognised within
this 1.44 µm2 area. By comparing the raw images (b1 , b2 ) to the BSA processed
images (c1 , c2 ), one can see that the BSA localisations match the brightest region
of the raw image. In other words, the profile of the localisation distribution (c1 , c2 )
seems similar to the geometric profile of the sample in the raw image (b1 , b2 ).
Additionally, as QuickPALM and SOFI have shown (Table 3.6) to be able to
process a large stochastic imaging dataset with a relatively fast speed (within a few
minutes for thousands of image frames), they were used here as a reference. Even
though they are not specifically designed for blinking analysis, we still used them
for the sake of qualitative comparison. QuickPALM registers localisations by simply
finding the centroid of each ROI; thus, only QDs at the brightest region will be more
likely to be registered. We found that less than 15 QDs were registered in both cases
(green dots in Figure 3.24 d1 , d2 ). Moreover, the localisations are not seemed to match
the geometric profile of the raw image very well, because all the registered QDs are
located in the central area of the brightest pixels. In this sense, BSA has interpreted
more useful information (more QDs) than QuickPALM. SOFI analysis was based on
a cumulant calculation for pixels, instead of single molecule localisation, consequently
returning a super-resolved image (Figure 3.24 e1 , e2 ) instead of localisations. It is hard
to define the resolution and number of QDs in SOFI results, because the processing
does not seem to have resulted in super-resolution images (Figure 3.24 e1 , e2 ).
In order to assess the true resolution of our approach we attempted to conduct
correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) imaging using confocal microscopy
and TEM and SEM (Appendix E). However these were not successful. CLEM is
not technically easy and there were outstanding difficulties with sample preparation
and avoiding sample damage problems (see Appendix E). Other methods can also
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be used to assess the resolution. For example, priori cellular structures information,
such as proteins, microtubules and DNA rulers [66, 184] are very helpful for testing
super-resolution methods. In the case that such priori structure information are not
available, the simulation methods such as Fourier Ring Correlations (FRC) [219] can
be carried out. FRC determines the resolution threshold by evaluating the similarity
of two independent reconstructions of the same dataset when both reconstructions
are consistent. It is a fast computational method and does not require calibration
standard or priori structure information about the sample, thus are said to be widely
applicable to any single molecule localisation super-resolution microscopy.

3.2.6

Conclusion

Here, the blinking phenomenon of Ge QDs has been studied and utilised in stochastic
super-resolution imaging. This study introduced a new type of QDs probe (Ge QDs)
and combined a fast surface scanning confocal microscopy (instead of point scanning).
Colloidal fluorescent Ge QDs were found out to be suitable for stochastic superresolution imaging. They presented a stochastic fluorescence blinking phenomenon
in which the durations of blinking off events have been found following an inverse
power law with the exponent of -1.6, which is similar to those commonly found in
widely used CdSe/ZNS Qdots. Our Ge QDs were observed to have statistic blinking
off durations from 0.1 s to ∼ 1.5 s.
Ge QDs were further tested in stochastic reconstruction super-resolution microscopy. Exposure times of 0.2 seconds/frame was found to be suitable for such
imaging. This is a promising outcome and is due to the fact that the repetitive imaging required for this method relies on natural blinking of QDs (on millisecond timescale
see Figure 3.18). In turn, the medium timescale repetitive imaging is possible due to
strong photo-stability of Ge QDs (see Figure 3.20). Thus, stochastic super-resolution
imaging can potentially be further pushed to a higher speed (milliseconds per frame).
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Coupled with the small particle size (∼ 4 nm, Figure 3.3) this should also provide
further improvement in spatial resolution.
The blinking super-resolution algorithm has been developed for our super-resolution
strategy. BSA takes into consideration Ge QDs blinking exponent in a cellular environment, and microscope PSF shape, to determine the number of QDs and achieve
accurate localisations. This will greatly rely on the blinking characterisation of used
QDs and the PSF characterisation of the microscopy system. This algorithm has
shown the ability of identifying more QDs and revealing more accurate information
of the raw image than QuickPALM and SOFI. This proof-of-concept experiments
indicate that our approach can thus be used in super-resolution imaging.
This super-resolution imaging strategy is indeed elegant on principle. However,
the stochastic imaging procedures greatly rely on the imaging of only one statistically
blinking ‘on’ QDs, which is separated only if surrounding QDs within the diffraction
limited region are just luckily blinking ‘off’. This is somewhat time-consuming. Moreover, it is impossible to acquire all blinks. Some QDs may blink more than once while
some may never blink. This could become problematic in biological applications; for
example, a single QDs may appear as a cluster of localisations due to variable intervals of blinking [57]. One previous solution to this problem was proposed based on
improving the algorithm calculations, so as to identify different QDs by analysing the
discrete on-off blinking events, rather than only QDs intensity fluctuations [220]. In
our method, this problem has been reduced by accurately determining the number of
QDs before performing the localisation process.
In the next section, a new super-resolution imaging strategy based on spectroscopic separation (instead of stochastic imaging), which utilises the size-dependent
emission of QDs to separate overlapping fluorescence signals by spectra, has been
proposed.
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3.3

Spectroscopic super-resolution fluorescence cell
imaging using Ge quantum dots

In this section, the super-resolution imaging approach based on spectroscopic (rather
than temporal) separation microscopy using Ge QDs will be described and demonstrated. In this strategy, we take advantage of QDs size dependent emission spectra
(as described in sections 1.6.3 and 3.1.1.1) to address the time constraints in temporal
separation and physical size limit, and this is particularly suited for live cell imaging.
This approach was initially tested using off-the-shelf CdSe/ZnS Qdots and then using
Ge QDs. This super-resolution microscopy approach is further complemented by a
specially developed reconstruction algorithm.

3.3.1

Spectroscopic super-resolution imaging strategy using
quantum dots

As has been illustrated in Figure 1.15 in chapter 1, in single molecule localisation
super-resolution imaging strategies, the central point of achieving super-resolution relies on the separation of two overlapping fluorescent probes into individual images. In
STORM/PALM methods, this is achieved by temporal separation, which images only
one probe within a diffract region at any instant. However, if the fluorescent probes
have different emission wavelengths, they can be spectrally separated. The concept
of achieving super-resolution by spectroscopic separation was first demonstrated by
C. Cremer in 2008 using fluorescent proteins [60]. Experimental realisation was never
easy, until the use of quantum dots in super-resolution applications, because mixing
too many classical dyes or fluorescent proteins will introduce other problems such as
the need for too may excitation light sources and spectra bleed-through, as well as
photo-bleaching problems to the dyes and proteins (see Figure 3.20). Since excitation
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spectra of QDs are broad and the emission depends on particle size, we can use one
laser source for excitation and identify individual QDs by emission spectra.

Schematic sketch of spectroscopic imaging and the superresolution strategy.

Figure 3.25:

The spectroscopic imaging method we implemented is schematically shown in
Figure 3.25. A cell sample (‘A’) which is labelled with different sizes of QDs is
imaged by the microscope. The sample is point-by-point scanned (with the timescale
of a few hundreds of milliseconds per image) and imaged using a high numerical
aperture (NA) lens, while being excited by a laser source. Fluorescence signals are
transferred to the microscope. Light is harvested and spectrally separated using a
spectral detector (in our case, a diffraction grating). This separates the fluorescence
signals into different spatial positions by wavelength. A PMT array detector is preset to collect these separated fluorescence signals with 10 nm spectra resolution (see
Materials and Methods section 2.4.3).
Spectroscopic super-resolution can be further achieved by localising fluorescent
probes below the Abbe diffraction limit in the spectrally separated channels (Figure 3.26), instead of temporally (as done in STORM/PALM). Spectroscopic superresolution microscopy (SSRM) is essentially a ‘spectrally assigned localisation’ microscopy [60] that spectrally isolate individual QDs in a diffraction region (Figure
3.26). Using this methodology, any conventional single point laser scanning confocal
microscope equipped with a spectral detector could be used.
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Figure 3.26: Principle of spectroscopic super-resolution reconstruction. (a)
2D sections of a 3D QDs labelled biosample, also known as Z stack during
microscopy imaging. Each of the 2D sections was spectroscopically separated
imaged (b1 – b4 ) at the same time, then localised with a high resolution (b1 ’ b4 ’) using localisation algorithms (c). (d) Super-resolution image is obtained
and then 3D structure is able to be created from the Z stacks. However, fluorescence image without spectroscopic separation is shown as optical diffraction
blurry (e). Scale bar, 400 nm.

In the present research, ZEISS LSM 710 microscopy system was used in spectral
imaging mode (in this mode, the 34 channel spectra detector - QUASAR detector was
selected to record images). Images were taken using alpha Plan-Fluar 100×, NA 1.45
oil objective. A 488 nm Argon laser was utilised for imaging and was used at 5 - 30 %
of the 50 mW full power. QUASAR detector master gain and digital gain were set as
600 and 2 respectively. Exposure time was set as ‘Auto’, which means that the imaging
software Zen automatically determines the appropriate exposure time for generating
a good contrast image. Following this, the system characterisation of point spread
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function (PSF) for different spectra channels of LSM 710 will be demonstrated. Then,
the size-dependent fluorescence emission of both commercial QDs (Invitrogen CdSe
QDs) and Ge QDs will be described. Furthermore, the spectroscopic cell imaging using
QDs as fluorescent probes will be described. Finally, super-resolution reconstruction
using an in-house developed algorithm - SSA will be demonstrated.

3.3.2

Microscope PSF characterisation

The LSM710 microscope system is capable of collecting fluorescence images by wavelengths, via spectroscopic separation. The PMTs array in the QUASAR detector
introduces the concept of ‘channels’. Each channel corresponds to a PMT detector,
and records fluorescence signals of a specific wavelength range of 10 nm width. PSF is
determined by the light wavelength, therefore the channels’ effect on PSF size should
be taken into consideration. Here, in order to collect the PSFs, a standard 100 nm
TetraSpeck fluorescence beads sample (T7284, Invitrogen Life Technology) was tested
and excited by a 488 nm laser using at 10% of the 50 mW full power. PSFs images
were collected and fitted by 2D Gaussian function (see Materials and Methods section
2.5.3). Figure 3.27 shows the procedure of fitting a PSF image by Gaussian function
performed on Matlab2014.
Similar to the example of 585 nm channel PSF, PSFs of several other wavelength
channels were collected and fitted by Gaussian in the same way. The FWHM of the
fitted Gaussian function has been taken as the size of PSF. A summary of all channels’
PSF sizes in x − y direction are given in Figure 3.28. The variation of PSF sizes is
between ∼ 180 nm and 340 nm, and short wavelengths correspond to small PSF sizes,
which is consistent with what the resolution limit equation 1.7 indicates. It can be
seen (Figure 3.28) that the microscope PSFs are not perfectly symmetrical on the
x − y plane, particularly at the wavelength range between 500 and 650 nm in which
sizes of PSF on x direction are larger than that on y direction.
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Figure 3.27: Point spread function (PSF) characterisation on Zeiss LSM 710.

(a) 585 nm channel image of 100 nm TetraSpeckTM beads being excited by a
488 nm laser on LSM 710 confocal microscopy in spectral mode. (b) Surface
plot of Tetraspedk bead (at 585 nm channel). (c) 2D Gaussian fitting pattern
of images a and b. Sale bar, 300 nm.

Figure 3.28: Gaussian fitted PSF sizes variation with wavelength. (a) FWHM

of x,y variation along with wavelength. In each channel, 10 beads were analysed and averaged as the representation of PSF to this channel. In the short
wavelength range (<650 nm), PSF in x direction shows a slightly larger spread
than that in the y direction. In the longer wavelength range, they tend to be
similar. (b) An error bar included FWHM variation in x direction. These
results were used during the localisation analysis.

The significance of knowing the lateral PSF sizes emerges at the localisation for
single QDs where the individual PSFs of QDs are to be identified. Although it is true
that real objects are three dimensional and the microscopes have considerably more
aberration axially than laterally, as discussed in the introductory section 1.4, the axial
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correction for our QUASAR detector was not carried out as we didn’t perform 3D
imaging.
In the next section, the size-dependent fluorescence emission of quantum dots
will be demonstrated.

3.3.3

QDs size dependent emission spectra

Three types of Invitrogen QDs (Qdot525, Qdot605, Qdot705) were analysed to visually
confirm the size-dependence of the emission spectra. In order to measure the QDs’
size using TEM, one drop (< 10 µL) of each type of Invitrogen QDs diluted in water
(50 nM/mL) was prepared onto a Au TEM grid. It was then allowed to dry in a hood
at room temperature for 24 hours. Next, the sample was transferred to the TEM.
Magnification was set to 50000× and the maximum possible resolution was 1.5 Å.
Average size calculations of QDs were carried out using TEM images (Figure 3.29).
Figure 3.30 illustrates how this was carried out, step by step.

Figure 3.29: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Qdot525,

Qdot605 and Qdot705 on carbon film grids. Magnification: 50000×. These
images were used for QDs size calculation. Scale bar, 100 nm.

A summary of measurements of all QDs is given in Table 3.8. It was found
that Qdot525, Qdot605 and Qdot705 have diameters of 5.8 nm, 10.5 nm and 15.3 nm
respectively. Size distributions of Qdot525, Qdot605 are narrower (1.1 nm and 1.3 nm
of the FWHM respectively) than that of Qdot705 (2.3 nm of FWHM).
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Figure 3.30: An example of Qdots size calculation based on TEM images.

(a) A TEM image of Qdot525. (b) Image processing to select individual QD
(refer to method section 2.5.1). (c) Count mask of analysed particles from
image b. QDs sizes were analysed based on the count mask, using ImageJ
default ‘Particle Analysis’ function. Scale bar, 100 nm.
Table 3.8: Quantum dots size calculation summarisation
QDs

Number of
Particles

Average Area
(nm2 )

Average Size
(nm)

FWHM of size
distribution (nm)

Qdot525
Qdot605
Qdot705

232
274
281

12.7
54.4
90.3

5.8
10.5
15.3

1.1
1.3
2.3

Contrastingly, QDs emission spectra were measured and the curves were fitted
with Gaussian function (Figure 3.31). Peak emissions of Qdot525, Qdot605 and Qdot
705 were found out to be 522 nm, 606 nm and 699 nm. From the grey and blue curves
in Figure 3.31, one can see that Qdot525 and Qdot605 have narrower emission spectra
(30 nm and 31 nm of FWHM respectively) than that of Qdot705 (63 nm of FWHM).
This agrees with the size distribution results (Table 3.30) and is consistent with what
we expect of QCE in QDs (see section 1.6.3.1).
TEM and fluorescence emission measurements have shown the differences between the three QDs samples (Qdot525, Qdot605, Qdot705) in size and fluorescence
emission properties. These results have confirm the size-dependent emission of the
QCE effect in small QDs (Table 3.8, Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32a). Hence, a random
mixture (emission spectra see Figure 3.32a) of Qdot525, Qdot605, and Qdot705 can
be used for spectroscopic signal separation.
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Figure 3.31: Calibration of emission spectra of 3 Qdot samples (product

labelled emission peaks are 525 nm, 606 nm, 699 nm). Samples were excited
under a Helium/Cadmiun 442 nm laser. Gaussian fitting parameters (peak
position and FWHM) are stated in the figure.

Figure 3.32: Emission-size analysis for CdSe/ZnS Qdots and Ge QDs. (a)

Emission spectra of three CdSe/ZnS Qdots (green, yellow, red dash lines) and
their physical size (blue markers) measured from TEM images. Black full
line is the emission spectrum of an equally mixed sample of these three QDs.
Mixed sample shows a 3-peaks emission spectra (black full line) contributed
by 3 QDs components. (b) A broad emission spectrum of as-prepared Ge QDs
sample with particle sizes from 2.6 to 5.2 nm (as previously shown in Chapter
3). It is assumed that broad emission is due to variation in particle sizes: red
dash lines and blue markers indicate the emission spectral of several different
size Ge QDs, which is expected considering the quantum confinement effects.

Since the emission of QDs depends on particle size, we can use the emission
profile (Figure 3.32a) in a mixture for the localisation of individual QDs. Here, along
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with the standard Invitrogen Qdot systems, Ge QDs were also used. Taking into
account the previously demonstrated size-dependent emission analysis, the emission
spectra of the mixture of Ge QDs (∼ 150 nm FWHM, black full line in Figure 3.32b)
may indicate a broader particle size distribution than that found in Invitrogen Qdots.
However, our analysis of the size distribution in Ge QDs (see Figure 3.3) suggests that
it’s not dissimilar to that found in Invitrogen Qdots. This contradiction is resolved if
we recollect that the Ge QDs of small size used here (∼ 3.8 nm) are in strong QCE
regime (see subsection 1.6.3.3), where the dependence of the band gap (and hence
of the peak emission) on particle size is very strong (see Figure 1.28). Furthermore,
using Ge QDs allowed us to reduce the probe size to below 5 nm.
In the following sections, SSRM cell imaging will be described and demonstrated.

3.3.4

Spectroscopic cell imaging using QDs

In this subsection, as a proof-of-principle demonstration of the SSRM method, experiments were carried out using both off-the-shelf CdSe Qdot and the Ge QDs. QDs
labelled Hela cells were imaged under the LSM 710 spectra imaging model. Individual QDs were then localised using the in-house developed algorithm, spectroscopic
super-resolution algorithm.
In order to realise spectroscopic cell imaging using Qdot and Ge QDs, Hela
cells in cell culture dish (5000 cells/mL/dish) were labelled with 50 nM/mL mixed
Qdots described above (see section 3.3.3). Images were taken using a 100×, NA 1.45
oil objective. A 488 nm laser at 15 % of the 50 mW power was utilised for sample
excitation. QUASAR detector master gain and digital gain were set as 600 and 2
respectively. Auto exposure time was selected. It took 1.6 seconds to acquire an
image stack. Images recorded for a number of emission channels (33 channels λ-stack
from 498 nm to 721 nm) with a single excitation wavelength (488 nm) are shown
in Figure 3.33. The total fluorescence emission sum image is presented in the inset
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in Figure 3.34a. A small area of interest (Figure 3.34b, marked as a yellow square
corresponding to a 1.5×1.5 µm2 area) was selected. For more data about the λ-stack
frames of different QDs, please see Appendix D.1.

Figure 3.33: Fluorescence spectra channels of the mixed CdSe Qdots sample.

These λ-stack frames contain of specific unique fluorescence information from
each of the 10 nm spectral width channel. Channel window wavelengths are
labelled at the bottom of each frame. The excitation laser is a 488 nm laser
using at 8% of the 50 mW full power. Auto exposure time mode was used.
Scale bar, 3 µm.

Three channels (shown in green, magenta, and yellow in Figure 3.34c) corresponding to the emission peaks of Qdots are selected to run the localisation algorithms.
Each frame only contains fluorescence signals from specific Qdots thus generating a
unique fluorescence image.
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Figure 3.34: Spectroscopic super-resolution microscopy images. (a) Hela cell
cultivated with mixed three CdSe/ZnS Qdots and sum fluorescence image
(insert a). (b) zoom-in of the yellow square area in the fluorescence image
(insert a) and the spectroscopic separated image frames – lambda stack (c)
collected in this microscopy. Three channels (517 nm, 605 nm, 702 nm) where
three Qdots emission peaks occur were selected and presented (green, magenta
and yellow). Subsequently, Ge QDs labelled Hela cell (d) was demonstrated
on this microscopy. Ge QDs shows a strong fluorescence emission in cells. (e)
zoom-in details of the yellow square in the fluorescence image (insert a) and f
indicates the spectroscopic separated images frames. Three channels (595 nm,
644 nm, 692 nm) were selected to present the different spectroscopic images.
Scale bars, (a) 10 µm, (d) 5 µm, (b, e) 500 nm.

A similar approach was used for spectroscopic imaging on Hela cells which were
labelled with Ge QDs at the concentration of 50 nM/mL. Initially, λ-stack image of
Ge QDs was recorded (Appendix D.2). Hela cells were cultivated with Ge QDs for 24
hours and the fluorescence image of all spectroscopic channels is shown in the inset in
Figure 3.34d. A small area of interest (Figure 3.34e, f, marked as the yellow square
in Figure 3.34d) was selected to test spectroscopic localisation algorithms. In order
to demonstrate the SSRM, three channels with ∼ 50 nm apart were selected from
33 channels λ-stack for further processing. Differences between the selected colour
(wavelength) channels became apparent even before the processing stage of both Qdot
cell data (Figure 3.34c) and Ge cell data (Figure 3.34f ). These data were then used
for the single molecule localisation process and super-resolution reconstruction.
Need to mention, an important issue associated with these spectroscopic separation imaging is the spectra overlap of similar size quantum dots. With multiple
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QDs, close spectral bands (for example 10 nm width in our case) are often no possible
to fully isolate signals from a single QD. Thus the individual spectral channels usually
contain fluorescence light originating from several QDs, which have to be separated by
computational methods called ’spectral unmixing’ or ’emission fingerprinting’ [221].
In this techniques, the fluorescence contributions of different molecules at a given pixel
are calculated based on the spectral information of fluorescence molecules. In mathematical realisation, this is done by the inversion of a linear equation combining the
fluorescence molecule concentration, the fluorescence signal intensity and a coefficient
term revealing the emission spectra properties of the molecules [222]. In principle, optimised resolution could be expected through spectra unmixing even under presence
of a relatively high noise level [221, 223]. However, spectral unmixing was not carried
in our demonstration because the distance between the selected three channels are
much further than a single QD emission spectral (FWHM 0.45 nm [224]).
In the next subsection, the in-house single molecule localisation algorithm SSA
will be introduced and used for super-resolution reconstruction.

3.3.5

Super-resolution reconstruction

As has been discussed in section 3.2.5.1 and by other authors [215], single molecule
localisation algorithms should make a tradeoff between single molecule localisation
precision and processing efficiency (speed). Consequently, it is necessary to strike
the balance between raw data processing (as few computational process as possible)
and high precision of localisation (considering as many factors as possible, which
normally leads to more computational process steps and longer processing time).
Current ready-to-use algorithms are designed for specific types of super-resolution
imaging methods or datasets, either based on image spatial or temporal information
for reconstruction. For our data, each spectroscopic image frame contains unique and
definite information, thus statistic analysis is not applicable. Additionally, PSFs in
different frames are different because of the different wavelength components (as has
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been characterised in section 3.3.2). Therefore particular attention should be paid to
the variation of PSFs in different channels, which demands individual processing of
each frame. Due to the lack of software or codes to process our dataset, a Matlab
software code SSA was developed to handle our SSRM data.

3.3.5.1

SSA description

The SSA includes three parts: de-noising, segmentation, and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).The de-nosing step employed a Gaussian de-noise model and Poisson
de-noise model (one should choose the appropriate model based on the detector specification). For our PMT detected image data, the Gaussian de-noise model was used.
The de-noising is achieved through a convolution process. The degree of de-noise is
determined by the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of the noise [225],
where larger standard deviation Gaussians require larger convolution kernels. The
centre value of a pixel (vxy ) is replaced by a weighted average of its neighbourhood
(x, y) (v), as shown in equation 3.6.
v=

1 − x2 +y2 2
e 2σ vxy
2πσ 2

(3.6)

where σ stands for the standard deviation of Gaussian distribution of the noise.
The segmentation step is to partition the original image into multiple segments,
which satisfies the hard constraints of the possible sizes of PSF. Firstly, the grey value
to each pixel is acquired and the pixel with a largest grey value is identified. The area
around this pixel (called regions of interest (ROIs)) is selected based on expected
PSF size. Then, a pixel with the next largest grey value is selected and procedure is
repeated until the whole image is segmented. The resulting segments collectively cover
the entire image and each of them includes a brightest point and its neighbourhood
pixels in the constrained region.
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Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [226] was implemented to achieve the
Gaussian fitting for PSF in the ROIs. Then the mean and variance of the Gaussian
functions can be estimated with MLE. Mathematically, this is achieved by treating
the mean and variance as variables and finding particular parametric values that
maximize the likelihood function (making the observed results the most probable).
For a dataset D, the likelihood for how D matches the Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ 2 )
is judged using equation 3.7:
f (D | µ, σ) = √

Pn
1
e− i=1 (di −µ)
2πσ

(3.7)

There are two parameters (µ, σ) to be determined. Hence, we maximise the
likelihood f (D | µ, σ) over both parameters simultaneously. Since the logarithm
logf (D | µ, σ) is a continuous strictly increasing function over the range of the likeli∂f (D | µ, σ)
∂f (D | µ, σ)
hood, let
= 0 and
= 0, we have:
∂µ
∂σ
Pn
µ=
σ=

i=1

di

Pnn

i=1 (di

− µ)2

n

where µ determines the localisation position and σ accounts for the error and localisation confidence.
Once the localisations have been determined, the output figure is then reconstructed. Molecule positions are printed with standard plot function in Matlab2014
with default black colour. The positions of the points are elicited from the mean values from fitted Gaussians (line 50, SSA codes, Appendix G). The render point sizes
are set as the default value, and users also can adjust the circle size online. The final
multi-frame results are saved in a separate .mat file, which could be used for further
analysis. Following this, there is a flow chart of the SSA algorithm given in Table 3.9.
Full code of each module is found in Appendix G.
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Table 3.9: Flow chart of SSA algorithm

Algorithm SSA(D, K, λ, P )
Input:
D: Input image (.tif format)
K: The maximum possible molecules in each frame.
λ: Corresponding wavelength for each frame.
g: Gaussian de-noise parameter.
Output: Localisations Lik0 in each frame Di .
Main:
For each frame Di ∈ D(i = 1, 2, . . . , N ).
Calculate the PSF half width at half maximum (HWHM), hi = f (λi ).
Gaussian den-oise this frame Di0 = imf ilter(Di , g).
For k = 1 to K
Initialize the fitted Gaussian distribution sets Gk = Φ.
While length (Lk ) < k or (Di0 is not blank)
Find the brightest point (peak) Pb in Di0 .
Copy all the points Ps in Di ’ satisfying disEuclidian (Ps , Pb ) < hi into a temporal set
Sb .
Fit a Gaussian distribution Gb to Sb .
Gk = {Gk , Sb }
Remove the points Sb in Di ’, Di ’ = Di ’-Sb .
End While
Fit the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with centres and covariance matrices in
Gk to original data Di .
Calculate the log-likelihood llk of the fitted GMM.
End for
k 0 = argmaxk llk .
Get the localisation set Lik0 from Gk0 (elicit all the mean values of Gk0 ).
End for
Return {Lik }N
i=1
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In the next subsection, the single molecule localisation and super-resolution
reconstruction processing to our SSRM data using SSA will be demonstrated.

3.3.5.2

SSA reconstruction

The single molecule localisation and super-resolution reconstruction was carried out
using SSA. As a reference, a similar algorithm named CSSTORM [186] that had been
developed to handle STORM data was applied to our data.
In the SSA reconstruction, individual ROI size was tailored according to the
changes of PSFs with wavelength (the default fitting region size was set as 3 times
the PSF size in each channel) and the default value of 3 was used in this processing.
The maximum possible number of QDs in each frame was set at 1000 according to
an initial guessing by looking at the raw image. It took less than one second for SSA
to process each frame. In the CSSTORM reconstruction, the processing parameters
were set as default (optimisation chi square value of 1.5 and the baseline offset of the
camera at 100). Processing time in CSSTORM was about 10 seconds for each frame.
Figure 3.35 shows the results of analysis of Qdot data (left side) and of Ge QDs
data (right side). Selected image frames and the sum images in Figure 3.34 are used
here (Figure 3.35a-d). CSSTORM-processed results can be seen in e to j, and the final
reconstructed image (g, j) is obtained by merging frames in f, i. SSA-processed results
are represented in k to n. A comparison was then carried out between the localisation
precision (which primarily depends on how users set the reconstructed image size and
the fitting confidence region according to the data), localisation resolution (which
stands for the minimum distance of any two separated signals) and confidence (which
stands for a percentage of how well the fitting describes the raw data, obtained from
the maximum likelihood). Qdot data and results of analysis are used as a reference
for Ge QDs.
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Figure 3.35: Spectroscopic super-resolution localisation and reconstruction.
Left column are CdSe/ZnS Qdots super-resolution data and results. (a, b)
selected three spectroscopic separated frames (595 nm, 644 nm, 692 nm) and
sum of all spectroscopic separated frames. (e, f ) CSSTORM localized results
of (a) and (b) respectively; (g) final merged CSSTORM results of images
from (f ). (k, l) localisation and reconstruction of (a, b) frames using our SSA
algorithm, revealing the potential Qdots distribution behind the fluorescence
signals (a). Right column are Ge QDs data and results. (c, d) fluorescence
and sum images. (h-j) CSSTORM process results, a final CSSTORM final
result (j). (m, n) SSA result of (c, d) represents the final super-resolution
image in SSRM. Scale bars, 500 nm.
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The SSA localisations are filtered by a hard constraint that the Guassian fitting
confidence of larger than 95 %. This parameter is not seen in csSTORM as it doesn’t
give any localisation confidence. SSA reconstruction spots size was set as 12 nm for
Ge QDs data and 40 nm for CdSe QDs data (twice the size of the physical size of
QDs). One can see that the SSA meets the constraint of 95 % fitting confidence at
the cost of localising fewer QDs than csSTORM (49 QDs in g while only 12 QDs in
i, 42 QDs in j while only 16 QDs in n). Comparing e to g, h to j, k to i and m
to n, one can see that the spectroscopic separation does result in more QDs being
localised. For clearer, two closely located QDs (the yellow zoom-in square in i and n)
are localised through spectroscopic separation and reconstruction.
Considering the real QDs distribution and the effective resolution of the superresolution images, we can imagine that several identical QDs may be located too
close to each other (less than 12 nm for Ge QDs for example), this could increase
the inaccuracy of single molecule localisation because these QDs would be regarded
as one QD. This means that the localisations could be further supplemented with a
standard fitting error (typically from 10 to 30 nm in FWHM [227]). Furthermore,
the registered QDs number will also be influenced by the maximum possible number
which is user determined (see Figure 3.23). As to an as-prepared sample, it is nearly
impossible to find out the real QDs distribution unless undertaking CLEM imaging
and directly visualise them under electron microscope. Take a step back, Fourier Ring
Correlations has been widely accepted to measure the effective resolution even though
it is only based on computational analysis. Alternatively, experimental methods such
as DNA rulers and proteins imaging should also benefit the examining of the effective
resolution of a super-resolution imaging method.
As to the initial guess of the maximum number of QDs, it is easier to set this
number in SSA compared to the BSA in stochastic imaging method, because there is
only one frame to localise one QD. Considering the hard constraint of single molecule
imaging within one diffraction limit region, the SSA is only suitable for those images
with sparse distributed QDs. This requires a suitable sample preparation to control
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the labelling density. To any existing data, the maximum number could be estimated
by using the total intensity grey value divided by the intensity one single QDs, for
example, 100 Ge QDs (intensity grey of 600 for single QD) in an region with total
intensity grey value of 60000. Higher density of QDs than this number will lead to
the SSA algorithm not suitable to the data any more. In this context, future work for
our algorithm improvement can be developed to make a proper balance between the
QDs labelling density and the effective resolution.

3.3.6

Conclusion

In this section, it has been shown that a combination of spectroscopic image acquisition and a suitable localisation algorithm is capable of delivering nearly a three-fold
improvement in the number of localised QDs (see Figure 3.35l) compared to nonspectroscopic image (see Figure 3.35k). With the addition of advanced ultra-small
Ge probes, the number can be improved even further, giving at least 1.5 times improvement when compared to standard Invitrogen Qdots (see Figure 3.35k and n).
Some of these improvements are, no-doubt, due to the small size of Ge Qdots (∼ 2
– 5 nm) compared to Invitrogen (5 – 15 nm). It can also be seen from Figure 3.35
(g, l and j, n) that improvement the localisation number and precision comes in part
from SSA algorithm, which delivers better values than csSTORM. This algorithm reduces the unnecessary processing of raw data and pays greater attention to extracting
useful information in a single frame, instead of increasing the speed for multi-frames
processing. This algorithm is easily modifiable in Matlab. Researchers are able to
insert any modules into the current framework in order to achieve extra functions.
Compared to temporal separation in stochastically reconstructed super-resolution
microscopy, spectroscopic separation super-resolution microscopy greatly reduces the
demands of system drifting correction and environmental influence compensation due
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to the short data acquisition time (1.6 seconds in our case, see section 3.3.4). Improved temporal resolution should result in this method being suitable for life cell
imaging. is also of great significance in applying this method to live cell bioimaging.
One of the key points of this method in biological application is the labelling
density control and good sample preparation. In order to obtain adequately separated
fluorescence signal, randomly mixed multi-size QDs and a uniformly labelled sample
are desirable, which is usually not practically easy as has been discussed in previous
reports [194, 214]. Besides, a microscopy system needs to be characterised before
imaging. At the very least, background and PSF spots in all channels should be
characterised and considered in localisation in order to improve precision.
In summary, this super-resolution microscopy approach could achieve the separation of two closely located QDs on the image while simultaneously keeping a high
temporal resolution (1.6 seconds per frame, section 3.3.4). Future extensions of this
methodology could include the specific labelling of cellular structures, live cell superresolution imaging, and 3D imaging.
As a novel fluorescent probe, ultra-small core type QDs are revolutionising
biofluorescence imaging, by overcoming the narrow excitation and emission spectra
problems of using conventional fluorescent proteins, and particularly large size problem in using core-shell type of II-VI, III-V QDs. In SSRM, using small Ge QDs
can improve localisation down to ∼ 5 nm due to their small size, thus providing a
promising future for their application in biological super-resolution imaging.
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Conclusion and future work

4.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, in-house colloidal fluorescence germanium QDs were used as a novel
fluorescent probe for single molecule localisation super-resolution cell imaging. In
the first place, some fundamental characterisations and studies were carried out to
evaluate the suitability of the Ge QDs for cell imaging. Ge QDs were characterised
using both a fluorescence microscope and an electron microscope. Light emission was
observed in the visible range (550 - 750 nm) with a peak at near 670 nm (see section
3.1.1.1). The physical size of Ge QDs was calculated as 3.8 (± 1.4) nm in diameter
based on TEM images (see section 3.1.1.2). Ge QDs’ biocompatibility was tested on
Hela cells using both qualitative assays such as Trypan blue and quantitative assays
such as Muse and Incucyte. They have shown lower cell toxicity to live cells compared
to commercially available Invitrogen carboxyl-coated CdSe QDs (see section 3.1.2).
Hence, Ge QDs were considered to be suitable for cell imaging. Ge QDs were found to
have sufficient fluorescence emission in both fixed and live cells for microscope imaging
(see section 3.1.3). Following this, single molecule localisation super-resolution cell
imaging has been studied using Ge QDs, with CdSe QDs as a reference. Confocal
fluorescence microscopes - a spinning disk confocal microscope and a spectra imaging
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laser scanning confocal microscope were utilised as the main experimental platforms.
Two modes were utilised for super-resolution imaging: one based on QD blinking and
another mode was based on spectral signal separation.
Ge QDs showed blinking phenomenon and blinking events were studied using the
spinning disk confocal microscope under the exposure time of 50 ms. The stochastic
blinking off duration probability distribution was found to follow an inverse power
law with exponent of - 1.6 (see section 3.2.3.1). In this case, Ge QDs were regarded
as suitable for stochastic reconstruction super-resolution imaging. The time-trace
and measurements of blinking events used in this study not only provide a clear
confirmation of the statistical blinking phenomenon of Ge QDs, but could also inspire
new insights into electron excitation inside QDs. Such QDs blinking analysis can also
be a visual tool to characterise and compare different types of QDs, such as other
fluorescent molecules like single conjugated polymer molecules [228].
Stochastic super-resolution imaging using blinking Ge QDs has been demonstrated on non-specific labelled Hela cells. This has been done through the combination of a spinning disk confocal microscopy system for imaging and a computational
image post-process for localisation and reconstruction. Localising single molecules has
been demonstrated and super-revolved images have been reconstructed (see section
3.2.5.3). One should pay attention to the effective resolution in the final image (even
though the measurements of the resolution has not been shown in the thesis) as it
will also be a crucial aspect in real biological applications.
Current ready-to-use single molecule localisation algorithms were either taking
too long to process a small amount of data, or were unable to analyse the blinking
statistics. By contrast, our algorithm, blinking super-resolution algorithm (BSA)
developed on Matlab (see section 3.2.5.2), was able to identify single QDs with a
precision of 20 nm at the confidence of 95 % (see section 3.2.5.3), based on the
statistical analysis of blinking events.
Size-dependent light emission of QDs was confirmed using Invitrogen CdSe QDs
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(see section 3.3.3). For Ge QDs, this hasn’t been directly proven in this project;
however, there is considerable indirect evidence for it, such as band gap change and
a clear similarity between photoluminescence curve and size distribution (see section
3.1.1). Based on this assumption (and clear evidence in case of Invitrogen QDs),
spectroscopic super-resolution imaging was carried out (see section 3.3.4). Using this
method, Two closely located (much closer than the diffraction limit distance) QDs
were localised precisely (see Figure 3.35) and distinguished from a randomly mixed
QDs (see section 3.3.5.2). Another remarkable advantage of this method is that it
allows all image frames to be acquired at the same time. A short data collection time
of 1.6 seconds has been achieved (see section 3.3.4). Compared to STORM/PALM
stochastic super-resolution methods which normally take several minutes to collect
the data, this method provides a significant improvement in temporal resolution, thus
should lead to the extension of super-resolution imaging to live systems.
Similarly to the blinking analysis algorithm development, we also developed a
Matlab based algorithm, SSA (see section 3.3.5), to process the SSRM data, due to
the lack of available suitable algorithms. SSA has a fast processing speed (a few
hundreds of milliseconds for one spectroscopic image frame, see section 3.3.5.2).
Above all, such proof-of-principle research has brought Ge QDs into the single
molecule localisation super-resolution cell imaging application. Because of its blinking
phenomenon and size-dependent light emission, using Ge QDs could break through
the diffraction limit and achieve a localisation resolution of less than 20 nm on a
light microscope. Furthermore the spectroscopic super-resolution strategy suggests
the strong possibility of achieving imaging on live cells. In the next section, the
outstanding questions and some imperative further work will be discussed.
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4.2

Outstanding questions and future work

4.2.1

Ge QDs quantum yield study and functionalisation

As a new fluorescent probe, Ge QDs are not as well studied as traditional dyes and
fluorescent proteins. The fluorescence emission quantum yield has not been quantitatively studied, even though sufficient fluorescence has been observed from Ge QDs
under a confocal fluorescence microscope. Measuring the quantum yield (QY) is important as a guidance to the Ge QDs synthesis. Measuring the QY of QDs can be
achieved through a standard method of comparing the optical absorption and emission
of a reference sample, which can be carried out at room temperature [229–231]. Comprehensive work is required to link the QY with QDs structure and surface in order
to optimise the utility of Ge QDs in bioimaging through further functionalisation.
There are some important biological application questions that need to be addressed, such as the QDs’ stability, especially in different cellular environments. In
fact, cellular environments can significantly impact on the fluorescence performance
of QDs in live cell imaging. For example, the pH can influence the quantum yield
of QDs, thus impacting the fluorescence brightness. In order to improve the stability of Ge QDs in different cellular environments, recent research has proposed some
chemical approaches, such as surface passivation [232–234] and hydrogen termination
[235]. With respect to such research, we expect in the future to carry out the surface modification on Ge QDs. The surface modifications can also be used to improve
the stability, quantum yield and functionalities, such as anti-body conjugation for
specific cell structure labelling. Surface modification and organic group conjugation
techniques should connect the QDs and specific labelling cell imaging. One should
also remember that if the conjugated groups to the surface are larger than Ge QDs
itself, the advantage of Ge QDs being ultra-small would be lost. So far, there are
still limited reports describing the biocompatible surface modifications of Ge QDs.
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Therefore, there are many possibilities to explore in this area.
Furthermore, other materials in Group IV are also worth studying, such as Carbon and Silicon QDs. Future systematic research could extend to a wider comparative
study of using Ge, C and Si QDs in bioimaging.

4.2.2

Improving the super-resolution imaging methods

With regards to the super-resolution cell imaging methods that have been demonstrated in this thesis, there is a lot of further research to be done to turn them into
practically useful tools in cell imaging. Improvements in imaging speed and analysis
speed should be further expanded through integration with each other. For example,
the SDSI method could be further developed through multiple CCD detection to enable the simultaneous multicolour imaging and improve the temporal resolution. The
SSRM could be further enhanced through line/surface scanning and optical sectioning
[236, 237], allowing for faster imaging of thicker samples. Further examination of the
effective image resolution (experimental methods such as on microtubeles or proteins
[66, 184], or simulated calculations such as FRC can be carried out in real biological
applications. Furthermore, developing a useful and efficient correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) method for our super-resolution imaging will be the most
direct way to compare the real sample structure and the super-resolved image. Our
previous attempts on the CLEM method (Appendix E) indicates that implementing
such a method is not technically easy. There is a lot of future work worth to do to
solving the problems with sample preparation and avoiding sample damage in the
electron microscopy.
It is imperative to apply our super-resolution imaging strategies on live cells
systems, as well as 3D imaging. Live cell imaging proposes additional challenges to the
single molecule imaging using Ge QDs because of the highly dynamic nature of cellular
activities in live samples. Not only a good stability of Ge QDs in cellular environment,
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but also a high imaging speed have to be ensured for live cell imaging. As regards 3D
imaging, several methods have been proposed by other authors to encode the axial
information of probes into their observable 2D lateral profile. For example, there
are: astigmatism approaches which use a cylindrical lens into the optical detection
path to translate the axial position information into lateral PSF elongation [238];
double-helix approaches which use a spatial light modulator to accurately translate
the molecule axial position information into the angle information of visible PSF
lobes laterally [239]; and biplane approaches that use two detection planes to image
the sample at slightly different axial positions simultaneously, from which the molecule
axial coordinates are retrieved by analysing the changes to their PSF profile within
the two planes [240]. Even through, this thesis has not solved any real biological
problems using our super-resolution imaging methods, we have in principle proven
the feasibility of these methods. The thesis thus provides straight forward guidance
for further applications to live cell imaging, in order to solve real biological problems
in 3D.

4.2.3

Algorithm tests and improvements

Much more testing and comparison work of our localisation algorithms alongside other
existing algorithms still needs to be done from different aspects. For example, localisation precision comparison using the root mean square error, imaging quality evaluation using signal-to-noise ratio criterion, computation speed and algorithm usability
(accessibility, open source, maintenance) [215]. There is no doubt that faster processing and more reliable computational frame works to our algorithms are essentially
required to meet the large demands of image processing in the super-resolution cell
imaging field.
Another important issue while handling real biological applications is the balance between the cellular target labelling and effective resolution. For example, QDs
must firstly be conjugated to a carrier molecule for specific labelling, and in many cases
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the number of QDs involved is questionable [241]. This increases the uncertainty of
the targets position despite a high localisation precision on QDs. This should be
taken into account in the algorithm. Moreover, the labelling density should be not
too sparse in order to meet the Nyquist criterion (see section 1.5.2), and not too dense
in order to obtain temporal/spectroscopic separation for single molecule localisation.
For example, to determine the resolution of a long, highly folded microtubule in a cell,
or a similar polymer, meeting the Nyquist criterion is crucial. In some other cases, to
determine to what extent a point object A (such as a short DNA sequence) is adjacent
to another point object B (such as a short DNA sequence, or a protein), too dense
labelling should be avoided in order to determine the accurate distance. Future work
can be done to test the reconstruction resolution of our algorithms as a function of the
labelling density in different biological applications, as has been mentioned in section
3.3.5.2.
To conclude, super-resolution cell imaging has been a comprehensive field of
study among physicists, chemists and biologists. Future developments will, as before, rely on new optical methods, more suitable fluorescent probes and a better
understanding of biology at the nanoscale. It will also benefit from more efficient
computational algorithms. Certainly, the use of more photo-stable and controllable
semiconductor quantum dots will lead to greater advancements in super-resolution
imaging. The emergence of new quantum dots will not replace the traditional fluorescent proteins and dyes, but will complete them as diversiform applications of light
microscopy. In the future, new developments will enable more user-friendly multicolour 3D live cell imaging to disclose more biological secrets that are still hidden
from humanity today.
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Supplementary Muse test data

Table A.1: Comparison of cell viability with Ge QDs and Qdot625 on Muse

test
Hela cells (1 mL)
Control cells
Cells (25 nM Ge QDs)
Cells (25 nM Qdot625)

24 h
95.7%
94.9%
90.3%

Hela cells (1 mL)
Control cells
Cells (25 nM Ge QDs)
Cells (25 nM Qdot625)

24 h
94.1%
91.4%
87.0%

Hela cells (1 mL)
Control cells
Cells (25 nM Ge QDs)
Cells (25 nM Qdot625)

24 h
91.0%
90.6%
91.8%

Experiment 1
48 h
98.2%
89.3%
84.1%
Experiment 2
48 h
95.7%
86.5%
80.5%
Experiment 3
48 h
96.9%
87.6%
78.1%
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72 h
94.1%
80.6%
71.6%
72 h
93.6%
75.9%
68.4%
72 h
90.7%
75.1%
70.3%

Appendix B
Calculation of molar concentration of Ge
QDs

The calculation method was adopted from reference [242, 243]. It assumes that the
QDs have a spherical shape. The calculation equation is:

C=

NT
N V NA

(B.1)

where C = molar concentration of QDs solution, NT = Total number of Ge atoms in
the sample (determined by the total sample mass and the atomic mass), N = number
of atoms per QD (N ≈ 400 at the QD diameter of 3 nm [191]), V = volume of the
solution in liter, NA = Avogadro’s constant.
For example, 1 mg Ge QDs dry powder in 1 mL water will results in a molar concentration of 35 nM per mL.
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iXon3 photon number calculation

iXon3 photon number calculation information was found in the manufacture guide
book [244]. It is illustrated in the following equation:
Electrons/EM Gain
QE
Counts − Background
Electrons =
CCDsensitivity

P hotonnumber =

where EMGain is an user controlled parameter during imaging; counts and background
refer to the pixels gray value of any given signal and back ground; QE refers to
quantum efficiency of the the iXon3 camera which is ∼ 0.7 at visible light wavelength
range; CCD sensitivity corresponds to electrons per count, which is 1.25 in our case
(available from the camera specification book).
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Supplementary λ-stack data in SSR

D.1

Supplementary data 1: 6-Qdots
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Note: Objective, 100× oil lens. Excitation light source, 488 nm laser. Frame size, 2 µm × 2 µm.

Table D.1: Individual Invitrogen QDs λ-stack images from LSM710 microscope

Appendix D. Appendix λ-stack frames data
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D.2

Supplementary data 2: Ge QDs

Figure D.1: Fluorescence spectra channels of Ge QDs sample. Ge QDs were

diluted in water. The excitation laser was of 488 nm wavelength. Channel
window wavelengths are labelled at the bottom of each frame. Scale bar, 1
µm
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Correlative imaging

Correlative imaging, in this investigation, refers to correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) imaging method on the same sample. It combines the ability of
multi-colour imaging of fluorescence microscopy that can do large area live-cell imaging, and electron microscopy that is of super high resolution. The significance of
studying the performance of QDs application in correlative imaging come at two aspects: (i) find out if QDs can be used as a correlative imaging probe which is suitable
for both fluorescence imaging and electron microscopy; (ii) obtain super high resolution electron microscopy images for QDs labelled biological sample fluorescence
images.
In experimental realisation, correlative imaging is divided into two parts, the
optical imaging, and the electron microscopy imaging (Figure E.1). Optical imaging
is carried out on a fluorescence microscopy, either with a live cell sample or a fixed cell
sample. Electronic imaging can be accomplished on a transmission electron microscope with ultra-thin cryosections [245] or on a scanning electron microscope to image
the sample surface. To date, for many researchers the solution is to make a proper
combination of achieving strong fluorescence intensity and enough electron density
during the correlative sample preparation, such as using nanogold and platinum on
nickel finder grid [246], green dye and Au on Cu finder grid [247], gold and carbon
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nano-particles on grid glass cover slips [248].

Figure E.1: Correlative imaging experimental steps: (a) fluorescence labelling

and imaging, (b) electronic microscopy labelling and imaging.

CLEM have been carried out as illustrated in figure E.1. Initially, cells were
imaged on a fluorescence microscope. It was started from cell culture on an electron
microscopy grid (suitable for cell culture), then the cell fixation and fluorescence
staining steps were completed. The grid with cells was then mounted onto glass
slides, additionally covered by a 0.15 mm thickness glass cover slip. It was then sealed
with clear nail polish. Then, the sample was imaged using fluorescence microscopy.
Moreover, the acquisition of Z-plane images for 3D reconstruction could also be carried
out on the fluorescence microscope at this point using this sample.
Then the sample was re-prepared for electron microscopy imaging. The grid was
taken out of the microscope slide carefully. This needs extra care to avoid damaging
the sample. Nanogold coating or post cell fixation in OsO4 could be included to
enhance the image contrast. Then, the sample was dehydrated using 100% ethanol.
The normal electron microscope imaging procedures were then taken to the sample.
In this sense, correlative imaging is limited by the complexity of experimental
protocols that are time consuming and laborious. A suitable biological labelling probe
which is directly usable for both fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy will
greatly reduce the complexity of sample preparations for correlative imaging. QDs
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are fluorescence, and electron conductive, thus are expected to be a suitable probe
for CLEM. Therefore, both Ge QDs and CdSe QDs were studied in CLEM in this
project.
In practise, a laser scanning confocal microscopy system was utilized for fluorescence imaging. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and an transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) system were used for electronic imaging. And discussions are divided into two sections: confocal and SEM correlative imaging, confocal and TEM
correlative imaging.

E.1

Confocal and SEM correlative imaging

In this route, a mixed CdSe QDs sample of Qdot525, Qdot605, Qdot705 was deposited
on a conductive polyester based correlative microscopy cover slip. Before undertaking
correlative imaging, the QDs were examined on the SEM and it turned out to be
directly observable under SEM (Figure E.2). However, QDs that were additionally
coated with gold (10 nm thickness, Figure E.2a) gained an obviously better contrast
than QDs without coating (Figure E.2b).
Then, correlative imaging was studied. As the first step, confocal imaging was
carried out on the LSM 710 laser scanning confocal microscopy. Afterwards, electron
imaging was performed on the scanning electron microscopy. Figure E.3 represent
the correlative imaging results at low magnification (100 ×). This not only gives us
a clear view of how the correlative images looks like, but also guide us a practical
doable route of how to do correlative imaging under similar situations.
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Figure E.2: SEM images of CdSe QDs. (a) Sample without extra coating

was not very clear beyond 500 nm scale, (b) Sample with additional coating
of gold of 10 nm thickness was clearly seen at the same scale. Scale bars: 500
nm.

Figure E.3: Correlative imaging of QDs via confocal light microscopy and

SEM at low magnification (100 ×). (a), (b) fluorescence and bright field
images under light microscopy, (c) SEM image in which the sample was additionally coated with gold. White boxes and yellow boxes are two identified
correlated areas. Scale bar: 10 µm

Sample damage problem was caused when the magnification in SEM was increased to 2,000 ×. That was due to the electronic beam power increasing. As shown
in figure E.4, yellow area indicates a correlated area observed by both confocal light
microscopy and SEM at 2, 00 × magnification. After being focused for 5 seconds
in SEM, sample was damaged (damage spot indicated in yellow rectangle in Figure
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Figure E.4: Correlative imaging of QDs via confocal light microscopy and
SEM at high magnification (2,000 ×). (a), (b) Bright field and fluorescence
images under light microscopy, (c), (d) SEM images in which the sample was
additionally coated with gold. Yellow box is an identified correlative area.
Scale bars, a c 20 µm, b d 5 µm.

E.4c, d). This was deduced resulting from the strong electron beam damage to the
polyester cover slip. As a result, sample within the damage area was not possible to
be observed any more.
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In the followed subsection, another CLEM method - correlative imaging between
confocal and TEM will be described.

E.2

Confocal and TEM correlative imaging

In this route, the same mixed CdSe QDs sample of Qdot525, Qdot605, Qdot705 was
used and deposited onto a Holey/Carbon film TEM grid. Similar to the previous
route, sample was firstly imaged on LSM 710 microscopy. Then sample was naturally
dried for 24 hours, followed by imaging on TEM. The CLEM results are shown in
figure E.2. From Figure E.2 (a) to (e), TEM imaging started from focusing on a big
area, then zooming into a smaller region which is high lighted in red boxes. At the
scale beyond 100 nm (e), individual QDs were visible. While the same area of (d) was
not resolvable any more by confocal fluorescence microscopy (f) at the scale.

Figure E.5: Correlative imaging of QDs via confocal light microscopy and
TEM. From a to e, TEM imaging steps for a small area through several
magnifications. Red box represents the same area of the followed image. By
looking through a to e, people can see how the identification and localisation
of individual QDs was realised step by step in electron microscopy. f Fluorescence image of the yellow box area showed in d. More details of QDs in the
fluorescence image (f ) have been revealed by electron microscopy images (a e). Scale bars: a 100 µm, d 1 µm, e, f 100 nm.
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In summary, correlative imaging strategies using SEM and TEM were studied.
We studied these two routes with Invitrogen CdSe QDs, but haven’t moved to the Ge
QDs and cell samples due to the lack of experimental conditions.
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BSA codes

As has been described in section 3.2.5.2, the flame work of BSA consists of three main
processing parts: (i) data segmentation to find the regions of interest (ROI) that
might contain any QDs; (ii) ICA analysis on the ROIs. In this step, ICA analysis
are iterated from 0 to the maximum possible number of QDs. For each analysis, the
frequency of the blinking events of all QDs are plotted and compared to the standard
QDs blinking distribution, in our case, an inverse power law with index of −1.6 is
applied to Ge QDs data. (iii) The number of QDs is determined when its ICA process
gives the minimum value of average distance to the standard blinking distribution
function. Then maximum likelihood estimation of Gassiuan fitting is performed to
find the centre point of each QD. Finally, reconstruction is completed by redraw all
localisations on a new image. The scripts were written using MATLAB2014, contributed by Dr. Yun Zhou and Mr. Yongxin Yang in School of Electronic Engineering
and Computer Science, Queen Mary University of London.
Module 1. Initialise parameters
XTIF

= readTIF ( ‘ raw data file name ’ );

Xtmp

= XTIF {1 ,1};

Xsum

= zeros ( size ( Xtmp ,1) , size ( Xtmp ,2));
for f = 1: size ( XTIF ,1)
Xsum

= Xsum + XTIF {f ,1};

end
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Xaverage

= Xsum / size ( XTIF ,1);

figure ;
subplot (1 ,2 ,1)
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( Xaverage );
title ( ‘ Pics Average ’)
subplot (1 ,2 ,2)
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( Xtmp );
title ( ‘ First Pic ’)
maxPeaks

= 1;

z

= cell (1 , maxPeaks );

threshold = 3;
s i n g l e Q D b r i g h t n e s s = [];
totalQDbrightness

= [];

Module 2. Segmentation to find the ROIs (ceiling points)
for t = 1: maxPeaks
[M , N ]

= size ( Xaverage );

iX

= ones (M , N );

iX2

= zeros (M , N );

whilebreak = 0;
while sum ( sum ( iX2 )) < t
[~ , ind ] = max ( Xaverage (:));
[m , n ] = ind2sub ( size ( Xaverage ) , ind );
iX2 (m , n ) = 1;
iXgmm

= ones (M , N );

for ii = 1: M
for j = 1: N
if pdist ([ ii , j ;m , n ]) < threshold
iX ( ii , j )

= 0;

iXgmm ( ii , j ) = 0;
end
end
end
sData

= Xaverage .*( ones (M , N ) - iXgmm );

totalQDbrightness

= sum ( sum ( sData ));

[ z$_t$ , DIM , rows , cols ] = data$_ { preprocess } $ ( sData , XTIF );
% DIM : MVG dimension
% ICs : number of independent components ( IC ) to decompose into
Xaverage = Xaverage . $ \ times$iX ;
% Last line is used to avoid the exception that the image is fully selected
if sum ( sum ( Xaverage ))==0
break ;
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whilebreak = 1;
end
end % End while
if ( sum ( sData (:))/25) < 10* min ( XTIF {1 ,1}(:))
break ;
end
end % End for each peak

Module 3. Iterative search to find the best ICA analysis
ratio = 1.2;
low

= fix ( t o t a l Q D b r i g h t n e s s /( s i n g l e Q D b r i g h t n e s s * ratio )); % - ratio scale

high

= fix (( ratio * t o t a l Q D b r i g h t n e s s )/ s i n g l e Q D b r i g h t n e s s ); % + ratio scale

dhigh

= zeros (1 ,( high - low )+1);

tstart = clock ;
for i = 1:( high - low )+1
[~ ,~ ,~ ,~ , dhigh ( i )] = performICA ( cell2mat ( z ) , i +( low -1) , XTIF );
sprintf ( ‘ The current ICs is : %d , the average K - L divergence is : %0.3 f ’ ,
i +( low -1) , dhigh ( i ))
end
tend

= clock ;

total = etime ( tend , tstart );
plot ( low : high , dhigh )
[ value , sICs ] = min ( dhigh );
sprintf ( ‘ The selected ICs is : %d , with smallest average K - L divergence is :
%0.3 f ’ , sICs +( low -1) , value )
sprintf ( ‘ The running time is : %0.3 f s ’ , total )

Module 4. Reconstruction of all localisations from previously obtained ICAs results.
[ z$_ { ic }$ , A , T , mean$_z$ , aveDis ] = performICA ( cell2mat ( z ) , sICs +( low -1) , XTIF );
afterIC

= A ’* z$_i$c * z$_i$c ’; %25 X64

allfoundICs

= zeros (( sICs +( low -1)) ,2);

allf oundOrig in = zeros (( sICs +( low -1)) ,2);
for i = 1: size ( afterIC ,2)
tmpcol = afterIC (: , i );
tmp

= tmpcol - min ( tmpcol );

tmp

= reshape ( tmp ,[5 5]);

% From now , it is Gaussian fitting ( Maximum Likelihood Estimation )
gData

= tmp ;

M

= 5;

N

= 5;

A

= repmat (1: N , [ M 1]);

B

= repmat ((1: M ) ’ , [1 N ]);
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C

= [ B (:) A (:)];

b

= ceil ( gData (:) ’);

a

= 1: length ( b );

c

= rude (b , a );

gData2 = C (c ,:);
options = statset ( ’ Display ’ , ’ iter ’ , ’ MaxIter ’ ,1000);
gm

=

fitgmdist ( gData2 ,1 , ‘ Options ’ , options , ‘ CovType ’ , ‘ diagonal ’ , ‘ Regularize ’ ,0.01);
allfoundICs (i ,:)

= gm . mu ;

allf oundOrig in (i ,:) = gm . mu + [( m -2) (n -2)];
end
figure ;
subplot (1 ,2 ,1)
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( Xaverage (( m -2):( m +2) ,( n -2):( n +2)));
subplot (1 ,2 ,2)
for i = 1: size ( afterIC ,2)
h = scatter ( allfoundICs (i ,1) , allfoundICs (i ,2) ,10 , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’k ’ ,...
‘ MarkerFaceColor ’ , ‘k ’ ,...
‘ LineWidth ’ ,0.5);
hold on
end
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SSA codes

The SSA was build up on a standard MATLAB Gaussian Mixed Model (GMM)
with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) frame work (Figure G.1). The SSA starts
with a de-noise processing to the raw image data. Then, segmentation is applied
to pick up the ROIs. ROIs are then fitted by mixed Gaussian functions, in which
the maximum likelihood estimation are used. Localisations are registered when the
maximum likelihood estimation has been completed. The scripts were written using
MATLAB2014, contributed by Dr. Yun Zhou and Mr. Yongxin Yang in School of
Electronic Engineering and Computer Science, Queen Mary University of London.
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Figure G.1: GUI of SSA algorithm

Module 1. GMM-GUI frame for the data processing
function varargout = gmm_gui ( varargin )
% This is a standard GMM_GUI MATLAB code for gmm_gui . fig
%

GMM_GUI , by itself , creates a new GMM_GUI or raises the existing

%

singleton *.%

%

H = GMM_GUI returns the handle to a new GMM_GUI or the handle to

%

the existing singleton *.%

%

GMM_GUI ( ’ CALLBACK ’ , hObject , eventData , handles ,...) calls the local

%

function named CALLBACK in GMM_GUI . M with the given input arguments .%

%

GMM_GUI ( ’ Property ’ , ’ Value ’ ,...) creates a new GMM_GUI or raises the

%

existing singleton *.

%

applied to the GUI before g m m _ g u i _ O p e n i n g F c n gets called .

Starting from the left , property value pairs are
An

%

unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application

%

stop .

%

* See GUI Options on GUIDE ’ s Tools menu .

All inputs are passed to g m m _ g u i _ O p e n i n g F c n via varargin .%
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%

instance to run ( singleton )".

%% See also : GUIDE , GUIDATA , GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help gmm_gui

Initialization of the GUI codes, normally this doesn’t need to be changed.
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct ( ’ gui_Name ’ ,
’ gui_Singleton ’ ,

mfilename , ...
gui_Singleton , ...

’ gui_OpeningFcn ’ , @gmm_gui_OpeningFcn , ...
’ gui_OutputFcn ’ ,

@gmm_gui_OutputFcn , ...

’ gui_LayoutFcn ’ ,

[] , ...

’ gui_Callback ’ ,

[]);

if nargin && ischar ( varargin {1})
gui_State . gui_Callback = str2func ( varargin {1});
end
if nargout
[ varargout {1: nargout }] = gui_mainfcn ( gui_State , varargin {:});
else
gui_mainfcn ( gui_State , varargin {:});
end
% --- Executes just before gmm_gui is made visible .
function g m m _ g u i _ O p e n i n g F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles , varargin )
% This function has no output args , see OutputFcn .
% hObject

handle to figure

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% varargin

command line arguments to gmm_gui ( see VARARGIN )

Module 2. GUI for users to input default values, including raw image pixel size,
possible maximum number of QDs within a ROI or an image, localisation points size.
handles . threshold = 2000; % The threshold of non - noise signal
% handles . k

= 5;

handles . output

= hObject ;

handles . gdm

= 3;

handles . gdn

= 3;

handles . iter

= 0;

handles . iterdata

= cell (0);

\ begin { lstlisting }
handles . k

= str2num ( get ( handles . edit_k , ’ String ’)); % Possible maximal QDs

handles . pSize

= str2num ( get ( handles . edit8 , ’ String ’));

% Output localisation point size

handles . dpSize = str2num ( get ( handles . edit7 , ’ String ’));

% Raw image pixel size

handles . center = [];

% Center points saved
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% Update handles structure
guidata ( hObject , handles );

During the users inputting the initialize parameters, the GUI is made to a state
waiting for users’ responds. Return the initialized parameters to the command line in
the main command window.
% UIWAIT makes gmm_gui wait for user response ( see UIRESUME )
% uiwait ( handles . figure1 );
setappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’

, gcf );

setappdata ( gcf , ’ xleft ’

,1);

% the left of x axes range

setappdata ( gcf , ’ xright ’

,50);

% the right of x axes range

setappdata ( gcf , ’ ybot ’

,1);

% the bottom of y axes range

setappdata ( gcf , ’ ytop ’

,50);

% the top of y axes range

setappdata ( gcf , ’ fhUpdateAxes ’ , @updateAxes1 );
setappdata ( gcf , ’ fhUpdateframe ’ , @ u p d a t e A x e s f r o m F r a m e );
setappdata ( gcf , ’ hMainAxes1 ’

, handles . axes1 );

setappdata ( gcf , ’ hMainAxes2 ’

, handles . axes2 );

setappdata ( gcf , ’ color ’

,’k ’);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line .
function varargout = g m m _ g u i _ O u t p u t F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% varargout

cell array for returning output args ( see VARARGOUT );

% hObject

handle to figure

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout {1} = handles . output ;

Module 3. Load data by pressing the ‘Load data’ bottom in the GUI. This module
is made to allow users to browse local files and load it into the algorithm. Also, it
allows users to assign any specific area of the image to be processed. For example, an
10 × 10 pixels area at point (3, 4) will segment the small area of coordinates (3, 4)
as a separate image for further processing.
% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ d a t a .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ d a t a _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ d a t a ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

[ filename ] = uigetfile ({ ’*. tif ’} , ’ File Selector ’);
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hMainGui

= getappdata (0 , ’ hMainGui ’);

XTIF

= readTIF ( filename );

X

= XTIF {1 ,1};

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ maxFrame ’

, size ( XTIF ,1));

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ currFrame ’

,1);

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xleft ’

,1);

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xright ’

, size (X ,1)); % the right of x axes range

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ybot ’

,1);

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ytop ’

, size (X ,2)); % the top of y axes range

% the left of x axes range

% the bottom of y axes range

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ originalData ’ , XTIF );
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ fileName ’

, filename );

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ plotData ’

,X );

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ reshape ’

,0);

setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ pixelSizes ’

, handles . dpSize );

updateAxes1

function updateAxes1
hMainGui

= getappdata (0

sX

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ plotData ’);

, ’ hMainGui ’);

hAxes

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ hMainAxes1 ’);

axes ( hAxes );
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( sX );

function u p d a t e A x e s f r o m F r a m e
hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

currFrame = getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ currFrame ’);
XTIF

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ originalData ’);

xl

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xleft ’);

xr

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xright ’);

yb

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ybot ’);

yt

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ytop ’);

hAxes

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ hMainAxes1 ’);

X

= XTIF { currFrame ,1};

sX = X ( xl : xr , yb : yt );
axes ( hAxes );
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( sX );

function u p d a t e A x e s d u r i n g R u n
hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

currFrame = getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ currFrame ’);
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XTIFt

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’);

XTIFo

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ originalData ’);

hAxes

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ hMainAxes1 ’);

reshape

= getappdata ( hMainGui ,’ reshape ’);

if reshape == 1
XTIF = XTIFt ;
else
XTIF = XTIFo ;
end

X

= XTIF { currFrame ,1};

axes ( hAxes );
colormap gray ;
imagesc ( X );

function p l o t L e a r n e d C e n t e r ( handles )
hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

xl

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xleft ’);

xr

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xright ’);

yb

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ybot ’);

yt

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ytop ’);

hAxes

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ hMainAxes2 ’);

color

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ color ’);

axes ( hAxes );
cla ( hAxes );
center

= handles . center ;

for o = 1: size ( center ,2)
h = scatter ( center (2 , o ) , center (1 , o ) , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , color ,...
’ MarkerFaceColor ’ , color ,...
’ LineWidth ’ ,0.5);
hChildren = get (h , ’ Children ’);
set ( hChildren , ’ Markersize ’ , handles . pSize )
hold on
axis ([ xl xr yb yt ]);
set ( gca , ’ YDir ’ , ’ reverse ’);
end

Module 4. Allow the algorithm to perform Mixed Gaussian Model fitting to the data
when user press the ‘Do GMM’ bottom.
% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g m m .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g m m _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g m m ( see GCBO )
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% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

rng (0)
K = handles . k ;
options = statset ( ’ Display ’ , ’ iter ’ , ’ MaxIter ’ ,1000);

hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

taylData

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’);

origData

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ originalData ’);

xl

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xleft ’);

xr

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ xright ’);

yb

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ybot ’);

yt

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ ytop ’);

hAxes

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ hMainAxes2 ’);

res

= getappdata ( hMainGui ,’ reshape ’);

if res == 1
sXfull = taylData ;
else
sXfull = origData ;
end

gmfull

= cell ( size ( sXfull ,1) ,1);

for i = 1: size ( sXfull ,1)
updateAxesduringRun ;
if i < size ( sXfull ,1)
currFrame = i + 1;
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ currFrame ’ , currFrame );
end
sX

= sXfull {i ,1};

[M , N ]

= size ( sX );

maxPeaks

= K;

threshold = handles . dpSize /(2*11.4);
sigma

= 1;

axes ( hAxes );
cla ( hAxes );
likelihood = zeros (1 , maxPeaks );
A

= repmat (1: N , [ M 1]);

B

= repmat ((1: M ) ’ , [1 N ]);

C

= [ B (:) A (:)];

b

= sX (:) ’;

a

= 1: length ( b );

c

= rude (b , a );

Datalikeli = C (c ,:);
allmodel

= cell (1 , maxPeaks );
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for t = 1: maxPeaks
model . mu

= zeros (2 , t );

model . sigma

= zeros (2 ,2 , t );

model . weight

= zeros (1 , t );

Module 5. De-noise to the raw image and do segmentation. This code is executed
after the user pressing ‘Do GMM’. The de-noise parameters are changeable according
to user’s data.
kernelSize = [2 ,2]; % This is changeable according to your own data .
For example , [1 ,1] will lead to non - smooth , i . e . , no filter applies
X

= imfilter ( sX , fspecial ( ’ gaussian ’ , kernelSize , sigma ) , ’ replicate ’);

iX

= ones (M , N );

iX2

= zeros (M , N );

whilebreak = 0;
while sum ( sum ( iX2 )) < t
[~ , ind ] = max ( X (:));
[m , n ] = ind2sub ( size ( X ) , ind );
iX2 (m , n ) = 1;
iXgmm

= ones (M , N );

% Segmentation
for ii = 1: M
for j = 1: N
if pdist ([ ii , j ;m , n ]) < threshold
iX ( ii , j )

= 0;

iXgmm ( ii , j ) = 0;
end
end
end

Module 6. Following the de-noise process, Gaussian fitting is applied to the ROIs
using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Output localisations are plotted in a new
image.
gData

= sX .*( ones (M , N ) - iXgmm );

A

= repmat (1: N , [ M 1]);

B

= repmat ((1: M ) ’ , [1 N ]);

C

= [ B (:) A (:)];

b

= gData (:) ’;

a

= 1: length ( b );

c

= rude (b , a );
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gData2 = C (c ,:);
gm = fitgmdist ( gData2 ,1 , ’ Options ’ , options , ’ CovType ’ , ’ diagonal ’ , ’ Regularize ’ ,0.01);

index

= sum ( sum ( iX2 ));

model . mu (1 , index )

= gm . mu (1 ,1);

model . mu (2 , index )

= gm . mu (1 ,2);

tmp

= zeros (2 ,2);

tmp (1 ,1)

= gm . Sigma (1);

tmp (2 ,2)

= gm . Sigma (2);

model . sigma (: ,: , index )

= tmp ;

model . weight ( index )

= sum ( gData (:));

X = X .* iX ;
% To avoid situation that the image is fully selected during segmentation .
The following codes are used .
if sum ( sum ( X ))==0
break ;
whilebreak = 1;
end
end % End while
if whilebreak == 1
likelihood ( t ) = - Inf ;
else
model . weight = model . weight / sum ( model . weight );
[R , likelihood ( t )] = Estep ( Datalikeli ’ , model );
end
allmodel {1 , t } = model ;
end % End for each K
likelihood = likelihood - 0.5*[1: maxPeaks ];
[ maxLikeli , mIndex ] = max ( likelihood );
bestmodel

= allmodel {1 , mIndex }

save ( ’ results . mat ’ , ’ bestmodel ’);
% Output
maxLikeli
center = bestmodel . mu ;
handles . center = center ; % save center information for re - plot usage .
for o = 1: size ( center ,2)
h = scatter ( center (2 , o ) , center (1 , o ) , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’k ’ ,...
’ MarkerFaceColor ’ , ’k ’ ,...
’ LineWidth ’ ,0.5);
hChildren = get (h , ’ Children ’);
set ( hChildren , ’ Markersize ’ , handles . pSize )
hold on
axis ([ xl xr yb yt ]);
set ( gca , ’ YDir ’ , ’ reverse ’);
end
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% legend ([ ’ GMMEst points , log - likelihood : ’, sprintf ( ’%10.2 f ’ , maxLikeli )] ,

...

% ’ Location ’ , ’ Best ’);
end
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ gmmResults ’ , gmfull );
saveFig = figure ;
copyobj ( hAxes , saveFig );
set ( gca , ’ xtick ’ ,[])
set ( gca , ’ xticklabel ’ ,[])
set ( gca , ’ ytick ’ ,[])
set ( gca , ’ yticklabel ’ ,[])
set ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ TightInset ’))
box on
hgsave ( saveFig , ’ outputFigure . fig ’);
close ( saveFig );
guidata ( hObject , handles );
uiwait ( msgbox ( ’ Localisation Finished ’ , ’ Success ’ , ’ modal ’));

* Modules for the use of functional bottoms in the GUI.
function e d i t _ t h r e s h o l d _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edi t_thresh old ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . threshold = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit_t hreshol d as text
% str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit_th reshold as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all parameters .
function e d i t _ t h r e s h o l d _ C r e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edi t_thresh old ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ s a v e _ r e s u l t s .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ s a v e _ r e s u l t s _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ s a v e _ r e s u l t s ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);
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pX

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ plotData ’);

gmfull

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ gmmResults ’);

save ( ’ results . mat ’ , ’ pX ’);
save ( ’ results . mat ’ , ’ gmfull ’);

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ o p e n _ f i g u r e .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ o p e n _ f i g u r e _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ o p e n _ f i g u r e ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

openfig ( ’ outputFigure . fig ’);

function e d it _x _C a ll ba ck ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_x ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . x = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit_x as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit_x as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all properties .
function e d i t _ x _ Cr e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_x ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r o un d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

function e d it _y _C a ll ba ck ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_y ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . y = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit_y as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit_y as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all paramters .
function e d i t _ y _ Cr e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
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% hObject

handle to edit_y ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

function e d it _k _C a ll ba ck ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_k ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . k = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit_k as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit_k as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all parameters .
function e d i t _ k _ Cr e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_k ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ o p t i o n s .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ o p t i o n s _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ o p t i o n s ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% SupResPosits = evalin ( ’ base ’ , ’ SupResPosits ’);
% SupResParams = evalin ( ’ base ’ , ’ SupResParams ’);
% myFrame = evalin ( ’ base ’ , ’ myFrame ’);

% Run the Reviewer m - file .
axes_setting ;
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function e d i t _ g a u s s i a n _ n _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to ed it _g a us si an _ n ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of e di t _g au ss i an _n as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of ed it _ ga us si a n_ n as a double

handles . gdn = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
handles . gdm = handles . gdn
guidata ( hObject , handles );

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all parameters .
function e d i t _ g a u s s i a n _ n _ C r e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to ed it _g a us si an _ n ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g a u s s i a n _ d e n o s i e .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g a u s s i a n _ d e n o s i e _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

taylData

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’);

origData

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ originalData ’);

currFrame = getappdata ( hMainGui ,’ currFrame ’);
reshape

= getappdata ( hMainGui ,’ reshape ’);

if reshape == 1
testdata = taylData ;
else
testdata = origData ;
end

gdData

= cell ( size ( testdata ,1) ,1);

for i = 1: size ( testdata ,1)
tmp

= testdata {i ,1};

gdData {i ,1} = wiener2 ( tmp ,[ handles . gdm handles . gdn ]);
end

pData

= gdData { currFrame ,1};
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% update the original data with the gaussian denoised one
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’ , gdData );
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ plotData ’

, pData );

updateAxes1 ;
uiwait ( msgbox ( ’ Denosie Completed ’ , ’ Success ’ , ’ modal ’));

% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ g a u s s i a n _ d e n o s i e ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ p o i s s o n _ d e n o i s e .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ p o i s s o n _ d e n o i s e _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ d o _ p o i s s o n _ d e n o i s e ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

taylData

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’);

currFrame = getappdata ( hMainGui ,’ currFrame ’);
mx

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’mx ’);

mn

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’mn ’);

J

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’J ’);

let_id

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ let_id ’);

nSpin

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ nSpin ’);

pdData

= cell ( size ( taylData ,1) ,1);

for i = 1: size ( taylData ,1)
[z , im ]

= poisson_count ( taylData {i ,1} , mn , mx );

try
pdData {i ,1}

= cspin_purelet (z , let_id ,J , nSpin );

break ;
catch err
msgbox ( ’ The cropped figure is too small ! Poisson denoise failed ! ’);
break ;
end
end

pData

= pdData { currFrame ,1};

% update the original data with the gaussian denoised one
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ tayloredfullData ’ , pdData );
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ plotData ’

, pData );

updateAxes1 ;
uiwait ( msgbox ( ’ Denosie Completed ’ , ’ Success ’ , ’ modal ’));

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ p o i s s o n _ p a r a .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ p o i s s o n _ p a r a _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
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% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ p o i s s o n _ p a r a ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

p oi ss on _ se tt in g ;

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ s e l e c t _ f r a m e .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ s e l e c t _ f r a m e _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ s e l e c t _ f r a m e ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

select_frame ;

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton12 .
function p u s h b u t t o n 1 2 _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to pushbutton12 ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

hMainGui

= getappdata (0

, ’ hMainGui ’);

color

= getappdata ( hMainGui , ’ color ’);

if isequal ( color , ’k ’)
color = ’r ’;
else
color = ’k ’;
end
setappdata ( hMainGui , ’ color ’ , color );
p l o t L e a r n e d C e n t e r ( handles )

function edit7 _Callbac k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit7 ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . dpSize = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit7 as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit7 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all properties .
function e d it 7_ Cr e at eF cn ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit7 ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
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get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

function e d i t _ i t e r _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_iter ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit_iter as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit_iter as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all properties .
function e d i t _ i t e r _ C r e a t e F c n ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit_iter ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

% --- Executes on button press in p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ b a c k g r o u d .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ b a c k g r o u d _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to p u s h b u t t o n _ l o a d _ b a c k g r o u d ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

[ filename ] = uigetfile ({ ’*. tif ’} , ’ File Selector ’);
XTIF

= readTIF ( filename );

backgroud

= XTIF {1 ,1};

handles . threshold = mean ( backgroud (:));
set ( handles . edit_threshold , ’ String ’ , mat2str ( handles . threshold ,2))
guidata ( hObject , handles );

function edit8 _Callbac k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit8 ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

handles . pSize = str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’));
if isempty ( handles . center )
% do nothing
else
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p l o t L e a r n e d C e n t e r ( handles );
end
guidata ( hObject , handles );
% Hints : get ( hObject , ’ String ’) returns contents of edit8 as text
%

str2double ( get ( hObject , ’ String ’)) returns contents of edit8 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation , after setting all parameters .
function e d it 8_ Cr e at eF cn ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to edit8 ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint : edit controls usually have a white background on Windows .
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER .

if ispc && isequal ( get ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’) ,
get (0 , ’ de f a u lt U i co n t r ol B a ck g r ou n d C ol o r ’))
set ( hObject , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , ’ white ’);
end

% --- Executes on button press in p ushbutt on_set .
function p u s h b u t t o n _ s e t _ C a l l b a c k ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
% hObject

handle to pus hbutton_ set ( see GCBO )

% eventdata

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles

structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA )

s et _p ix e l_ si ze s ;
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